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PREFACE 
The present lecture notes have gro;.m from a series of three lectures 
which were given by the author at the California Institute of Technology 
in December 1961. The purpose of these lectures was to give a discussion 
of A. Robinson's theory of infinitesimals and infinitely large numbers 
which had just appe.a.red in print under the title "Non-Standard Analysis". 
The title "Non-Standard Analysis" refers to the fact that this theory is 
un interpretation of analysis in a non-standard model of the arithmetic 
of the real numbers. 
The notes contain six chapters. In Chapter 1 a detailed discussion is 
given of the construction of a non-standard model of the real number system 
in tho form of roi ultrapower, a concept which was introduced by Frayne, 
Llcott and Tarski. This non-standard model is chosen in such a way, in 
order to enable us to compare Robinson's theory with the theory of 
infinitesimals and infinitely large numbers which was recently given by 
Schmieden and Laugvri tz. 
Chapters 2 and 3 are mainly concerned with the non-standard interprct:;i.-
·cion of the main principles of analysis. In addition, we develop a large 
part of the elementary theory of real f'unctions using infinitesimals and 
infinitely large numbers. An important role in this theory plays the 
fundamental fact that every finite number, i.e., not infinitely large 
number, is infinitely close to a unique real number. 
In these chapters the reader may find some new proofs of some well-
known theorems. For instance, the author believes that the proof of the 
Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem (Theorem 1.7 of Chapter 3), Bolzano's 
intermediate value theorem for continuous f'unctions (Theorem 5.1 of 
Ch::i.pter 3) and the proof of the mean-value theorem of the differential 
calculus (Theorem 10.2 of Chapter 3) are new. 
In Chapter 4, some parts of the theory f'unctions of several variables 
are treated in non-standard analysis. 
Except for a few remarks about the theory of Riemann integration, no 
:.ittempt has been made to discuss the theory of' integration from a non-
st<:llldard point of view. We hope to return to this question in the fUture. 
Chapter 5 is concerned with the elementary theory of distributions 
which was recently given by Mikusinski and Sikorski. It is shmm that a 
distribution may be represented as a generalized point f'unction provided 
the operations on those functions are defined relative to a certain 
·~quivalence relation. Some possible realizations of the Dirac-delta 
distribution in the form of such generalized point f'unctions are discussed. 
Needless to s::i.y that the given treatment of the theory of' distributions is 
far from being complete. 
ii 
T'ne last che.pte:r i~1 J.ev0ted to a presenta·~io::'! .;:.:f the .t)roperties of 
the general tbeo!'y 1,.;-f ;.;_lt:::-ap'"Y,rers oi' tr_e rE·aJ. number .system. In order 
to show how sueh ge~1·::~~~:1 moclel.s car.: be :iser~ in ana.l~v i:>is a number of applica-
tions are given. r~~ · i..71.;tance, the Hahn-Banae:h extension theorem can be 
proved by means of un ultrapower construction of the :ceals. In place of 
Zorn's lemma, this proof bases the validity of this important extension 
theorem on the apparently weaker hypothesjs that every filter is contained 
in an ultrafilter or, what is the same, the prime ideal theory for Boolean 
algebras. 
F'or the sake of convenience, at certain places :in the teA't we have 
mad.e use of the following symbols: =>; <=>; ( 3 · ) ; and ( 'r;/ • ) , uhich denote 
respectively the logicul connectives "if•••, then"; "if and only if·••"; 
''there exists • • • "; and "for all· •• " • 
Ever,v chapter is divided up in sections. In every section we have 
renumbered the theorems; the number of the section precedes the number 
of the theorem. If we refer to a theorP.m in a chapter to which it belongs, 
then the chapter is not quoted. In thP. other case it :is quoted. 
It is a great pleasure for me to thank my colleague Professor 
C. R. DePrima. for the many stimulating discussions I had with him during 
the preparation of these notes. 
Part of this work was supported by National Science Foundation Grant 
G-19914. 
VJ. A. J. Luxemburg 
!asadena, Januar-y 1962. 
The second editien differs little from the first edition . Some errors 
are cerrected, section 4 ef Chapter II was newly written and section 6 was 
added te Chapter 6. 
For the metamathematical '.:lac.kgreund of Robinson's theory we refer the 
reader to: Abraham Robinson, Intr,.,ductiftn to Model The~r;y and the Metamathe-
matics of Algebra, Studies in Logic and the Foundations df Mathematics, 
Ji..m~te~aair. 1963. 
w. A. J. Luxemburg 
Pasadena, March 1964. 
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CHAPTER I. 
A NON-STANDARD MODEL FOR ANALYSIS 
1. Some Historical Remarks; References. 
The use of infinitesimals in analysis was strongly advocated by 
Leibniz and readily accepted by Euler. Infinitesimals were abolished after 
the advent of Cauchy's methods which ma.de analysis a rigorous branch of 
mathematics. 
Except for a few instances such as du Bois-Reymond's calculus of 
infinities and Hahn's work on non-archimedean fields no complete rigorous 
theory of infinitesimals and infinitely large quantities was put forward 
until recently. In fact, two such theories were offered, one by Scl:.mieden 
and Laugwitz in ·1958 and another one by Robinson in 1961. 
These two theories are very much different from each other. Sc!nJieden 
and Laugwitz arrived at their theory by means of a new approach to Cantor's 
definition of the system of real numbers. The generalized system of 
numbers they obtained is an ordered (= partially ordered) ring with 
divisors of zero and which contains infinitesimals and infinitely large 
numbers. 
Robinson's theory is based on the metamathematical fact that the 
system of real numbers R is incomplete. Thus, there exist proper 
extensions of R which possess all properties of R that are formulated 
in the lower predicate calculus in terms of some given set of number 
theoretic relations such as addition, multiplication and equality. A fact 
which was observed earlier by Skolem for the system of natural numbers 
N(n ~ o). 
2. 
Proper extensions of non-completi;; t!:teories are often referred to as 
(strong) non-standard models. A non-stano.e.:cd n:odel for the system of real 
numbers has the feature of being a non-archimedean totally ordered field 
which contains a copy of the real number system. Non-standard models can 
be constructed as ultrapowers, a metamathematical concept which was recently 
introduced by T. Frayne, D. Scott and A. Tarski. 
We shall construct a non-standard model of analysis in the form of an 
i:<ltrapower. Furthermore, the ultrapower is chosen in such a way that it 
will throw some light on the relation between the two theories. 
Finally, the reader should take notice of the fact that there are an 
infinite number of non-isomorphic non-standard models for the theory of 
real numbers. One may speculate that by choosing a particular IT~del one 
could analyze certain parts of analysis more closely. We shall illustrate 
this method in the final chapter. For the general theory presented in 
all but the last chapter any non-standard rrodel for R will do as well 
as another. 
In order to make this re-.i;ort as self-contained as possible we ha-.re 
included the basic definitions and properties of the theory of filters and 
proofs of some theorems about ordered fields. 
We conclude this section with the following list of articleR. In the 
articles ( 1], [6] and [7] the reader may find some additional information 
abcut the history of the subject. 
1. Schn.ieden, Q. and 12· Laugwitz, Eine Erweiterung der Inf'foitesi-
malrcchnung, Math. Zeitschr., 69, 1-39 (1958). 
2. Laugwitz, _g., Eine Einfuhrung der o-Funktionen, Sitzungsber. 
Bayerisc:he Akad. der Hissenschaften, 4, 41-59 (1959). 
3. Laugwi tz, .Q., Anwendungen unendlich kleiner Zahlen I. Zur 
Theorie der Distributionen, J. reine angew. Math., 207, 53-60 (1961). 
3. 
4. Laugwi tz, .Q., Anwendungen unend.lich kleiner Zahlen II. Ein 
Zugang zur Operatorenrecbnung von Mikusinski, J. reine angew. Math., 2o8, 
22 - 34 ( 1961 ) • 
5. ~' F., Lorentzinvariante Wellengleichungen filr Mehrbahnsysteme, 
Sitzungsber. Bayerische Akad. der Wiss. 167-225 (1958). 
6. Erdelyi, ~., An extension of the concept of real number, To be 
published in the Proc. Fifth Canad. Math. Congress, Montreal (1961). 
7. Robinson, A·, Non-standard analysis, Proc. Nederl. Akad. 
Wetensch. 64 (1961) (=Ind. Math., 23, 432-440 (1961)). 
8. Fraype, T., D. Scott and A. Tarski, Reduced Products, Amer. 
V!ath. Soc. Notices, 5, 673-674 (1958). 
9. Erdos, P., L. Gillman and M. Henriksen, An isomorphism theorem 
for real-closed fields, Anna.is - of Mathematics 61, 542-544 (1955). 
2. Filters and Ultrafilters 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Filter). A non-empty set .:J of subsets of a 
non-empty set X is called a filter if it has the following filter 
;eroEerties: 
(Fl) If E € <!J" and F :2 E, then F € 5. 
(F2) If E, F € ~, then E n F € s . 
(F3) The emEtY subset of x is not an element of ~-
From property (F3) it follows that a filter cannot degenerate in the 
set of all subsets of X. Furthermore, (F2) and (F3) imply that every 
finite set of elements of ~ has a non-empty intersection. Since 
~ r ¢, (Fl) implies X € :f'. 
4. 
EXAMPLES 1 • If .:·7 {x} , then ::;:. is a filter. .f = 
If y 
non empty tE y ~ E} 2. is a/subset of x, then : is a filter. This 
filter is called the principal filter on x generated by Ye X. 
3. (Fre'chet filter). The set of all non-empty subsets of X whose 
complements are finite is a filter on X. This filter is called the 
Frechet filter of X and is denoted by S-r. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Free filter). A filter [}::"' is called free if 
= ,/, 
'P. 
EXAMPLES 1. A principal filter is not free. 
2. If X is infinite, then the Frechet filter of X is a free filter. 
Indeed, for every }~ € X we have X - t x § € ~ r. The reader should 
also observe that the following converse holds: If a set X has a free 
filter 2 then X is infinite. 
DEFINrl'ION 2 • 3 Let J 
is called finer than Sf if 
and -5"'1 be two filters on X. Then @:'1 
tf c <t- ' i. e . ( \IE) ( E € J' => E € (.F' ) • 
- ..:r ' 
If 1 moreover, 5 :f. ff 1 , then 5:' is called strictly finer than 5. 
The set of all filters on X is ordered by the relation 11 .:;: 1 is 
finer than :J:' •11 Indeed, this relation is the induced relation of the 
inclusion relation in the power set of the power set of X. In the 
following for " $' is finer than .§ 11 we shall write 11 .;]:. ~ .::J. 1 • 11 
DEFINITION 2.4 (Ultrafilter). A filter .!!f" .2.!! X is called an 
ultra:filter if it is not properly contained in any other filter.or 
eq_uivalentl~if there .does not exist a filter on X which is strictly 
finer than ::J.' . 
5. 
Ultrafilters are maximal elements of the family of all filters 
ordered by the relation 11 ..J.. S ..J'. 11 
Since it is easy to see that the set of all filters on X ordered by 
_;!.. S J- 1 has the property that every chain has an upper bound the 
following theorem follows immediately from Zorn's lemma. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every filter .:f on X there exists an ultrafilter 
·-t,L on x such that .:?-- ~ a . 
THEOREM 2 .2. Let --r..L be an ultrafilter on X. If E and F are 
two subsets of X such that E U F € l..l, then either E € U .9_E F € -U... 
PROOF. We shall give an indirect proof. Assume that E ¢ (,(__and 
F ¢ 'Zl and E U F € U. Let ;;/- be the set of all subsets Y of X 
such that E U Y € U. It is easy to verify that J is a filter. Since 
F € .:J-, we have that ;;J- is strictly finer than -u_ • This contradicts 
the fact that -tt_ is an ultrafilter and the proof is completed. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let -c.(_. be an ultrafilter on X. If s E. : 1 < i < n} l l. - -
is a finite family of subsets of X such that U £ Ei : 1 S i S n] € U, 
then there exists at least one index i ( 1 S i S n) such that E1 € U · 
In particular, if U £ E1 : 1 ~ i S n } = X, then the conclusion of the 
theorem holds. 
PROOF. This theorem follows immediately from the preceding theorem 
by induction on n. 
The following theorem gives an important characteristic property of an 
ultrafilter. 
THEOREM 2.4. A filter ;f- ~ X is an ultrafilter if, and only if, 
for every subset Y of X either Y € .:J. £E_ X - Y € ::!- . 
6. 
PROOF. If :J- is an ultrafilter, then the result follows immediately 
from Theorem 2.2. Conversely, assume that :::J- is a filter such that for 
all subsets Y of X either Y € :J- or X - Y € J- . If 3- is not 
an ultrafilter, then there exists a subset Y of X such that (i) Y ¢ ~ 
and (ii) E () Y ~ ~ for all E € ..J- . Hence, Y ¢ :J- implies that 
X - Y e :J-. This contradicts (ii). 
THEOREM 2.5. If X is infinite, then there exists a free ultra-
filter on X. 
PROOF. If X is infinite, then the Fr{chet filter of X is free. 
From Theorem 2.1 it follows that there exists an ultrafilter l-l such 
that J-r :5 tt_. Since () U c !) Jr we obtain that 't-l. is a free 
ultrafilter. 
REMARK. The non-free or fixed ultrafilters on a set X can be 
easily characterized as the principal filters generated by the subsets 
~ x 1 of X, where x € X. It may be of interest to remark that since 
the fixed ultrafilters of a set X are those filters whose elements 
contain a fixed element of X, the existence of such ultrafilters follows 
readily. The existence of free ultrafilters on infinite sets, however, 
has never been shown then by using some form of the axiom of choice. 
Incidentally, the converse of Theorem 2.5 holds also. 
3, Some Remarks about Rings and Fields. 
For terminology not explained in this section the reader should 
consult N. H. McCoy, Rings and Ideals, Carus V.ia.thematical Monograph 8 
and N. Bourbaki, Livre II Alg~bre, Chap. VI, Groupes et corps ordonnts, 
Hermann No. 1179. 
7. 
In what follows,. .f'. w.:i.11 al··:-y~:, denote a -~~~ ring ·which has an 
for all x e: A. 
An element x € A is called regu1ar if it has a multiplicative 
-1 I inverse 1 i.e., a necc:szarily unique element, 1kncted by a or 1 a, 
such that a a- 1 = 1. 
DEFINITION 3. 1 (Ideal). A subring I of A is called an ideal if 
I f A ~ a E A imp.Lies a x € I for all x E. I. 
If I is an ideal, then 1 ¢ I, sinc:e I f A. More generally, every 
regular element does not belong to any ideal. 
DEFINITION 3.2 (¥.2.fi10morphism). Let A and A' be two commutative 
rings with identity. ~ing h of A into A1 is called a ring 
homomorphism if' ( i) h(x + y) = h( x) + h(y) for all x, y € A and 
(ii) h(xy) = h(x) h(y) for all x, y e: A. 
If h is a homomorphiGm of A into A 1 , tJ: .. en r_{ 0) is the zero-
element of A1 • If, moreover, h is an onjection of A onto A1 , i.e., 
h(A) = A1 , then h(l) is the identity of A1 • Thus a homomorEhic image 
of a ring with identity is a ring with identity. 
A homorn~rpllism h of A onto A 1 such that x. -f y implies 
h(x) r h(y) ia called an isomorphism and A and A1 are called isomorphic. 
The kernel I of a non-zero homomorphism of A into A1 , i.e., the 
set of all x € A such that h(x) = o, is an ideal. In fact, I is the 
kernel of the canonical homomorphism of A onto the residue class ring 
A/I. Conversely, every ideal I C A is the kernel of the canonical 
homomorphism of A onto A/I. If his a homomorphism of A onto A1 , 
then A/I and A' are isomorphic. 
8. 
DEFINITION 3.3 (~iaxiroo.l id .. ea.L) . An ideal I of A is called 
maximal if there do~e .not exist an ideal I 1 C /.. such that IC I 1 and 
I:/:I'. 
The property of an ideal to be maximal can be expressed algebraically 
as follows: 
THEOREM 3. 1 • An ideal I C A is maximal if and only if A/I is a 
field. 
PROOF. Assume that A/I is a field. Then, a ¢ I and b €A 
implies there exists an element c E A such that b - a c E I. Hence, any 
ideal I 1 containing I as a subset and a as an element is equal to A. 
We conclude tnat I is maximal. 
Conve:r·se ly, asstm1e 
eY..ists an element b €A 
that I is maximal and tbat a ¢ I. Then there 
2 
such that ab - 1 € I. Hence a b - a € I. 
From a ¢ I it follows that a2 ¢ I. Thus any ideal I' containing a 
and I contains I properly. Hence, I' =A, E:ince I is maximal. We 
conclude that given b € A, there exists an element c € A such that 
b - ac € I, i.e., A/I is a field . 
Consider the set of all ideals of A ordered by inclusion. The 
union of ~ny non-empty chain of ideals is an ideal. Hence, Zorn's lemma 
applies. 
'llIEOREM 3.2. Every ideal IC A is contained in some maximal ideal. 
In particular, every non-regular elen:ant of A belongs to some maximal 
ideal. 
9. 
THEOREM 3.3. If A has the property that the set of all non-regular 
elements of A forms an ideal I, then I is maximal. 
PROOF. If I is not maximal, then there exists an element a € A 
and an ideal I' such that a¢ I, IC I' and a€ I 1 • But a¢ I 
implies that a is regular. Hence a ¢ I' and a contradiction is 
obtained. 
We proceed with the introduction of the important concept of an 
ordered ring. 
DEEINITION 3.4 (Ordered ring). A ring A is called an ordered ring 
if A is ordered and the following two conditions hold: 
(i) x ~ y implies x + z ~ y + z for all z € A, 
(ii) for all x,y € A, x > 0 and y ~ 0 implies xy ~ O. 
If A is a totally-ordered ring and a € A, then !al denotes 
max( a, -a). 
Assume now that A is a totally-ordered integral domain (i.e., a 
totally-ordered ring without divisors of zero). Then, 
(i) 1 > 0 and hence -1 < 0. Indeed, 1 < 0 implies 1.1 > 0 
which contradicts 1 < 0. 
(ii) x ~ O implies 2 x > 0. Indeed, since A is an integral domain, 
x f. 0 implies x2 :/- O. Since A is totally-ordered we have either x > 0 
or x < o. In both cases, however, we may conclude that 2 x > 0. In 
particular, -1 has no square root. 
(iii) If x < y, then xn < yn for all n > 1. Thus a positive 
element has at most one positive root. 
(iv) If x > O, then nx :j:. 0 for all n > 1. Indeed, A has no 
divisors of zero. 
10. 
(v) A contains a natural co;py of the set of integers in the form of 
the elements m.1, where m is an integer. 
(vi) If F is a totally-ordered field, then the elelil!lB!lts 
m/n = (m.1)/(n.1), where mis an integer and n a natural number > 1 
constitutes a natural copy of the field of rationals .Q. 
DEFINITION 3.5 (Archimedean totally-ordered field). A totally-
ordered field F is called archimedean if for every a € F there exists 
an element n € N such that Jal < n. 
The field of rationals and the field of real numbers are examples 
of totally ordered archimedean fields. 
Before we conclude this section with a characterization of the 
archimede.e.n property for totally-ordered fields we shall recall briefly 
Dedekind's definition of the system of' real numbers. 
Let Q again denote the field of rational numbers. 
DEFINITION 3.6. (Dedekind cut). A subset a of Q is called a 
Dedekind cut if (i) a :J. ¢, (ii) r € a and r' € Q and r' < r im;ply 
r' € a. (iii) a contains no largest element. 
If a is a Dedekind cut, then r ¢ a, r € Q implies r' < r for 
all r 1 €a, 
If r € Q, then the set a = lr' : r' € Q and 
Dedekind cut and r is the least upper bound of A 
r' < r} is a 
in Q. This Dedekind 
cut is called the rational cut defined by r. The Dedekind cut defj.ned 
l)y 0 € Q will be denoted by 0. Thus 0 = £ r : r € Q and r < 0 1 . 
Two Dedekind cuts a and b are considered to be equal if they are 
equal as sets, i.e., if they contain the same rationals. 
11. 
Let R be the family of all Dedekind cuts of Q. Then the relation 
a < b <=> a = b or ( 3 r )( r € Q and r € b and r ¢ a) totally orders 
R. Thus for every a € R we have either a < 0 or a = 0 or a > O. 
Addition in R can be introduced as follows: 
If a, b € R, then by a + b we denote that subset of Q which has 
the following property: r € a + b <=> (Jr')( 3r")(r 1 € a, r" € b and 
r = r' + r 11 ). It is easy to see that a+ b is again a Dedekind cut. 
Then it is easily shown that R is a totally-ordered corrnnutative group, 
with respect to this definition of addition , which contains the additive 
group of Q by means of the rational cuts. 
The introduction of multiplication is more complicated. 
If a, b € R and a ~ o, b ~ o, then by a.b or sbortly ab we 
denote that subset of Q which has the following property: 
r €ab<=> (3rt)(3r")(r 1 €a, r" € b and r = r'r"). It is easy to 
see that ab is a Dedekind cut. Multiplication for general elements of 
R is then introduced as follows: 
If a, b € R, then ab= -lal !bl whenever a< 0 and b ~ o, 
ab = -!al !bl whenever a> 0 and b < 0 and ab= !al jbj whenever 
a< 0 and b < 0. 
Then R turns out to be an archimedean totally-ordered field with 
the property that every non-empty subset of R which is bounded above has 
a least upper bound. For further information about the construction of 
the real number system by means of Dedekind cuts we refer the reader to: 
W. Rudin, Principles of Mathematical Analysis, New York (1953). 
12. 
Using Dedekind's definition of the real number system we shall prove 
now the following theorem which will be essential in the proof of Theorem 
5 .2. 
THEOREM 3.4. A totally-ordered field is archimedean if and only if 
it is isomorphic to a subfield of R. 
PROOF. Since every subfield of R is archimedean we have only to 
show that the condition is necessary. For this purpose assume that F 
is a totally-ordered archimedean field. If x, y € F and x < y, then 
there exists an element n € N such that n > 1/(y-x). Let m be the 
smallest integer > nx. Then x < m/n < y. Hence, Q is dense in F. 
So that every element x of F is uniquely determined by the Dedekind 
cut [ r : r E Q and r < x} • Thus F is embeddable in R in a unique 
way as a totally-ordered subset of R. Furthermore, if x, y € F and 
q, r, s, t are rationals such that q S x < r, s Sy< t, then 
s + q S x + y < r + t. Hence, addition in F like addition in R is 
uniquely determined by Dedekind cuts of Q. This holds also for 
multiplication as the reader can easily verify himself. This shows that 
the embedding of F into R is an isomorphism, which completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
We shall conclude this section with an analysis of a problem the 
solution of which plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Let A be an ordered ring and let I be a proper ideal of A. 
wish to know when the residue class ring A/I can be ordered in such 
way that A/I is an ordered ring in the sense of Definition 3.4 and 
the canonical mapping h of A onto A/I is order preserving. 
We 
a 
that 
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The latter requirement suggests immediately to consider the following 
relation between the elements of A/I. 
(*) h(a) S h(b) if and only if there exist elements x,y e A such 
that x Sy and x - a e I, y - b e I. 
Indeed, from (*) it follows immediately that if a :Sb, then 
h(a) :S h(b). Furthermore, h(a) S h(b) if and only if h(b - a)? 0. If 
h(a) S h(b), then by (*) there exist elements x,y e A such that x :5 y and 
:~ - a € I, y - b € I, i.e., y - x ? 0 and (b - a) - (y - x) e I, or 
equivalently h(b - a) ? O. Conversely, if h(b - a) ? O, then by (*) there 
exists an element z e A such that z > 0 and b - a - z € I. If x e A 
such that a- x e I, then b - ( z + x) = b - ( z + ~( - a + a) = (b - a) - z 
+a - x € I. Since A is an ordered ring z > 0 implies z + x > x. 
Hence, h(b)? h(a). 
We shall prove now the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. The relation h(a) :S h(b) between the elements of A/I 
defined by (*) has the following properties: 
(a) It is reflexive, i.e, h(a) :5 h(a) for all a € A. 
(b) It is transitive, i.e., h(a) :S h(b) and h(b) :S h(c) implies 
h(a) :S h(c). 
(c) It satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.4. 
(d) It is antisymmetric, i.e., h(a) :S h(b) ~ h(b) :S h(a) implies 
h(a) = h(b), if and only if I satisfies the following condition: 
0 :S x :Sy € I implies x e I. 
PROOF. (a) Trivial. 
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(b) By (*), h(a) ::S h(b) and h(b) ::S h(c) implies there exist elements 
x,y,z €A such that x :Sy, y ::S z, and a - x € I, b - y € I, c - z € I. 
Since, x :Sy and y :S z implies x < z the required result follows. 
(c) In order to prove (i) assume that h(a) ::S h(b). Then h(b-a) > 0 
as was shovm above. Since h(b-a) = h{(b + c) -(a+ c)} we obtain from 
h(b - a)? 0 that h(b+c)? h(a+c). Hence, h(b) + h(c)? h(a) + b(c) for 
all c € A. 
If h(a) ? 0 and h(b) ? O, then by (*) there exist elements x,y e A 
such that x? 0 1 y? 0 and a - x € I and b - y e I. Since 
y ? O implies xy ? O and a - x € I and b- y € I implY 
condition (ii) of Definition 3.4 follows then from(*). 
x > 0 
- ' 
ab - xy e I, 
(d) Let 0 ::S x ::Sy € I. Then h(y-x) ? 0 and h(x) ? 0. Since 
h(y) = 0 we obtain from h(y-x) = h(y) - h( x) ? 0 that h(x) :S O. Hence, 
h( }~ ) = O, i.e., x e I. Conversely, assume that h(a) ::S h(b) and 
h(a) ~ h(b). Then h(a-b)? O and h(b-a) ~ O. Hence, by(*), there exist 
elements x,y e A such that x? o, y? 0 and a -b - x € I and b-a - y eI. 
We conclude that x+ y e: I. Since O ::S x ::S x + y € I, we have x € I or 
equivalently h(a-b) = o, i.e., h(a) = h(b). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
In summary, if I is a proper ideal of an ordered ring A such that 
0 ::S x ::Sy € I implies x € I, then A/I is an ordered ring under (*) and 
the canonical mapping h of A onto A/I is order preserving. 
REMARK. The reader does well to observe that the canonical mapping h 
of A onto A/I does not mecessarily preserve .§t.rict inequalities, i.e., if 
a< b, then it may occur that h(a) = h(b). 
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The following theorem is an innnediate consequence of the preceding 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a totally-ordered ring and let I be a proper 
ideal of A satisfying the condition:. 0 < x Sy E I implies x E I. Then 
A/I is a totally-ordered ring. Furthermore, if A is archimedean, then 
A/I is archimedean. 
4. Construction of a Non-Standard Model for Analysis. 
In this section we shall construct a non-standard model for analysis in 
the form of an ultrapower. The ultrapower is chosen in such a way that it is 
possible to compare the theory of Laugwitz and Schmieden with the theory of 
Robinson. 
Let R again denote the set of real numbers and let N be the set of 
all positive integers n > O. Let RN be the set of all mappings of N into 
R. Then we may consider RN as a ring if we define addition and multiplica-
tion as pointwise operations. Furthermore, the ring RN contains a copy of 
R in the set of all constant functions. If we introduce an order in 
the following way that an element of RN is non-negative if its :li:ange does 
not contain any negative number, then RN is the ordered ring employed by 
Schmieden and Laugwitz. It turns out that RN is E2.!_ totally-ordered. It 
is a non-archimedean ordered ring with divisors of zero. We shall now show 
how we can remove these unpleasant features. 
in 
Let U be a free-ultrafilter on N. In what follows, 'll will always 
be the ~ free-ultrafilter. We introduce now the following definition 
(elements of RN will always be denoted by capitals, A, B, ••• ,n, ... ). 
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DEFINITION 4.1 (Equality relative to 'ZL) Let A and B be two 
N 
elements of R • We say that A and B are equal relative to U if 
the set {n : A(n) = B(n)] e '-{A_ and we denote this by A = B. 
-"t(_ 
The tenninology used in the preceding definition suggests the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The relation A = B 
--a 
equivalence relation. 
N between the elements of R is an 
PROOF. The relation A = B is obviously symmetric. In order to prove 
--u._ 
that it is transitive assume that A = B and B = C. Then 
-u_ -q_ 
~ n : A(n) = D(n) J -2 \.n : A(n) = B(n) ? II ~-n : B(n) = D(n)] • Since 'lL 
is a filter we obtain immediately that ~ n : A(n) = D(n) ! e il, i.e. 
A= D. 
----u._ 
REMARK. In the theory of Schmieden and Laugwitz equality between the 
elements of RN relative to the Frechet filter of N is studied rather than 
with respect to a free ultrafilter. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The set of the classes of equivalent elements relative 
to the equivalence relation = is denoted by R*. The elements of R* will 
- - 'lL 
be denoted by lower case letters a, b, c, ••• 
The elements of a e R* will be denoted by A, A', ••• , A1, ••• etc. 
It is easy to see that R can be embedded in R* in a natural way. 
Indeed, if re R, then the class to which the constant function on N with 
value r 'belongs will represent r in R*. It is obvious that this defines 
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an injection (i.e., 1-1 and into) of R into R*. We shall denote the 
elements of P ::i..n R* in the same way . In order to be able to distinguish 
between the elemen"ts of R* whether tb.~y belong to R or not we shall 
introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION' 4.3 (Standard element). An element of R* which belongs i~(' 
p 
··' will be called a standard element, all the other elements are cal~ed 
non-standard. elements of R*. 
··ife shall now define addition and multiplication in R*. 
DEFINITION 4.4 (Addition and multiplication) Let a, b, c € R*. T!ien 
a + b = c if and only if there exist A € a, B € b and C € c ~ch taat 
l n : A(n) + B(n) = C(n) } € v_, ~ ab = c if and only if there exist 
A € a, B € b and C € c such that Zn : A(n) B(n) = C(n)] € U. 
In order to justify this definition we have to sbow that it is 
indt;pendent from the elements A Ea, B € b and C € c. To this en~1 let 
~. • €a, B' e b, and Ct e c, then observing that 1n : A'(n) + B'(n) 
.:::J [~1: A(n) = A1(n) 1n tn: B(n) = B1 (n)1n ~n: c(n) = C'(n)] () 
., 
= C'(n)j 
ln A(n) + B(r•) = C(n) S , using the fact that U is a filter, we. oi)ta:!n 
tr:.at. t_r1 : A1(n) + B'(n) = C1(n) 1 e V... In the same way this is -p::.·o·.red. 
for nr.1lti~lication. 
THEOF.EM '+.2. R* is a field. 
IBOOF. It is completely obvious that R* is a cormnutative ring with 
i 13.snti ty 1 ( = the class to which the constant function 1 belongs). To 
complete O' l:L' proof we have to show that for every a € R*, a :f 0 there 
exists an el::ment b such that ab= 1. Let a e R* and a -f. O. Then 
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1 n : A(n) = 0} ~ LI.. 
that tn:A(n)toJ 
Since --u is an ultrafilter we have by Theorem 2.4 
€ '{j_ • Let B1 be that element of RN which is 
equal to A if A t 0 and equal to 1> say, if A= O. Then B = 1/B' €RN 
and ab= 1, where b is the class to which B belongs. 
REMARKS 1. In the proof of Theorem 4.2, that R* is field, we used 
for the first time the hypothesis that '-IA- is an ultrafilter. 
2. If we consider N R as a ring in the way indicated earlier, then the 
set I of all elements A of RN such that [ n : A(n) = 0 f € U is a 
maximal ideal in RN. Furthermor.e, it is easy to see that RN /I ~ R*. 
Which proves again tbat R* is a field (Theorem 3.1). 
We shall now introduce an order relation in R*. 
DEFINITION 4.5 (Order) Let a, b € R*. Then we say that a is smaller 
than b or b is larger than a if and only if there exist A € a, B € b 
This 
such that [ n : A(n) ~ B(n) } € 11.... relation will be denoted by a< b. _, -_ 
It is easy to see that this definition is independent from the elements 
A € a and B € b. 
THEOREM 4. 3. Hi tb the relation a < b between the elements of R* 
we have that R* is a totally-ordered field. 
PROOF. We shall first prove that a < b orders R*. It is obvious that 
for all a € R*, a~ a, i.e., the relation < is reflexive. In order to 
prove that it is anti-symmetric assume that a < b and b < a. Then 
5 n : A ( n) = B( n) ? 
~ J ;] ~ n : A(n) ~ B(n) ; n ~ n : A(n) ?: B(n) ~ • Hence, since 
'1.{ is a filter in : A(n) = B(n) J € 'tl or equivalently a = b. In order 
to prove that it is transitive assume that a< b and b < c . Then, since 
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'-{}_is a filter A.Hd j 1 •• C(n) ;: A(n) J ~~ <. t' : A(n) S ~(n)} () [ n : 
B(n) S C(n) } , we obt<.i.in the.t a We i:;hall now prove that this relation 
totally orders R*. To this and let a, b € R* and assume not (a Sb). 
Since li.. i& an ultrafilter we must have that ~ n : ~(h) > B(n) ~ € 'll. 
Hence a > b. Incidentally, we have also shown that a < b if and only if 
~n : A{n) < B(n) 1 · Finally, in order to prove that R* is a totally 
oraered field we have to show that a > b implies a + c > b + c for all 
c € H* anrl a > 0 end b > 0 implies ab > O. Since t n : A(n) + C(n)) 
~ :B(n) + C(n) '? -2 ~ n : A(n) ~ B(n)] the former statement follows. The 
latter statement follows from l n : A(i.J.) B(n) ~ 0 l ~ f n : A(n) ~ 0} 
n ln : B(n)z.oj.This completes the proof of the theorem. 
It is evident from Definitions 4.4 and 4.5 that the embedding of R 
:i.nto R* is not only an algebraic isomorphism but also an order isomorphism. 
In the following theorem we will show that R and R* are not :is' omorphic 
and thus R* is a proper extension of R. 
THEOREM 4.4. R* and R are not isomvrphic. In fact, R* is non-
archimedman. 
PROOF. Observe that there exists a mapping A of N into R such 
that A is unbounded on every element of -t/.. Indeed, consider the mapping 
A of J\I 1.rto R defined by A(n) = n for all n € N. Then A is 
bounded or. the fi.nite subsets of N only but those subsets do not belong 
to {)._ since &l is a free ultrafilter. Hence, la! > n for every n € N, 
where A € a. Thus we have shown that R* is non-archimedean. Finally, 
R and R* cannot be isomorphic as fields. Indeed, every isomorphism of 
R to a totally ordered field is order-preserving, since every positive 
element in R has a square noot. The order in R is thus completely 
determined 'by the algebraic structure. 
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RE/!\PK. · .... ~ :; fr.· 11.:.·w~.ng questiO<J. seams n~tural: Hew many different 
The answe:.c i::; ·i...::1c..t under the continuum hyyothesis one can show that the 
system.; R.;.' i::..:r-=: all.isomorphic. This follows from r~sults contained in [9]. 
). ::r~:i:' L1~tesimals, Finite and Infinitely Large Ihrnbers. 
The fac+, chat R* is non-archimedean suggests the following definition. 
DEE':rNITI:JN 5. 1 (Infinitesimals, finite and infintely large numbers) • 
A number a ~ 3* :in cal2..e?- infini tel:\' larg~ if th~re ex:i~sts an element 
A € a such that A is ur..bounded on eve:-y element of 't.l. A number a € R* 
is called infir.d:tely small or an infinitesimal if it is the reci;prical of an 
infinite large number or zero. Numbers which are not infinitely large are 
These ".lcl!lbers 1.!<:m ba ~haracterized in a slightly different way as follows: 
THEOREM 5.1 (i) A .number a€ R* is infin:ii:;ely large if and only if 
lal ~ n for all n > 1~ 
(ii) A number a € R* i~ an infinitesimal if and only if lal < 1/n 
for e.11 n > 1. 
(iii) ~~pb~~r c;. € R* is finite if and only if there ex:i.sts a number 
n .:: N 13U'.!h that ja I < n. 
PtluOF. This theorE::m is an immedj.ate conseei_uence of Definition 5. 1. 
':::'he ~eaQe~ !ro.Y also observe +.hc..t ( . ) \ l. a G: R* l.S infinitely large if and 
., 
only j_f lal >r f •:,r all standard numbers r, (ii) fl. e R* is infinitesimal 
and only if la! <r for all r > 0 and r standard and (iii) a € R* is 
finj ... ;e if <.tnd onJy ~-f there exists a standard number r such that lal < r. 
if 
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NOTATION. The set of all finite numbers will be denoted by M and 
0 
the set of all infinitesimals will be denoted by M1• 
It is easv to see that M
0 
is a totally-ordered archimedean integral 
domain. Furthermore, R* is isomorphic to the ring of quotients of M
0
• 
THEOREM 5.2. M1 is a maximal ideal in M0 and M0 /M1 is isomorphic 
to R. 
PROOF. We shall first prove that M1 is an ideal in M . For this 0 
purpose, let h and k be infinitesimals. Then for every r € R, r > 0 
we have lhl < r and !kl < r. Hence, jh - kj < 2r for all r € R and 
r > o, i.e., h - k € M1 • Furthermore, if h € M1 and a € M , then 0 
jahl <rs for all r € R and where s € R is such that !al < s. Hence~ 
ah € M1• This shows that M1 is an ideal. In order to show that M1 is a 
maximal ideal observe that ff a € M 
0 
but a ¢ M, then _, a € M • 
0 
Hence, 
by Theorem 3.3, M1 is a maA"imal ideal. Furthermore, if 0 <a < h € M1, 
then 0 <a< r for all r € R and r > O. Hence, a € M1, i.e., M1 is a 
maximal ideal which satisfies the condition of (d) of Theorem 3.5. We 
conclude from Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 that M
0
/M1 is a totally-ordered field 
which is archimedean since M is archimedean. Hence, by Theorem 3.4, 
0 
M
0
/M1 is isomorphic to a subfield of R. Since M0 /M1 contains a copy of 
R, we obtain finally that M
0
/M1 is isomorphic , to· R. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
The homomorphism of M
0 
onto R with kernel M1 plays a very 
important role in non-standard analysis. We shall introduce therefore the 
following definition. 
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DEFINITION 5.2 (Standard ;part of a finite number) The homomorphism 
of M
0 
onto R with kernel M1 will be denoted by st. Furthermore, for 
every a€ M 
0 
the unique standard number 
standard pa.rt of a. 
st( a) of a will be called the 
We shall write a = b 1 if a - b € M1, i.e., if the difference between 
a and b is infinitesimal. In that case, we say that a is infinitely 
~ to b. From Theorem 5.2 it follows that every finite number is 
infinitely close to a unique standard number, namely its standard pa.rt. 
We shall conclude this section with the following list of properties of 
the homomorphism st of M
0 
onto R with kernel M1 which are frequently 
used in non-standard analysis. 
(i) st(a + b) = st(a) + st(b) and For all a, b € M we have 
o---
st(ab) = st(a) st(b). 
(ii) For all a, b € M we have that a < b 
0 
implies st(a) ~ st(b). 
(iii) For all a, b € M 
0 
we have that st(max(a,b)) = max(st(a), 
st(b)) and st(min(a,b)) = min(st(a), st(b)). In particular, st( lal) 
= lst(a)I for all a € M . 
0 
(iv) We have st(a) = 0 if and only if a€ M1• Hence, if s,t ER 
and s < t, then s + h < t + k for all infinitesimals h, k € M1• This 
shows, in patticular, that (ii) cannot be i:m;p<rJoved to a< b implies 
st(a) < st(b). Indeed, a< b implies st(a) = st(b) if' and only if 
a - b e M1 • 
( v) If a € M , then 
0 
st(a) > 0 
(vi) If r € R, then st(r) = r. 
if and only if a = 1 la! 
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6. The Interval Topolog.y of R*. 
For the terminology which is not explained in this section the reader 
is referred to: J. L. Kelle.y, General Topology, van Nostrand (1955) and 
N. Bourbaki, Livre III, Topologie Genirale, Chap. I. Structures topologiques, 
third edition, Hermann 1142 (1961}. 
In the preceding section we have discussed the algebraic properties of 
R*. In this section we sball deal briefly with the problem of making R* in 
a topological space. We begin by introducing the important concept of an 
interval. 
DEFINITION 6.1 (Interval). A non-empty subset I of R* is called 
a, b € 8 and a< b 
-
implies x € 8 for all a < x < b. an interval if 
Of course the following sets are examples of intervals: 
tx a<x<bf, ~ x : a<xsbJ, l_x .., lX asx.:Sb{, : a,:Sx<b~, 
tx .... tx x<b1 x >a S, : J etc •••• Furthermore, the intersection of 
a finite collection of intervals is an interval. The union of two intervals 
is in general not an interval. If, however, their intersection is non-
empty, then their union is an interval. 
We may make R* into a topological space by taking as a subbase for 
its open sets the family of all rays ix : x >a J and [ x : x < b $. This 
topology is called the interval topology of R*. In this topology all 
intervals of the type l x : a < x < b { are open. 'When an interval is an 
open set, it is called an oEen interval. Since the open intervals of R* 
form a base, the topology is called the interval topology. It is easy to 
see that R* is a Hau.sdorff space. Furthermore, the operations of addition 
and multiplication are continuous. Thus, R* is a topological field in its 
interval toIJOlogy. 
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The topology of R is of course its interval topology. The reader 
should notice, however, that the interval topology of R* induces on R the 
discrete to;polo&Y· Indeed, if r € R and 0 < h € M1, then la - rl < h 
and a r r implies a ¢ R. Hence, this neighborhood of r intersects R 
in r In other words, the embedding of R in R* is not topological. 
It is a discontinuous embedding. 
THEOREM 6.1. Every open set of R* is expressible in a unique way as 
a union of disjoint maximal open intervals. 
PROOF. Let S be an o:pen subset of R and let x € s. Let the set 
0 of all open intervals I such that x € I and I C S be ordered by 
inclusion. Since S is open, 0 is non-empty. It is easy to see t hat the 
union of the elements of 0 is an element of O. This interval, which is a 
maximal open interval contained in 
Then the family of open intervals 
The uniqueness follows easily. 
S and containing x, is denoted by I x. 
\_I : x € S 1 has the required propertie& • 
x 
Another fact, worth noticing, is that R* is disconnected. Indeed, it 
is, for instance, easy to see that set of all infinitesimals M1 in R* is 
both open and closed. Also, the set of all infinitely large numbers is both 
open and closed. The same holds for the set of all finite elements M. 
0 
The fact that R* is disconnected in its interval topology can also be 
expressed in the following form: R* is not Dedekind complete (An ordered 
set is called Dedekind complete if every non-empty subset which is bounded 
above has a least u;pper bound). Indeed, if a is a least upper bound of 
S~ R*, then a is obviously also in the closure of S. The non-empty and 
bounded set M1 has no least upper bound in R*. 
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We conclude this section with the remark that it can also be shown that 
R* is a no:nnal space in its interval topology. 
7. Non-Standard Extensions 
in 
In the preceding sections, in particular/section 5, we have given a 
number of well-known facts and notions concerning all totally-ordered fields 
which are extensions of R. In this section we shall make use of the fact 
that R* is an ultrapower. We shall see that this fact will enable us 
to reformulate the notions and procedures of classical analysis in R*. 
The following definition is essential. 
DEFINITION 7.1 (Non-standard extension o~ a standard set) Let S 
be a subset of R. The set of all a € R* for which there exists an 
element A € a such that ~n : A(n) € S } € il is called the non-standard 
extension of S and is denoted by S*. 
It is obvious that ( 3 A)(A € a and ln : A(n) € S} € U) => 
(V A)(A € a => \n : A(n) € S} € ·I.<..). Hence, Definition 7 .1 can be given in 
symbols as follows: a€ S* <=> ('d'A)(A €a=> ln: A(n) € S 1 € "!{). 
THEOREM 7.1 The following results hold: 
(i) The non-standard exten:;ion of the empty subset of R is the empt~ 
subset of R*, ~' ¢* = ~-
(ii) For every subset S of R, S ~ S*. 
(iii) If s1 ~ s2 are subsets of R, then s1 ~s2 implies 
St SS~. 
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are subsets of R, ~ (S f) S )* = S* () s·:(· 1 2 1 2 
anc.L. (s1 U s2 )* = S~ u s~. In I?!:!ticular (CR(S))* = CR.y,.(S*) for every 
subset S of R, where CR(S) ~ CR*(S*) are the complements of S in 
R and S* ,!!! R* respectively. 
(v) !f S is a subset of R and a€ S*, then a€ S if and only 
if a is a standard number. 
PROOF. (i) If S -= ¢, then C n : A(n) e: S J = ¢. Hence, r/>* = ~. 
( ii ) If r e s, then l n : r e S } = N £ 'U. , i • e • , r e S*. 
(iii) If S 1 S, s2 , then tn : A(n) € s,3 S l n : A(n) E 82 1 · Since 
a e S~ implies [ n : A( n) e S 11 E '-1.A.. for all A E a we obtain, usir-g t r.c.! 
fact that 'll :ts a filter, that l n : A(n) e s2 k e ti. for all A e a. 
Hence , a E St implies a E S~, i.e., S~ S; 8~. 
(iv) From s1 () 82 c_ S1 and s1 n 82 S s2 it follows immediately , 
us i ng (iii), that (s 1 () s2 )*~ S~ ns~. Let a€ St n S~. Then 
~ n : A(n) e s 1 } e 'U and l n : A(n) e s2] e -it . Hence, since '"'U_. i s a 
filter, l n : A(n) e s11 /) t n : A(n) e s2] e 'U_. But 1n : A(n) e s1j 
r 7 -? fl {n: A(n) E S2 ) = ~ n : A(n) E S 1 () S2 ) . We conclude that a e (S 1 rl S~~~,-:- , 
From s1 ~ s1 U s2 and s2 ~ s1 U s2 it follows, using (iii), that 
St Us~ S: (s 1 <..) s2 )*. Let a e (s 1 V s2 )*. Then i n : A(n) € s 1 U ?2 ·-~ E \/ 
for all a € a. Since t n : A(n) € sl u 82~ = in : A(n) € s,~i u~ .n:A( n)£ .::;2S 
.and 1.1.. 
<: ) ( ) "' is an ul t r afil t e:r· , Theorem 2 .2 implies that either l n : A n € S 1 ~ € '-l{ 
or ln : A(n) c:: s2 ~ € 'l<.. . Hence, a e (s1 U s2 )* implies a ES~ US~. We 
conclude t hat (s1 U s2 )* = S~ Us~. Finally, from s UCR(S) .., R anct 
S () ~(S) = r/J it follows that S* U(CR(S))* = R* and S* rJ (CR(S))* = ~' 
i.e., (cR(s))* = CR*(S*). 
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(v) We have only to show that a€ S* and a is standard implies 
that a € S. But this follows immediately from the fact that in that case 
~n : a € S 1 = N F ~. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARKS 1. As an immediate corollary to (iv) ©f the preceding theorem 
n n 
we have that if s1, ••• , S n n n 
are subsets of R, ~ ( U Si)*= U S* i i=1 i=1 
and ( n s . )* = () s~. 
i=1 l. i=1 1 
Indeed, induction on n will prove it. 
2. From (i), (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 7.1 it folmows that the mapping 
S -> S* of the Boolean algebra of all subsets of R into the Boolean 
algebra of all subsets of R* is a Bo&lean homomorphism, i.e., it preserves 
the Boolean operations. Since S F ~ implies that S* t ¢ ( this follo~~ 
from (ii) of Theorem 7.1) we see that this mapping is actually an isomorphism 
of the Boolean algebra of all subsets of R onto a proper-subalgebra of the 
Boolean algebra of all subsets of R*. The reader is advised to check that 
the isomorphism is indeed not an isomorphism onto the algebra of all subsets 
of R*. 
In the following three theorems we shall prove some more useful 
properties of the non-standard extension of a standard set. 
THEOREM 7.2 If S is a finite aubset of R, then S = S*. 
PROOF. It follows immediately from property (iv) of Theorem 7.1 that 
if s1, ••• ,sn are subsets of R, then 
tion on n will prove it. Hence, if 
n n 
lJ S~ = ( LJ S. )*. Indeed, induc-
i=1 1 i=1 1 
S C. R is finite, i. e • , S = ~xi : 
1 :S i :S n 3 , then in order to prove the theorem we have to show only that 
~ x J * = 'ix J for all x € R. To this end assume that a € } x J*. Then 
~, n : A(n) = x] € ll, where A € a. Hence, by Definition 4.2, a = x, i.e., 
(' .._ \ ~ ~ xi*= ~ X _s• 
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In the followir.g theorem we shall formulate a result which is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 7.2, and (iv) of Theorem 7.1. It is given 
here because of the important role it plays in the ·theory of limits. 
THEOREM 7.3. If SC R and T is a finite subset of s, then 
(S - T)* = S* - T. 
PROOF. If lle write S = ( S - T) U T and use ( iv) of Theorem 7. 1 we 
obtain that S* = (S - T)* IJ T*. Since T is finite, T = T* by the 
preceding theorem. Hence, S* = (S - ~)* 0 T. We conclude that S* - T 
= (S - f)*, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
We shall now prove a theorem which plays an important role in a non-
standard proof we shall give for the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem. 
THEOREM 7 .4. A subset S of R is infinite if and onl.y if S -f S*. 
PROOF. It follo~s from Theorem 7.2 that Sf S* implies that S is 
infinite. To prove the converse, assume that S is an infinite subset of 
R. Then there exists an injection A of N into S. Hence, if a is 
the class to which A belongs, then a € S*. If we now assume that 
S = S*, then a € s, i.e., a is standard. Since A is an injection, there 
exists one and only one index, say n , such that A(n ) = a. By definition, 
0 0 
l n 1 = ~ n : A(n) = a < € U. This contradicts the fact that -u.__ is a 
0 l.. J 
free ultrafilter and completes the proof of the theorem. 
The preceding theorems allo'WSus to show that the isomorphism S -> S* 
does not preserve infinite intersections and unions. If ~Si : i € I~ is 
an arbitrary, not necessarily countable, family of subsets of R, then (iii) 
of Theorem 7.1 implies tbat ( U S )* ~ U S* and 
i€I i - i€I i 
( () s . )* c. n s~. 
i€l 1 - i€I 1 
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Equality may not hold if I is infinite as the following examples will show. 
Let Ll xn 1 : n € N 1 be a countable family of unit sets such that 
x f x as n f m. 
n m 
But 
Theorem 7 .4 implies that U t xn) :f ( U 1 xn J )* · 
n€N neN 
Next, let N denote 
n 
the set of all natural numbers m > n. Then (} N = ~. Hence, ( n N )* 
n€N n neN n 
= ~- But Theorem 7.3 implies that for all n € N, N* - N = N* - N. Since, 
n n 
by Theorem 7 .4, N* - N f ~' we have f'> N* :f ~. T'nus ( () N )* = ~ 
n€N n neN n 
:f () N* ( = N* - N) • 
n€N n 
REMARK. It is of Gmportance for the reader to be aware of the fact 
that the non-standard extension S* of a subset S can be looked upon as 
the set defined in R* by the singularly relation (i.e. a relation 
with ~ free variable) in R which defines the set S in R. This }iiethod 
of enriching our vocabulary is an important tool in the theory of non-
standard analysis. It is an immediate consequence of the construction of R* 
as an ultrapower. . We may carry this idea a little further. If S is a 
subset of R and I is some singularly relation which holds for all the 
elements of s, then it holds in S* in the following sense: a € S*, then 
t n : ~ (A( n) ) } € 'Zl, where A € a. The sentence or formula which 
expresses this in R* can be obtained immediately from the sentence 1> in 
R by replacing the individual statements by their extension in R* provided 
that they have been extended already. Such statements are e.g. addition, 
multiplication, order and statements like x € S. We shall illustrate this 
method by means of an example. Let I be an interval in R. Then its non-
standard extension I* is an interval ~ R*. This can be proved directly 
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as follows: Let a , b e I* and let x € R* be such that a < x < b. 
Then [n : A(n) < X(n) <,B(n) J E 7)_. Since { n : A(n) E I J € U.. and 
1n : B(n) E I l E -U., we obtain immediately that z n : X(n) E I} €LA... 
Hence, x € I*. Let us now look at it from the following :point of view. The 
sentence in R which expresses that I is an interval reads: 
(''ila)(Vb)(\/x)(a E I, b E I, x ER and a< x < b => x € I). Hence, we 
have (\/a)('v"'b)('tlx)(a €I*, b EI*, x € R* and a< x < b => x €I*), 
i.e., I* is an interval. 
Similarly, we can show that the non-standard extension of an open sub-
set of R is an open subset of R* in its interval topology. The reader 
is advised to check this. 
Recall that a non-empty subset S of R is said to be bounded if there 
e)dsts an element r E R such that lxl < r for all x € S. It is said 
to be bounded above (resp. bounded below) if there exists an element r e R 
such that x < r (resp. x ~ r) for all x € s. In non-standard analysis 
this can be eA'Pressed as follows: 
THEOREM 7.5. A non-empty subset S of R is bounded if and only if 
S*C M • It is bounded above (resp. bounded below) if and only if S* has 
- 0 
no infinitely large positive numbers (resp. infinitely large negative numbers). 
PROOF. If S is bounded, then there exists an element r ER such 
that Ix! < r for all x € S. Renee, !xi < r for all x € S*, i.e. 
S*C:: M0 • In order to prove the converse, we shall assume that S is not 
bounded but that S*C M • The statement that S is not bounded can be 
- 0 
expressed by the sentence: ( Vr )(r € R => ( 3 ~~Hx € S and I xi > Ir j)). 
Hence, (Vr)(r ER*=> (3x)(x € S* and Ix!> Ir!)). By taking then for 
r an infinitely large number we obtain that S* has an infinitely large 
element. This contradicts the assumption that S* CM . 
- 0 
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If S is bounded above, then there exists an element r € R such that 
x < r for x e S. Hence, x < r for all x e: S* which shows that S* bas 
no infinitely large positive numbers. Conversely, if S* has no infinitely 
large positive numbers, then S is bounded above. Indeed, if S is not 
bounded above, then for every r e: R there exists an element x € S such 
that x > r. Hence, for every r € R* there exists an element x € S* 
such that x > r. If we take for r an infinitely large positive number 
we obtain that S* contains an infinttely large positive number. This 
contradicts the assumption. The proof that S is bounded below if and 
only if S* has no infinitely large negative numbers is similar to the 
preceding proof. 
REMARK. If SC.. R and S* c... M , then there exists already an element 
- 0 
r € R such that lxl < r for all x € S*. Hence, in particular, there 
does not exist a set S c R such that S* = M • 
0 
EXAMPLES 1. (A non-standard model for N) The set of all positive 
integers N(n ~ 0) defines a subset N* in R*. Then N* constitutes a 
non-standard model for N in the sense of Skolem, i.e., with respect to all 
properties of N that are formulated in the lower predicate calculus in 
terms of some given set of number theoretic relations or functions. Since 
N is infinite, it follows from Theorem 7.3 that N* :f. N. In addition to 
this, the following is true. 
THEOREM 7.6. We have N* (l M = N. 
0 
PROOF. If a€ N* and a is finite, then it is evident that if 
A £ a, A can take on at most a finite number of different values of N, 
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p 
say n1, ••• , np. Then ~J t n : A(n) = ni 1 e: '1J... Hence, by Theorem 2 .3, J.=1 
there exists precisely one index i such that Jn : A(n) =nil e: {,,(_ (use 
the fact that the sets { n : A(n) = ni}, i=1,2, ••• ,p, are disjoint). Hence, 
a = ni' which completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we have that the numbers 
in the non-empty set N* - N are all infinitely large. This justifies the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 7.2 (Infinitely lar&e natural numbers). The elements of 
N* - N are called the infinitely large natural numbers and will be denoted 
by lO 1 µ, • • • with and without super or subscripts. 
An infinitely large natural number is called even if it is divisible by 
2. If it is not even, then it is called odd. Thus m e: N* - N is even if 
and only if there exists (and hence it holds for all) an element n e: ill 
such that t n : n (n) is divisible by 2] e: 11. • If temporarily we denote 
the set of even natural numbers by E and the set of all odd natural nuliiliers 
by O , then E* - E is the set of all infinitely large natural numbers which 
are even and O* - 0 is the set of all infinitely large natural numbers 
which are odd. Furthermore, N* - N = (E* - E) U(O* - 0). 
If P denotes temporarily the set of all prime numbers, then the elements 
of the set ~- - P are called the infinitely large prime numbers (observe 
that P* - P is not empty since P is an infinite subset of N). The 
elements of P* - P can be characterized as follows: ill€ P* - P if and 
only if' there exists an element n e: ro such that ( n : n(n) is prime J € l{. 
The arithmetic functions in N extend naturally to N*, e.g. if 
ro € N* - N, then m! denotes the class to which the element n(n)! belongs, 
where n e: ro • We have also in this case that (m + 1) ! = (m + 1) cb. 
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If r > 0 is a standard number, then [r] usually denotes the largest 
natural number contained in r. This function extends naturally. Indeed if 
a € R*, then (a] is that element of N* such that if A € a, then [A) 
€ [a], where [A] denotes the function [A(n)]. If a is infinitely large, 
then [a] € N*- N. We may also call [a] the largest natural number less 
than a. 
2. (Non-standard model for Q) The field of rationals Q defines a 
set Q* /: Q in R*. Q* is a non-standard model for Q. Furthermore, Q* 
is a totally-ordered non-archimedean subfield of R*. The following argu-
ment is another illustration of the method explained in the Remark following 
Theorem 7.3. It is well-known that Q is dense in R, i.e., if a, b € R 
and a < b, then there exists a rational r such that a < r < b. Then 
this holds in R* also. Indeed, let a, b e R* and assume that a< b. 
'l'hen E = ~n : A(n) < B(n) 3 € cA... 
For every n € N there 
exists a. rational P(n) € Q such that A(n) < P(n) < B(n). Define P(n)=O 
outside E and let p € Q* be that element of Q* such that P ~ p*. 
Then obviously a < p < b. In fact, this shows that the sentence which 
expresses that Q is dense in R : ( Va)(\fb)(a,b € R and a < b c> 
( :Jr)( r e Q and a < r < b)) expresses the same property for Q* in R*. 
One has to replace only the separate statements a,b € R, r € Q, a< r < b 
and a< r < b, by the corres~nding statements in R*. 
Another example is the following. If z is a standard transcendental 
number, then ( Vf)(E. 'E. R o.nd €_ > 0 :::> (3 r )(r 6 Q and I z-r I < E)). Hence, 
( V( )(l"e: R* and c > 0 => (.3 r )(r € Q* and lz-r I < ~)). By taking for ,f 
a positive infinitesimal in the latter statement we obtain that every standard 
transcendental number is infinitely close to some element of Q*. 
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3. Let R+ denote the set of all strictly positive real numbers, i.e., 
R = ~x : x e: R 
+ 
and x >OJ. 
strictly positive numbers of R*. 
Then R* = (R*) 
+ + 
is the set of all 
We shall now discuss the non-standard extension of binary relations 
in R. Thus enriching our vocabulary further. 
DEFINITION 7.3 (Non-standard extension of binary relations) Let ~ 
be a binary relation in R, i.e., ~ ~ R '/.. R. Then the relation (]A)( ]B) 
(A ea ~ Be b ~ ln : (A(n), B(n)) e ~- J e 'U) between the 
elements a,b of R* is called the non-standard extension of ~ and wil.L 
be denoted by i-.. * 
'*'- • 
It is evident that :~ * c. R* Y.. R* and hence defines a binary relation 
in R*. Furthermore, using the fact that --t/_ is a filter, it is obvious 
that ( 3 A)(::J B)(A e: a and B e b and f n : (A(n), B(n)) e ~J € L<.) => 
( V"A)(\:IB)(A ea and Be b => f n :(A(n), B(n)) € ~ f e:'l(). 
If we denote the domain of ~ by ti.1 ~ , i.e., ti.1 ~ = 1 x ( ::\y) 
(( x, y) e <I; ) 1 , and if we denote the range of .:4>. by ~ ~- , i.e., 
~ ~ - = tY: (;Jx)((x,y) e ~- ){,then the following result holds. 
THEOREM 7. 7. For every binary relation ~ c:. R '/-. R we have (ti.1 ~: )* 
= ti., ~ * ~ (~ ~ )* = ~ ~ *. 
PROOF. Because of the symmetry it is sufficient to show that 
(ti.1 ~ - )* = ti.1 Q. *· To this end let a e (ti.1 - ~ )*. Then ~n: A(n) e ti.1 ~] 
€ 'ti_ or equivalently t n : ( 3B(n) )((A(n), B(n)) € ~ .) 7 e t{. Hence 
( 3 b )( (a, b) e ~ ·*) i. e • , a e ti.1 ~ * . 
( 3 b)((a,b) e CJ>*) or equivalently 
Conversely, a € ti.1 0 * implies 
f n: (3B(n))((A(n),B(n)) e ¢ )}elf. 
Hence, ~ n : A(n) e ti.1 ¢i 1 e 7), i.e., a e (ti.1 Cb: )*. 
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It follows immediately from Definition 7.3 that whatever property ¢ 
may possess, which is expressible in the language of R, other than being 
a relation is also possessed by <17*. For instance, if ~ is symmetric, 
then cD* is symmetric; if ¢ is an equivalence relation, then <P* is an 
equivalence relation. The latteer statement may be illustrated by the 
following example. Let the relation cp be defined as follows: 
(x,y) € <Ii <:=> ( 3 r )(r € Q and x-y = r). Then <I> is an equivalence 
relation. Its non-standard extension takes the form: (x,y) € cD* <=> 
(3r)(r € Q* and x - y = r), which is obviously an equivalence relation. 
An important property of a relation <I> is that of being single-valued, 
i.e., (\:fx)(\ly)('\/z)((x,y) e <Ii and (x,z) e ~ => y = z) or in other 
words ¢ is a function. We obtain then immediately that the non-standard 
extension of a function is a function. In particular, if f is a mapping 
of AC. R into B CR, then its non-standard extension f* is a mapping 
of A* into B*. In that case, Theorem 7.7 implies that (f(A))* = 
f*(A*). This procedure allows us in a very simple way to extend the ele-
mentary functions to R*. We shall illustrate that by means of a number 
of examples. 
EXAMPLES. 1. (The exponential function) The exponential function x e 
is a bijection of R onto R+· *x Hence, its non-standard extension e is 
a bijection of R* onto 
over, 
. *x+y *x *y 1.e., e = e e • 
R*. 
+ 
Its functional equation x+y x y e = e e 
If h is infinitesimal, then :h =, 1. 
if h is infinitesimal and H e h, then for every t > 0 we have 
{ n : leH(n) _,, < .:'t.} e ; U. 
carries 
Indeed, 
THEOREM 7.8. The non-standard exponential function 
into M
0 
and we have st(:a) = est(a) for all a€ M
0
• 
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*x 
e maps M 
0 
PROOF. Let a € M • Then a = st(a) + h, where h € M1• Hence 0 
*a *(st(a)-th) st(a) *h *a *a e = e = e e • We conclude that e € M and st(e ) 0 
st( a) *h st( a) 
= e st(e ) :::::. e • 
2. (The logaritbmic function). The logarithmic function log x is 
* a bijection of R+ onto R. Hence, its non-standard extension log x is 
a bijection of R! onto R*. The functional equation of log x carries 
over. Thus * * * log x log: xy = log x + log y for all x,y IE R!. Since e 
* 
= x for all x € R+ we have also :log x = .x for all x € R~. Hence the 
* functions e* and log are inverses of each other. but 
* * 
a ¢ M1, then 
* st(log a) 
st(:log a) = st(a). But st(:log a) = 
If a € M 
* 0 
st(log a) 
e • Hence 
t( ) log st(a) . s a = e , i.e., * st(log a) =log st(a). e == From 
* 
:(-log x) = 1/x it follows in particular, using Theorem 7.6, that if h 
* is infinitesimal, then -log h is an infinitely large positive number. 
3. (Trigonometric functions) The trigonometric functions sin. x and 
cos x are bounded 2~-periodic functions. Hence, there non-standard 
* * extensions sin x and cos x have the same properties. Furthermore, 
(sin* x)2 + (cos* x)2 = 1 for all x € R*. The other well-known formulas 
* * for sin and cos hold for sin and cos as well. If h is infinitesimal, 
* * then sin h =1h. Indeed, from lsin xi < !xi it follows that sin b 
is infinitesimal for infinitesimal h. Hence) 
it follows then, using the relation * sin h =1h 
* that cos h =, 1. Now if * a € M , then sin a c 
0 
* sin h - h =10. From 
(cos*h)2 = 1 - (sin*h)2 , 
* sin (st(a) + h) = sin(st(a)) 
* * cos h + cos(st(a)) sin h. * Hence, st(sin a) = sin(st(a)). The same result 
holds for the cosine function. If n 0 < x <2, then 
· 1 tl < sin x < 1 H "'""' b > 0 equiva en y cos x • ence, J...J. _ 
* x 
* sin h * cos h < h < 1. Since cos h =, 1 we obtain that 
3'7. 
sin x < x < tan x or 
and h € M1, then 
* sin h = 1 for all 
h 1 
h € M
1 
and h > O. For h € M1 and h < 0 this result follows from 
* * the relation sin (-h) = sin h. Thus for all h € M1 and hf 0 we have 
si~*h =,1. We shall see later that this is the non-standard form of the 
relation lim 
x->o 
sin x 
...;...;;;.;.;;......;;,; = 1. 
x 
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CHAPTER 2. 
THE THEORY OF LIMITS OF SEQUENCES 
1. Convergent sequences. 
Let {sn: n EN) be a standard sequence, i.e., a mapping of N into 
R. Its non-standard extension is a mapping of N* into R*. This mapping 
will be denoted by {s*: n E N*) . 
n 
We shall often write, however, s in 
n 
place of s-* whenever n E N. From Theorem 7. 7 of Chapter 1 , it follows 
n 
that {sn: n EN}*= {s;: n EN*}. Observe, however, that for some 
·1) E N* - N s* = s, where s is a standard number. In fact, this occurs 
I ' 
if and only if the sequence repeats the number s an infinite number of 
times. 
Recall that by definition a standard sequence {sn: n € N) is 
convergent if there exists a standard number s such that 
If the sequence (sn: n E N) is convergent, then s is called its limit 
and we write It follows from Chapter 1, Theorem 7.3 that 
removing, changing or adding a finite number of elements of a sequence 
t sn: n € NJ does !lot affect the set l s-\: ") E N* - N .$ • Hence, if a 
sequence [s . n· n e Ni is convergent with limit s, then I s-i:c:) - s I < E. 
for all ;: € R 
'-- + and all · i E N-x- - N, i.e., ls~c - sl I '.) e M1 or equivalently 
s-l:· = ,s for all (!.} € N* - N. This suggests the following theorem. ) 
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1JEOREM 1 • 1 • A st and ard sequence t sn: n € N ~ is convergent with 
limit s , if and only if ~ = 1s for all co € N* - N. 
PROOF. We have only to show that the condition is sufficient. To this 
end assume that ~ = 1s for all co e N* - N and for some s € R. If not 
(lim sn = s) holds, then there exist an injection n of N into N and 
n->co 
~ number c e R such that c..o + for all n € N. Hence, if 
n e ro , then ~ J1 s. Since the range of n is an infinite subset of N 
we have co € H* - N. This contradicts the assumption. 
REMARKS 1. The condition s-x- = s for all ro e: N* - N is equivalent 
(.0 1 
to st(s*) ~ s for all ro e: N* - N. Hence, if a sequence is convergent, then (.0 
its limit is uniquely determined. 
2. Since any change which affects only a finite number of elements of 
a given sequence tsn:n € N ~ does not affect the set { s~: ro € N* - N ~ 
(Chapter 11 Theorem 7.3), Theorem 1.1 implies that if a sequence is convergent, 
then any other sequence which is obtained from this sequence by changing only 
a finite number of elements of the sequence is also convergent with the same 
limit. 
3. Theorem 1 • 1 implies also immediately that every subsequence of a 
convergent sequence is convergent and converges to the same limit. 
THECREM 1.2 Every convergent sequence of real numbers is bounded. 
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PROOF. If lim an= s bolds, then by Theorem 1.1, 
n-.>co 
s* E M0 for all (!) 
ID E N* - N. Hence, by Theorem 7. 4 of Chapter 1, ;·s · n E N'( is bounded. l.. n· S 
EXAMPLES 1. We have lim ( 1/n) = o. Indeed, for all ro E N* - N we 
n->co 
have that 1/m =, o. In the same wa:y, one shovvs that lim (1/n)P = O (p > O). 
n-:>oo 
2. We have lim an= O if 0 < !al < 1. Indeed, since (1/a)ro is 
n-:>oo 
infinitely large for all ID E N* - N we obtain that aro =, O for all 
ro E N* - N. 
3. We have lim a ( 1/n) = 1 if a > 1 • Indeed, let 
n-> co 
then a = (1 + sn)n. Hence, a> nsn for all n E N. We conclude that 
a> ros~ for all ro E: N* - N or equivalently 0 < s;; < (a/m) E M1, i.e., 
s~ =
1 
0 for all ru EN* - N. If 0 <a< 11 then observe that (1/a)(l/m) 
=, 1 or 1 =, a( 1/ro) for all m EN* - N. If a= 1, the limit relation is 
trivial. 
4. We have lim n ( 1/n) = 1. 
n-)l;io 
Indeed, observe that n = (1+sn)n, where 
~r )n 2 sn = vn-1 • From n = (1+sn it follows that 2n ~ n(n-1)sn· Hence, 
O < ~ ::=:; (4/(m-1)) 1/ 2 € M1' i.e., ~ =, O for all ro € N* - N. 
REMAP.K. We have supplied these simple examples only to show the reader 
that the non-standard form for convergence replaces in an elegant wa:y the 
£. and index arguments. 
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THEOREM 1 • 3 If a montone standard sequence { sn: n e: N 3 has the 
property that for some m e: N* - N, s~ e: M0, then the sequence is convergent 
with limit st(s*). 
(J) 
PROOF. Assume that the sequence is increasing 1 i.e. , 
s 1 < s < ••• < s < ••• . Then its non-standard extension is also increasing. - 2- - n-
Now assume that for some m e: N7<- - N, s~ e: M0 • Then 
n e: N. Hence, st(~,)~ st(s~) for all m' e: N* - N. 
s < st(s*) 
n - m 
But if 
for all 
st ( s* 1 ) < st ( s7<-) 1 then the same (l) (j.) argument shows that st(s*) < st(s* ). We ID - m' 
conclude that st(s*,) = st(s*) 
(J) ()) 
for all m' e: N~ - N1 i.e. 1 s'~ = st( s*) (J) f , (l) 
for all m' e: N* - N1 which completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK. One recognizes immediately in Theorem 1.3 the well-known theorem 
that bounded monotone sequences of real numbers are convergent. 
2. The Algebra of Limits 
In this section we shall give non-standard proofs of the usual rules for 
calculating with limits. 
sequences. Assume that lim un = u 
n->oo 
and lim v = v. 
Then we have also 
(i) lim 
n->c, 
s = u + v n 
- n n->oo 
and lim d = u-v, where 
n->oo n 
d = u - v for all n e: N. 
n n n 
Sn = U + V n n and 
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(ii) lim Pn = uv, where Pn =UV for all n € N, nn 
n->co 
(iii) lim 
n->io 
PROOF. (i) 
~ = u/v if v I o, ~ <1n = u /v n n 
By Theorem 1. 1 we have u* =, u ().) and 
C.l) € W< - N. Since s* = u* + v;.- and d~~ = u* - v* , (1) ().) ().) (\) (J) C.l) 
immediately 
for all n € N. 
\r~~ = v for all ().) 1 
the result follows 
(ii) Observe that p* = u•'f- v* = UV for all ill E N* - N. C.l) ill (J.) 
(iii) Observe that o* = u*/v* = u/v for all ru € N* - N, if v ~ O. 
""ill (J.) ill 1 
3. Cauchy's Criterion for Convergence. 
We shall discuss in this section the form which Cauchy's criterion takes on 
in non-standard analysis. 
Recall that a standard sequences t_sn: n € N 5 is called a Cauchy 
sequence if it satisfies the following condition: 
If we then use the fact, expressed in Theorem 7.3 of Chapter 1, that the set 
{ s~ : m E w- - N 5 for a sequence t sn: n € N ~ is unchanged if we remove 
or replace a finite nurnber of elements of that sequence we obtain that 
Is* - s* I (j) ().) t < (. for all C. > 0 and m, m1 E N* - N. Hence, s* = s* (j) 1 (l) 
for all m, rn' € N* - N; and this is apparently the form to which the condition 
of being a Cauchy sequence reduces in non-standard analysis. Indeed, we shall 
prove the following 
THEOREM 3. 1 • A standard ~it::q~cncc t .::;n: n € HJ .2.Qill·erges if and only 
for all m, ro' E N~~ - N. 
PROOF. If the sequence 
standard uumber s such that 
f sn: n € Nl converges, then there exists a 
s-:~ = s for all m E N* - N (Theorem 1 • 1 ) • 
(J) 1 
Hence. s·* = s~~ for all (J), (J) I E N* - N. Conversely, assume that s* = (i') 1 L (),)I (),) 
for al:l ~~, (!.) I € N* - N. If s* is finite for some (),) E N*, then s* = (1) m' 
for alJ. (jj I 
€ N* - N, where s = st( s~); and hence, by Theorem 1 • 1 , the 
sequfJ:::.ne ::onverges. Assume therefore that s* is infinitely large for all 
ill 
().) € ~~+:· - H. Then the sequence [s . n· n e N 2 ..) is unbounded (Chapter 1 ' 
Theorem 7.6). Hence, for every (j) € N* - N there exists an element 
m' e N~~ - N such that Is*+ 11 < Is* I (.\) (1) I This contradicts the 
azsurr:ption and finishes the proof of the theorem. 
s* CJ) I 
s 
REivL4RKS 1. Incidentally, this theorem shows that conversely, the condition 
s-1<· = s·::- fol' all m, .:n' € w~ - N implies that the sequence is a Cauchy 
a.' 1 m 1 
sequence. 
2. The condition which expresses that a standard sequence is a Cauchy 
sequeii.ce has been given by different authors in different ways. They are 
all easily checked to be equivalent. It may be of interest to remark that 
The:or·8rr J. 1 may also be used to prove such equivalences. We shall illustrate 
Uds by .11-.;ans of the following example. E. Goursat in his now classical 
1.cc11U'.s d 1..imalyse Ivlathematique" vr.ci tes that a (standard) sequence t sn: n e N j
is a Cauchy sequence if it satisfies the following condition: 
( \;/ £ )( E, € R => ( 3 n)(n E N and (\I m)(m E N => Is - s I < E ) ) ) . 
+ n+m n 
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One sees ir.unediately that t hi s statement implies the following statement. 
(V ( )(; ER ==> ( j li.l )(w Elt- N and (Yw)( wEN·x-_ h 2> ls* - s* l < ! ))). 
' + - o o m m0 
* * * * Hence, sw - sw
0 
=, O for all m € N - N, i.e., sw =, * s 1 for all ().) 
* w,w' € N - N. Thus Goursat's condition reduces immediately to the non-
standard form of the statement that a sequence Li; a Cauchy sequence. 
4. The Existence of Generalized Limits in the Sense of s. Banach. 
Let £ (N) as usual denote the linear space of all bounded real se-
QO 
quences {sn : n€N}. A real function on £ (N) will be called a Hahn-Banach QO 
limit and will be denoted by Lim s if it satisfies the following conditions: 
n-ooo n 
(i) Lim(as +bt ) = a Lim s + b Lim t , 
n-t00 n n n.....oo n n-.co n 
(ii) Lim s > 0 whenever s > 0 for all n € N, 
n-t00 n - n -
(iii) lim inf s < Lim s < lim sup s • 
n....oo n - n->CO n - n-KXI n 
A Hahn-Banach limit is called a Banach-Mazur limit if in addition to 
the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) it satisfies also the following condition: 
(iv) Lim s k = Lim s for all k € N n-.oo n+ n->00 n 
Thus a Banach-Mazur limit is a Hahn-Banach limit which is invariant 
under the shift operation. 
Observe that, in particular, condition (iii) implies that if lim s n-KX> n 
exists in the usual sense, then T.im s = lim s • n....oo n n...oo n 
We shall now first prove with the help of non-standard analysis that 
there do exist Hahn-Banach limits. 
THEOREM 4.1 . * For every w € N - N, the function Lim s n->00 n 
is defined for all elements of £ is a Hahn-Banach limit. 
00 
* = st(s ) which 
(l) 
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* PROOF. .3incc f~r e-....-ury v.' € N - N an:l ~ver~r oounded real sequence 
: n € H} . s * :i'.G fir.:·:t·~ ::.-: follows that the f•.mction mentioned in the 
(J.) 
theorem is well-dE:!finea. We shall now prove that it satisfies the conditions 
(i) - (iii). 
(i) * * * Observe that if u = as + bt (n€N), then u = as + bt for all n n n m ill m 
* w € V - N and hence, Lim (as +bt ) = a Lim s + b Lim t • n:«: n n n-?00 n Il-?00 n 
* * ~h) If sn?: 0 fo:i:- all n € N, then sm?: O for all m € N - N. Hence, 
* * ::;;t(s") 2 O fm: all m € N - N, which proves (ii). 
( ... \ ~ l ' ... .. 1, ~~ we set ~ = inf (s : m€N), n € N, and a = sup (s :m€N), n n+m il n+m 
* (n€N), then p < s < q_ for all n E N. H3nce, for all m € N - N we have 
n - n - n 
* ·JE- * * * p ..!.) :S 8 a:. ~ c~) . v:e cm.cl :.ide that st ( p 0) S st (sill) ~ st ( qm) • Since 
( *) I *) st p = liill .:.r.u· sr
1 
~nc: st~ a , = lim sup s , the proof is completed. 
u.l n-•"° .om n-?OO n 
Hi~.4AH.K.5· 1. Obaer~~e that if a Hahn-Banach liwit ~ sn on J,
00 
is of the 
:·0rm L:lm s 
YJ.-tro n 
* * - st ts ) for .!1ome m € N - N, then it has also the following 
(l) -
property: Lim s ~ = (Lim s )(Lim t ), i.e., such a Hahn-Banach limit is n...co ~ n n-ooo D n-.oo n 
also multiplicative. 
2. It is not without interest to observe that for every bounded real 
sequ~nc!e { s ~ n€N}there exist m,w' e: N* - N such that lim inf 
. n ,,, n-ooo 
* end l .im sup s = f:.t ( s 1 ) • L-+00 ll n) 
'l'HEOHEM 4.2. * i'or every w € N - N, the functi0n T.im s fi-ooo n 
* s = st (s ) 
n w 
which is defined for all elements of £ is a Banach-Mazur limit. 
00 
PROOF. For every bounded real sequence {sn : nEN} the sequence 
S +• • •+S * 
an = 0 n , n € N, is bounded and hence for all ~ E N - N, 
n+l 
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(.l; 
a: = I sk/.u i.s finite. This shows that the expression given in the 
k=O 
theorem defines a function on £ • It is easy to verify that 
00 
k~~ sn = st ( f s/ro ) is a Hahn-Banach limit. In order to prove that 
k=O 
it i .J a Bar_ach-Mazur lirr.it r:e observe that 
required result follows. 
RErliiA.RK. In contrast to the properties of a Hahn-Banach limit a non-
zero Banach-Mazur limit is not multiplicative. Indeed, let 
s?.n-l = 0 (n=1,2, ••. ) and s 2n = 1 (n€N) and lets~= sn+l (n€N). Then 
s s' = 0 for all n € N and s + s' = 1 for all n € N. If Lim is a Banach-
n n n n n->eo 
Mazur limit such that Lim 1 = 1, then Lim is multiplicative will imply Il->00 n-.oo 
that 0 = Lim(s s') =(Lim s )(Lim s 1 ) and Lim s +Lim s' = 1. But this n n Il->00 n fi-ooo n n-ooo n n-.oo n 
contradicts the fact that Lim s =Lim s 1 • 
n->00 n n-.oo n 
Incidentally, this shows that not every Hahn-Banach limit is multi-
plicative. 
5. A Theorem of G. Polya and G. Szeg8. 
The following problem occurs in the famous book "Aufgaben und 
Lehrs~tze aus der Analysis I" by G. Polya and G. Szeg8 (problem 99, p.17 
and solution p. 171) 
Let {sn : n€N} be a real sequence such that jsn+m - sn - sml ~ s 
for all n,m € N. Show that lim s /n = o exists and that !sn - an! ~ s n->00 n 
for all n € N. 
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The purpose of this ;;;ection is to give a new non-standard proof of a 
slightly more ge:i.1eral stati~ment. The proposed :proof is considerably simpler 
than the one given by Pblya and Szego in their book. 
THEOREM 5. 1. Let { sn: n € N 5 be a standard sequence such that 
Is -s -s I < s(nP + mp) for all n, m € N and for some 0 Sp < 1. Then 
n+m n m -
lim 
n-:>oo 
s 
_n = O' 
n 
exists and I nP sn - crn I < s( 1 ) • 
- 1-~-
PHOOF. We shall first show that under the hypothesis of the theorem 
the following relation holds: 
k-1 
S snP '[ 2i (p-1 ) for all n € N and k € N. 
i=o 
(*) 
I~ is obvious that (*) holds for k = 1. Assume that (*) holds fork. 
k 
I 
i=1 
k-1 
.I 
1=0 
i(p-1) 2 and hence 
' ' 
Then 
:5 s. np I. 2i(p-1). 
1=0 
s2n 
-- s 2 n < we have + 
We con0l11de fr0m the principle of induction that (-ti-) holds. Hence, if 
ro € N* - N, then 
ro i(p-1) p 1-2(p-1)ro 
.[ 2 = sn _n-l Since 
p < 1 
1=0 1-t:; 
s-if-
implies 2(p- l )ro € M
1
, we have 2ron € M for all n € N. Observe 
2(.1) 0 
now that the hypothesia of the tl1eorem impli1;>S that 
s* - s-:~ - s* © I S s 2rup (nP +nf>). Hence, we obtain 
2m(m+n) t-°m 2 n 
s* s* . ~·- 2(.l)nj' 
2(1) 2(J.) " 
S s 2ru(p-l) (nP+iJ>) € M1• 
s* 
ill 
Since 
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for all n € N, we obtain, by setting tn = st(_g_g) 2(.l) and by taking the 
standard part of each side of the last inequality, that t = t + t , i.e. n+m n m 
tn = nt 1 = na , where 
s-i~ 
(.l) 
o = st(_g_ ). If we now take the standard part of 
2(.l) 
of each side of the inequality 
p 1-2(p-1)m 
s < s n 1 we obtain 
n 1-~ 
I ::mP !no - s < --n - .
1
_2p-1 
This shows that 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
lim 
n->oo 
REl'VIARKS 1 • If instead of the condition 
s 
..n 
n 
exists and is equal to a. 
Is -s -s I < s(nP +mp) for 
n+m n m -
all n, m € N we assume Is -s -s I s s n+m n m (jnjP + jmjP) for all integers 
n, m, then we have that 
s 
lim ....B. = a and 
n n->~ 
Is -anl < slnlP The proof 
n , - i-iP-1 
remains the same. Incidentally, for p = o, the latter form of the theorem 
/ 
was the one given by Polya and Szego. 
2. The co:w8i.isnt 1 is also unique in the following sense: If for some 
constant o' , 
in this case 
lsn-na' I S s'nP', where 0 S p 1 < 11 then 
I an - a'n' I S s 11 (nP+nP 1 ), n € N. 
O'=CT'. Indeed, 
6. The Theory of Limits of Double Sequences 
In this section we shall briefly discuss the theory of limits of double 
sequences from a non-standard viewpoint. 
Recall that a double sequence is a mapping of N >( N into R. Usually, 
double sequences are denoted b~ sm.,n: (m,n) € N X NJ , where s are the 
m,n 
elements of the double sequences. Instead of denoting the elements of the 
double sequence by s we shall denote them by s(m,n) which is more 
m,n 
convenient for our considerations. 
Since so far we have only introduced the non-standard extension of a 
function of ~ real variable we shall give a separate definition for the 
non-standard extension of a double sequence. This definition is contained 
in a more general definition to be given later in Chapter 4. 
DEFINITION 6.1 (Non-standard extension of a double sequence). Let 
( 
~ s(m,n): (m,n) € N'X N ~ be a double sequence of real numbers. Then the 
double seguence { s*(a,b) : (a,b) € N-:i- ><. N* J of non-standard numbers 
defined as follows: 
S € s~~ (a,b) <::.> (::J A)(3 B)(A E a and B € b and 
{n: S(n) = s(A{n), B(n)) 5 € U ) 
is called the non-standard extension of ts{m,n): (m,n) € N X N~. 
It is evident that ( \ls)(3 A)(3 B) (S € s* (a,b) and A € a and 
' 
B E b and f n: S(n) = s(A(n), B(n)) ~ € V.) => (V's)( VA)( VB)(S € s*( a, b) 
and A € a and B 6 b and tn: S(n) = s(A{n), B(n)) ~ € U ). Furthermore, 
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~(m,n): (m,n) € N X N~* = ls*(a,b):(a,b) € N* X N* j . 
Recall that a double sequence t s(m,n): (m,n) € N X NJ is convergent 
if and only if there exists a number s € R such that 
ls(m,n) - sl <£))). 
In that case, s is called the limit of the double sequence and is denoted 
by lim s(m,n). 
m,n->oo 
Thus, if a double sequence {s(m,n): (m,n) € N X N ~ is convergent 
with limits, then (\je.)(f.. € R => (\:Jm)('<efm 1 )(ru,ru € N* - N => 
+ 
ls*(m,m 1 ) - sl <E)). Hence, s*(ro,ro1 ) = s for all ro, ro 1 € N* - N. 
1 
The converse holds also. Indeed, assume that s*(ru,ru 1 ) =, s for all 
ro,ro' € N* - N and that not (lim s(m,n) = s) hold. Then there exist 
m,n->oo 
injections n, U' of N into N' and a number £ > o such that 
0 
ls(n{n), n1 (n)) - sl > £
0 
for all n € N. Hence, s*( ru, rut) / 1 s, 
where Q € ro and n' e ro', which contradicts our assumption. We have 
therefore analogously to Theorem 1 • 1 • 
THEOREM 6.1. A double sequence L s(m,n): (m,n) € N 'i N l is convergent 
with limit s if and only if s*(m,ro') =, s for all ru, ru' € N* - N. 
From Theorem 7.4, Chapter 1 we deduce then immediately the following 
theorem. 
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THEORE!vi 6. 2. Every convergent double seg _ence is bounded. 
Cauchy' s criterion for c0nvergence takes un the following form. 
THEOREM 6.3. A duuble sequence fs(m,n):(m,n) € N 'I- N_S is convergent 
if and only i f s*(ro, ro 1 ) =, s*(µ ,µ 1 ) for al l ro , ro 1 J µ ,µ 1 € N* - N. 
PROOF. If a double sequence is convergent, then the condition of 
Theorew 6.3 follows immediately from the condition of Theorem 6.1. To prove 
the converse , argue in exactly the same way as in the corresponding part of 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
An important role in the theory of l imi ts of double sequences play t he 
so-called repeated limits lim (lim 
n->oo m->oo 
s(m,n)) and lim (li m s(m!n)). If 
m->oo n->oo 
a double sequence i s convergent , then its repeated limits may not exist. In 
this case , however , we can prove that as much as the following res~lt holds. 
THEORIDA 6.4. If the double sequence ls(m,n):(m,n) € N X N is 
convergent 1 then for every sequence ~ ro :m € N l of elements of N* - N ..1!.§.. <... m _$ 
llir!£ lim 
m->oo 
st(s*(m,ro )) exists and is equal to the limit of the double 
m 
sequence. The same result holds for the sequence st ( s* ( w , n) ) . 
n 
PROOF. If the double sequence ~(m,n): (m,n) € N X N j i s convergent 
with l imit s,then ls(mn) - sl < £ f or all sufficiently large m, n. Hence, 
I s*(m, rom)-sj ::; ( for suffi ciently large m. If we take the standard part 
of each side of the last in equality, then we obtain 
for sufficiently large m. We conclude that lim st(s*(m,wm)) = s. This 
m->oo 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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REMARK. Theorem 6. 4 implies in particular that lim (lim inf s(m,n)) 
n-)T.q m->oo 
= lim (lim sup s(m,n)) = lim (lim inf s(m,n)) = lim (lira sup s(m,n)) = s, 
n->oo m->oo m->oo n->oo rrr->oo n->oo 
provided the double sequence 1_s(m,n):(m,n) € N X N.J is convergent with 
limit s. 
As an immediate corollary to Theorem 6.4 we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. If the double seguence ~ s(m,n): (m,n) € N X N is 
convergent with lirnit s, then lim (lim s(m,n)) exists and is egual to 
n->oo ·, m->oo 
s if and only if lim s(m,n) exists for all n € N. 
m->oo 
PROOF. Observe that lim s(m,n) = st(s*(ro,n)) for all n € N and 
m->oo 
all ro € N~~ - N. Apply then Theorem 6. 4 in order to obtain the required result . 
In the following theorem the following condition is of importance. Let 
{s(m,n): (m,n) € N 1' N} be a double sequence. We say that lim s(m,n) 
m->oo 
exists uniformly in n if the following condition is satisfied: 
(V'E.)(£ ER+=> (3m
0
)(m0 € N and (\Jm)(Vn)(N 3m,m 1 ~m0 , n € N 
=> ls(m,n) - s(m',n)I <E))). 
Hence, for every n € N*, s*(ro,n) =. s*(ro 1 ,n) for all m, m1 € N* - N. The 
converse holds also. Indeed, assume that ('v'n)(Vm)(\fro1 )(n € N, m1m1 € N*-N 
=> s*(m,n) =, s*(w'n)) and not (lim s(m,n) uniformly in n). Then the 
m->oo 
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latter condition implies that there exist injections n, 11 1 and n "of 
N into N and a number £. E R 
0 + 
such that ls(n 1 (n), n(n)) - s(n 11 (n),n(n))I 
> E0 > o for all n e N. Hence s*(cn' ,m) #1 s*(m",cn) where n E en, n 1 Em' 
and n 11 E (.1) 11 • This contradicts the assumption. We have proved therefore 
the following theorem. 
TH:i::OHE'. 1. 6.6. Let f:>(m,n):(m,n) EN :X.N{ be a double sequence. Then 
lim s(m,n) exists uniformly in n if and only if for every n E N*, 
m->oo 
s*((.l),n) = s*(m 1 ,n) for all (.l)' cn 1 EN* - N. 
We shall use this theorem in the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. 7 Let [s(m,n): (m,n) E N x NJ be a double sequence. Then 
we have l:i.m s(m,n) = lim (lim s(m,n)) = l:iln (l:iln s(m,n)) if and only 
m,n-:>oo m-:>oo n->oo n-:>oo m-:>oo 
if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) lim s(m,n) exists uniformly in n, 
m-:>oo 
(ii) lim s(m,n) exists for every m E N. 
n-:>oo 
PROOF. The conditions a.re necessary. Indeed, (ii) follows immediately 
from the existence of the repeated limits. In order to prove (i), observe 
that lim (lim s(m,n)) exists :iJnplies that for every n E N, s*(m,n) 
n-:>oo m-:>oo 
= s*(m', n) for all cn,m' EN* - N. From the existence of the double limit 
it follows in particular, using Theorem 6.3, that for every m € N* - N, 
0 
s*(ro,cn
0
) =1 s*(m 1 ,cn0 ) for all cn,cn' EN* - N. If we combine these two 
5 4. 
results together we obtain that for every n € N*, s*(ro,n) = s*(ru',n) for 
all ro, ru' € N* - N, i.e., (i) by Theorem 6.7. 
We shall turn now to the proof that the conditions are sufficient. We 
put lim s(m,n) = s(n). Then, by Theorem 6.7 and condition (i), we have 
nr>oo 
s*(ro,ro 1 ) - s*(ro 1 ) =, 0 for all ro, ro' € N* - N. Hence, by Theorem 6.1, 
lim (s(m,n) - s(n)) = O. If we use Theorem 6.4, we obtain that for every 
m,n->oo 
") € N* - N, lirn st(s'f(m,ru)) = st(s*(ro)). Since (ii) implies that for all 
m->CQ 
ro,m' € N* - N1 st(s*(m,ro)) = st(s*(rn,ro')) we have s*(m) =, s*(m 1 ) for all 
ru, m1 € N* - N. Then s*(ro,ro 1 ) =, S''<-(ru 1 ) and s*(µ,µ 1 ) =1 s*(µ') implies 
s*(ro,m 1 ) =, s*(µ,µt) for all ru,ro',µ,~t' € N* - N, i.e., by Theorem 6.3, 
lim s(m,n) exists. In this case lim s(m,n) = lim s(n) = lim (lim s(m,n)) 
m,n-:>oo m,n->oo n-:>oo n-:>oo m-:>oo 
The reinainder of the theoren follov:s from Theorem 6.5. This completes the 
proof of ·the theorem. 
REMARK. Of course in the conditions of Theorem 6. 7 we may interchange 
n and m. 
We shall conclude this section with a theorem due to U. Dini which gives 
a useful sufficient condition for the existence of the double limit provided the 
repeated limits exist and are equal. 
TdEOREM 6.8 (Dini). 1&1 {s(m,n) : (m,n) € N ';(NS be a double sequence 
such that lim (lim s(m,n)) = lim (lim s(m,n)) = s. If for every m € N, 
n->oo m-:>oo m->:o n-:>oo 
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s(m,n) is increasing in n or for every m € N, s(m,n) is decreasing 
illiill lim s(m,n) exists and is egual to s. 
m,n->oo 
PROOF. There is no loss in generality if we assume that for every 
m € N, s(m,n) is decreasing in n and lim s(m,n) = o for all n € N. 
m->oo 
in 
By Theorem 6.4, lim (lim s(m,n)) = O 
n->oa m->oo 
implies that lim st(s*(m,n)) = 0 
n->oo 
fU~ .ell (.l) € N·::· -.N. Since for all en, ro' € N* - N and all n € N we have 
n, 
0 S s*(m,w 1 ) S s* (m,n) we obtain that st(s*(m,ro 1 )) = o, for all ro,ro' € N~-N , 
i.e., s*(ro,m') =,o for all ro,m' e: N·X· - ~~ . Hence, by Theorem 6 .1, 
lim s(m,n) ~ o. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
m,n->oo 
7. The Theory of Infinite Series. 
Let l_ak:k € N S 
~- s :n € N ? , where 
" n .) 
be a sequence of real numbers. The sequence 
sn = £ 8k (n € N) is called an infinite series and 
k=O 
00 
for this sequence the symbolic notation [_ ~ is used. The elements of 
k=a 
the sequences [sn:n € NJ are called the partial sums of the infinite series. 
We have the following simple relations: a = s - s for all n € N 
n n n-1 
q 
and L. ~ = s - s _, 
k;..p q p 
for all p, q € N with p S q. 
An infinite series is said to be convergent if the sequence of its 
partial sums is convergent. The limit of this sequence is called the .filill! of 
00 
t he infinite series. In symbols: If L 8k is an infinite series and 
k=O 
lim 
n->oo 
s = s, ·then ue write 
n 
00 
L_ 
k=o 
~ = s. 
From Theorem 1.1 it follows then immediately 
00 
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THEOREM 7. 1. An infinite series L ~ is convergent if and only if 
k=O 
there exists a standard number s such that s* = s for all ill € N* - N. 
(!) 
G\ 
If an infinite series t k=O ~ is not convergent, then for every 
s* is still well defined, and will be denoted symbolically by 
{ll 
L ~. 
k=O 
Cauchy's criterion takes on the following form 
c:o 
Tfi..,QREM 7 .2. An infinite series l 
k=O 
~ is convergent if and only if 
s~ =1 s:, for all ill1 ro 1 € N* - N. 
From the relation an= sn - sn-l' n EN we deduce now immediately 
the following theorem 
THEOREM 7 .3. If an infinite series !_ ~ is convergent, then 
k=O 
lim a = o. 
n->oo n 
PROOF. From an = sn - s n-1 we deduce that 
infinite series is convergent, t hen by Theorem 7.2, 
a* = s~~ - s~~ • 
ill ill ill- 1 If the 
s* - s* = 0 for all 
(.!) '.!)- 1 1 
m E N·:< - N. Thus the required result follows from Theorem 1. 1 • 
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co 
EXAMPLES 1. Show that ) 1 1 • For every (!) € w.~ - N, we k(k+1) = ....... k=1 
(.\) 1 
()) 
1 m 
....L = 
(.\) 1 (J}l- 1 l= _,_ = have ~ l~(k+ 1) = I - - ) [ - - I 1 - 1 • k ,__ k+1 k k (J}l- 1 1 k=1 k=l k=1 k=1 k=2 
2. (The geometric series) Let x be any real number. The infinite 
co 
series L xk is the so-called geometric series. If x I 1, then its 
k=O 
partial sums can be expressed as follows: s = n 
n+l 
- x 
- x 
(n € N). Hence, 
1 - xll>l- 1 
1 - x 
1 xll>l- 1 if x .J 1 • We conclude that for all 
= 1-x - 1-x lxl < 1, 
1 
s* =, -1 - for all ill € N* - N. (!) -x 
3. If we replace x by -x in the geometric series, then we obtain 
the infinite 
00 
series L (-1 )k xk. Hence, for all m € N* - N we have 
k=o 
= 1-(-1)m+1 x(J)-f- l = ___ _ 
1 + x 1 + x 
provided x ~ -1. 
we put t b ~ ( .. 1 )k -- 21 + (-21 yl) d x = 1, hen we o tain L ~-. We conclu e, 
k=O 
(!) k 
st< L c-1) ) =, 
k=O 
(!) k 
if (!) is even, and st( L (-1) ) 
R=0 
= O if m is odd. 
If 
If 
1 
1+(-1}(1)(, __ ,_)Cl>+ 1 
_J_)k - . . ro+l 
we substitute x = - ro+ 1 , we obtain ro+l - 2 - ....L 
ill+ 1 
\:e oi>tain t :u:.t 
Since ( 1 - ~ 1)w+ 1 =1 ; ~for all ro € N* - N, 
The latter statement expresses that the infinite series 
Abel summable with Abel 1 sum :;. 
c:. 
00 
THEOREM 7.3. Let [ ak be an infinite series such that ~ ~ O 
k=o 
for all k E N. is convergent if and only if for some ru € N* - N, 
(I) L ~ is finite. 
k=o 
PROOF. If ak ~ 0 for all k € N, then the sequence [sn:n E N_1 is 
increasing. Hence, the required result follows from Theorem 1.3. 
The following theorem is a useful complement to the preceeding theorem. 
00 
THEOREM 7. 4. Let j_ ~ be an infinite series such that ~ 2: 0 for 
k=O 
00 
fil k € N. Then L ~ is divergent if and only if for some ru e: N* - N, 
k=O -
(l) L a. is infinitely large. 
k=O .K 
00 
EXAMPLES 1. (Harmonic series) The harmonic series '[ t is divergent. 
k=1 
Indeed, 
00 
2. The infinite series L _, is 
1(=1 kp 
if p ::; 1. Observe that if p > 1, s 
2n+1 
Hence, s-~ < 
2(JJ 
1 
2n 1 >--.....,..->-. 
Jil+1)p 2p 
If p ~ 1, then 
Hence, 
convergent if p > 1 and divergent 
2n 
1 < 2(1-p)n • 
- s = L 2n k=1 (k+2n)p 
Hence, 
The infinite series 
2ill 
'(- > 1 \ ....L 
S' 2 1 2 / k ~ og k;;;, +1 
00 I , 
k=2 k log k 
is divergent. 
> 1 (2 log 2)(n+1) 
Indeed, 
Hence 
From Theorems 7. 3 and 7. 4 we decuce immediately the following theorem. 
00 
THEOREM 7 .5 If ak ~ O, bk ~ o, ~ S bk' k E N, then k~o ~ converges 
00 
if L bk converges and 
k=o 
00 
diverges if L l\ 
k=O 
diverges. 
As another example of non-standard methods we shall prove the following 
well-knovm theorem. 
00 
THEOREM7.6 (Oliv:ter) If '1.r~O.fil!Q. ~~~+l' k EN, then [ ~ 
k=O 
converges implies that lim k ~ = O. 
k-.>oo 
PROOF. Let m EN* - N and let m' = (~], i.e., m1 is the largest 
infinitely large natural number < ~ • Then s* - s* > ~ a* > O. 
ill ill' - 2 ill -
Hence, 
m a~ ~ 1 0 for all ro E N* - N, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
00 
An infinite series L. 8Jr is said to be absolutely convergent of the 
k=O 
00 
infinite series 2:: I akl is convergent. If we denote the partial sums of the 
k=O 
series by Isl , n € N, then we see immediately that 
n 
1st:; - s~, I < I Isl~ - Isl~, I . Hence, we have by Theorem 7.2. 
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THEOREM 7.7. An absolutely convergent infinite series is convergent. 
An important tool in the theory of convergence for series with arbitrary 
terms in Abel 1s summation by parts. 
If ~~ : k € NJ and ~bk: k € NJ are two sequences of real nu.!I.bers, 
q q q q 
then [ ak bk = r (sk - 6 k-1 )bk = l: skbk - 2: 6 k-1 bk = k=p k=p k=p k=p 
q q-1 q 
= '[ sk bk - I sk bk+l = I 6 k(bk -bk+ 1) - s 1 b + s b q+1' k=p k=p-1 k=p p- p q 
where s_, is to be understood to be equal to zero. 
Thus, if p = o and q = m, where m € N* - N, we obtain 
Various theorems can be deduced from this relation. As an example we 
shall prove the following theorem. 
00 
THEORErvl 7.8.(du Bois-Reymond) If the infinite series I (bk-bk+l) is 
k=o 
00 
absolutely convergent and if the infinite series L ak is convergent, then 
k=O 
00 
the infinite series ) 8Jcbk is convergent. 
k=O 
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PROOF. Let m < m', m,m' € N* - N, then by Abel's summation by parts 
we have Now 
00 
converges absolutely implies that b* = b* 
Cl) Cl) f for all 
ro, m1 e w~ - N. :Furthermore, the sequence {sk : k e N ~ is bounded and 
s* = s* 1 for all cn, m1 e N* - N. Thus we obtain immediately that Cl) (1) 
m r 
'[ 8ic bk =1 0 for all m, m1 € N* - N. k=m 
co co 
Let L ~ and I bk be two infinite series. Then for all m e N*-N, k=O k=O 
( f ak) I r bk) (!) ( .~ a. bk-J) (J) ( r a* k .b* .;. we have ::: L + [ k=O \k=O k=O J=O J k=O J=O ro- +J ID-J I 
The first part of the right hand side of this equality is nothing but the 
usual Cauchy , product of two infinite series. The second term may be considered 
as a correction term. It is well-knovm that this correction term may fail 
00 
to , be infinitesimal for all m e N* - N even if the series L 
k=O 
00 
[bk are convergent. It is 
k=o 
co ( r a. bk . ) L j=O ,'-· J -J J=O 
immediate that (f ~J 
k=O (1 bk) 
if and only if for all cn e N* - N 
(l) Lt L a* b* ) =, k=O m-k+j cn-j 00 O, provided that the series L ~ k=O 00 
are cunvergent. 
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co 
THEOREM 7 .9. (Mertens) If L ~ converges absolutely and 
k=O 
convergent, then ( £ ~) ( I bk) -
k=O k=O 
00 
L: 
k=O 
PROOF. Define An 
( .~a.bk-·) J=O J J 
c = n 
n 
( .I a . bk- .) , J=O J J n l: k=O 
lim An = A and lim B = B. Then C = A 0 - L ak(B-Bn-k) for all 
n->oo n->oo n n n k=o 
(J) 
n EN. To complete the proof we have to show that I a~ (B-~-k) =10 for k=O 
(J) (!) 
all m E N* - N. Observe that I [ ~ (B-B* k) I ~ 
K=O (J)-
L I ~I . Ivi. Hence, 
k=O 
by taking standard parts and observing that for all 0 ~ k ~ro, st(~(B-~k)) 
= 0 we obtain th~ required result. 
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CH.APTER 3 
THE THEORY OF REAL FUNCTIONS 
1. The Topology of R in Non-Standard Analysis. 
In this section we shall discuss the main properties of the interval 
topology in R. To this end, we shall recall the following ~nportant definitions 
of point set topology. 
(i) (Adherent point) Let S be a subset of R a point s e R is called 
an adherent point of S if every neighborhood of s has a point in common 
with S. 
(ii) (Closure of a set) A set S c R 
- -
pgints is called the closure of S in R 
(iii) (Isolated point) A point s e R 
together with all its adherent 
and is denoted by S. 
is called an isolated point of 
SS R if s € S and if there exists a neighborhood of s which h~s no 
points in common with S other than s. 
An isolated point of a set is an adherent point of a set. An adherent 
point of a set which is not an isolated point of a set is called a non-trivial. 
adherent point. Isolated points are often referred to as trivial adherent 
points. 
(iv) (Interior point) A point s e R is called an interior point of 
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S if there exists a neighborhood of s which is entirely conta.ip.ed in s. 
Every interior point of a set is a non-trivial adherent point of that 
set. 
In the theorems below we shall give the non-standard forms of the above 
definitions. 
THEOREM 1. 1. Ltl_ SC::: R, ~ s € S if and only if there exists an 
element a € S* such that s = st(a). 
PROOF. Assume that s € s. Then, (\IE)(£ € R+ =>(3_s1 )(s 1 eS and 
ls'-sl < E )). Hence, (Ve)(E e R: => (=:!a)(a e S* and ja-sj < E)). If 
we take for E.. an infinitesimal in the last statement, then we obtain that 
there exists an element a e S* such that la-sl < t:, i.e., s = st(a). 
Conversely, assume that a € s-:~ and that a is finite, then we shall 
prove that st(a) e s. Given £. > O, observe that 
{n: A(n) € s ~ n t n: IA(n)-st(a) I < E J e U, where A € a. Hence, for every 
E > 0 there exists an index n e N such that A(n) e S and IA(n)-st(a)I 
< (. , i.e., st(a) e s. 
DEFINITION 1 • 1 (Standard Part of a Set ) Let E be a subset of R*. ~ 
set of all standard parts of the finite elements of E is called the standard 
part of E and is denoted by st(E). 
With this definition, Theorem 1.1 may be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 1. 2. Let S be a subset of R. Then S = st (S*). 
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THEOREM 1 • 3. A point s € R is a non-trivial cC::herent point of 
S <=: R if and only if there exists an element a € S* - S such that 
a =, s, or equivalently, there exists an infinitesimal h € M1 such that 
h f 0 ~ s + h € S*. 
PROOF. Let s be a non-trivial adherent point of s. Then 
(\IE)(£€ R+ => (=!s•)(s 1 € S and s 1 Is and ls -s 1l< £ )). Hence, if 
we take for E. an infinitesimal > o, then there exists a..."YJ. element a e: s-* 
such that a f s and a=, s. Then a e: S contradicts a=, s, i.e., 
a € S* - S. Conversely, assume that a is a finite element of S* - s. 
We have to show that s = st(a) is a non-trivial adherent point of S. The 
statement s is a non-trivial adherent point of S is equivalent to the 
statement s € s- lsJ • I:' y.; , by Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 7(.3 of Chap. 1, 
S - ts.J = st((s- { sj )*) = st(S* - (s~ ). Since a € S* - S and the 
only standard elements of S* are in S (Theorem 7.1 (v), Chap. 1), we 
obtain that a e: S* - {sl. r .. Lee~ st(a) € S - \_s 3 
As an immediate corollary we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 • 4. A point s € R is an isolated point of S ~ R if and 
only if s € S* ~ ( Va) (a € M
0 
and a € S* - S => s I st (a) ) or 
equivalently s + h i S* for all 0 I h € M1• 
The set of all non-trivial adherent points of a set S~ R is called 
its derived set and is denoted by S'. 
THEOREM 1 .5. If S ~ R, then S' = st(S* - S). The set of all its 
isolated poiuts is the set S - st(S* - S). 
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Interior polnts or inner points of a subset of R can be characterized 
in a non-standard way as folJ.ov11s: 
THEOREl\1 1 .. 6. A tiJint. s € R iG an int~rior point of S ~ R if and 
"'nly if for every h e: M1, s + h e: S*. 
PP.OOF. Let S be a · s·.:J:..stlt of R and let s e: R such that for some 
h ~ M1, s + h I. S*. Then s + h e: CR*(S*), where Cn-i~(S*) means the comple-
ment of s~~ in R*. But CR*(S*) == (CR(S))* (Theorem 7.1 (iv), Chap. 1). 
Hence, s is a non-trivial adherent point of CR ( S), Le., s is not an 
interior point of S. Conversely, assume r,hat s + h e: S* for all h e: M1 • 
Then for all h e: M1 , s + h I. (CR ( s) )*. Thus s is not an adherent point 
of CR(S), i.e., s is an interior point of s. 
We shall now prove the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem. 
!HEOR»v1 l. 'f (~olzano-Weierstrass). If S is a bounded infinite subset 
of R, ~ S tas at least one non-trivial adherent point. 
PROOF. By The0rem 7.4 of Chap. l, S is infinite implies S*-SI ¢. By 
·.rheorem ·r. 5 of Chap. : , S is bounded implies S*d M. 
- 0 
Let a e: S* - S. 
I'hen a e: .M and hence, by Theorem 1.3, s = st(a) is a non-trivial adherent 
0 
point of s. 
We shall f;ive anothe1· proof of this theorem. Since S is bounded, therE. 
exists a real number u > 0 such that x e: S implies Ix I < u. Since s is 
infinite, we have that for every n e: N there exists an jnterval of length 
(2u)/n whieh contains infinitely many elements of s. We conclude that thi~ 
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holds in N* as well. Thus, given m € N* - N, there exists an interval 
of infinitesimal length 2u/ro which contains infinitely many elements of 
S*. Let s be the standard part of the endpoints of that interval. Then 
s is a non-trivial adherent point of S. Indeed, for infinitely many 
infinitesimals h i O we have that s + h € S*. Hence, by Theorem 1 .3, s 
is a non-trivial £.,.lherent point of s. This completes the proof of the 
theorem • 
.lRE\AARK. It may be of interest to point out that conversely the Bolzano-
Weierstrass theorem implies that M
0
;Jvr1 is isomorphic to R (Theorem 5.2 of 
Chapter 1). Indeed, the Balzano-Weierstrass theorem is equivalent to the 
statement that bounded and closed subsets of R are compact. Hence, if 
a € M , then for every A € a, lim A exists and its value is the same for 
0 u 
aJ.l elements A e: a. In order to prove this we have to observe that (i) the 
image of 7J. under A is a basis of an ultrafilter in R; (ii) since A is 
bounded on a set of 2J._ and closed bounded subsets of R are compact, the 
image of U under A converges to an element of R (a topological space 
is compact if and only if every ultrafilter is convergent). Furthermore, 
this limit is unique si~e R is a Htusdorff space in its interval topology; 
(iii) if A and A' are elements of a, then they coincide on an element of 
Hence 
If we set h(a)= limU.. A for all a € M , where A e: a, then it 0 
is easy to see that h(a) = o if and only if a € M1 and that h(a) has 
the same :properties as the standard part homomorphism of M onto R with 
0 
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kernel M1• Thus h(a) = st (a) for all a e M0 or equivalently M0 JJvi.1 is 
isomorphic to R. 
We have given an algebraic proof of the fact that M0 ;M1 and R are 
isomorphic rather than the simple topological proof outlined above in order 
to :make it possible to give non-standard proofs of the fundamental properties 
of the system of real numbers. Thus the proof given above for the Bolzano-
Weierstrass theorem may be looked upon as a new proof of this fundamental 
theorem in analysis. 
Needless to say that this proof involves the axiom of choice or at 
least the hypothesis that every proper filter is contained in an ultrafilter 
whereas the classical proof of the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem does not make 
use of the set theoretic principles mentioned above. 
2. Limits of Functions 
Let S I ~ be a suboet of R and let f be a mapping of S into R. 
If s € R is an adherent point of s, then we say that f(x) converges to 
.£ if x tends to s };hrough s if and only if (Vt) ( E., e R+ => (:}a)(o>O 
and (Vx)(xes and O<lx-sl<o=>lf(x)-tl< ~ )). Inthatcase we 
write lim f(x) = £. The reader should observe that if s is an 
S .3 x->s 
isolated point of S, then lim f(x) = £ holds for fil .£ e R. The 
S "3 x->s 
interesting case is of course when s is a non-trivial adherent point of S 
and f is not defined at s. 
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From this d.-.~ ttnition it. f•:"'llo-..: s irrur,edi. ate'.~y that for all infinitesimals 
h I 0 such that .'.; + h € S·* .• lf*(s+h)-£~' < € for all C. > O. Hence, 
f*(s+h) =, J, fvl' all infinit9sir.;a.ls h I 0 such that s + h € S*. This 
suggests that the following non-standard form of the previous definition 
holds. 
THEOREl.1 2.1. Let S be a non-empty subset of R and let f be a 
mapping of S into R. If s is an adherent point of s, then lim f(x) 
S 3x->s 
"" P, if and only if f*(s+h) =1 .e for ·all o ./ h € M1 such that s + h € s 0:· . 
PROOF. We have only to show that the given condition is sufficient. To 
this end, assur.~e that non (lim f(x) = ;,) holds. Then there exist an 
S 9 x->s 
injection of N into S and a number E € R such that 
+ 
s~ =, s for all m € N* - N and 
lf*(s~)- .ej > [ 0 for all m € N* - N. Since, 
and s + h € S* we obtain a contradiction. 
> t for all n € N. Hence 
0 
s* = s + h, where 0 ./ h i::M. 
ill I 
RElv!ARKS 1. If lim f(x) = £ exists, then £ is uniquely 
S 3 x->s 
determined, provided s is a non-trivial aaherent point of S. 
2. If T is a subset of S such that s is an adherent point of T, 
then lim f(x) = J, implies lim f(x) = t. Indeed, by Chap. 1, 
S .7 x->s T ~x->s 
Theorem 7. 1 (iii), we have that T*C S*. 
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3. If lim f(x) = t, then there exists a neighborhood V of s 
S .:; x->s 
such that f is bounded on V () S. Indeed, there exists a neighborhood V 
such that f>~( (V (}S)*) S M
0
• 
4. Theorem 2.1 implies immediately the following well-known theorem: 
lim f(x) exists if and only if for every sequence [sn: n € N 3 such 
S 53 x->s 
that sn I s (n € N) and 
The reader is advised to check this. 
s = lirn 
n-:>oo 
5. At the end of Chapter 1 we showed that 
s. we have 
n 
sin*h 
h =, 
lim f(s ) exists. 
n->oo n 
for all h € M1 • 
It follows now from Theorem 2.1 that this is equivalent to the well-knovm 
limit relation lim 
x->o 
sin x = 1• 
x 
In the next theorem we shall give the usual rules for calculating with 
limits. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f and g be two real functions defined on a non-empty 
subset S of R. Let s e: R be an adherent point of S and assume that 
lim r(x) = £ and lim g(x) = m. Then we have also 
S .3 x->s S :7x->s 
(i) lim (f(x) ± g(x)) = £ ± m, 
S 3x->s 
(ii) lim r(x)g(x) = im, 
S 3x->s 
(iii) 1 . ~x £ ·r i o im = - , i m r • S~x->s g x m -
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PROOF. (i) Observe that (f±g)* = f*±_g*. Hence, if 0 /. h € M1 such 
that s + h € S*, then (f* ± g*) (s+h) = f*(s+h) ± g*(s+h) =, £ ± m. 
(ii) As in (i), (fg)* = f*g*. Hence, if 0 /. h € M1 such that 
s + h € S*, then (fg)·* (s+h) = f*(s+h) g*(s+h) =, .e m. 
(iii) Observe, that m I 0 implies g*(s + h) /. 0 for all 0 /. h € M1 
such that s + h + S*. Hence, (f)* (s+h) _ f*(s+h) _ ! g - g*(s+h) -, m • 
If the following theorem we shall give Cauchy's criterion for functions. 
THEOREM 2.3. (Cauchy's criterion). Let f be a real function defined 
on a non-empty subset S Q£. R. Let s € R be an adherent point of S. 
Then lim f(x) exists as a finite number if and only if f ·*(s+h) 
S ~x->s 
=, f*(s+k) for all h, k € M1 such that s + h € S* ~ s + k € S* 
and h, k /. O. 
PROOF. That the condition is necessary follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.1. In order to prove that the condition is sufficient, observe 
that it implies that f is bounded in some neighborhood of s. Then the 
required result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 by taking t = st(f*(s+h)). 
We shall now discuss briefly in non-standard analysis the statement: 
f{x) converges as x tends to infinity. Let f be a real function defined 
on a set S s_:: R which is .!!21 bounded above, i.e. , for every r € R there 
+ 
exits an element s € S such that s > r. Then lim f(x) = P, if and 
S ~ x-)eo 
only if ( ~€)( t, € R+ => (::Ir )(r€R and (\f x)(x € S and x > r => I f(x)-P, 1<6))) • 
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Hence, f'~(a) =, t for all infinitely large positive numbers a E S*. The 
ccnverse holds also. In fact, we have 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset 
S Qf, R which is not bounded above. Then lim f(x) = £, if and only 
S? x->+oo 
if f*(a) =1 £ for all infinitely large positive numbers a E S*. 
The simple proofs of this theorem and the following theorem are le~ to 
the reader as an exr~:.~i::;,). 
Cauchy's criterion takes the following form. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Cauchy's criterion) Let f be a real function defined on 
a non-empty subset S Qf, R which is not bounded above. Then lim f(x) 
S ~ x->f<X> 
exists if and only if f*(a) =, f*(b) for all infinitely large positive 
numbers a, b e S*. 
Similar theorems hold for the relation lim f(x) = £, • 
S i!J x->-oo 
Let S and T be subsets of R. If T is a set of adherent points 
of s, then T* is a set of adherent points of S* in R*. Indeed, the 
latter statement is nothing but the non-stm.1dSrd form of the former staterr:ent. 
With this remark ip mind we shall consider the following situation: Let f 
be a real function defined on a subset S I ¢ of R. Let T be a set of 
adherent points of S. Then lim f(x) exists for all s e T if and only 
S:?x->s 
if 
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C\fx)(\f y)(xES, ye:S, a<lx-sl< o, O<jy-sj~ o => lr(x)-f(y)l<5)))). 
Hence in R:~ holds 
( 'i/s)(s€r*=>( \JS)(~ €R~=>C::lo)(o€R! and 
(\/x)(\Jy)(xES*, ye:S*, a<lx-sl< o,O<jy-sl < o=> lf*(x)-f*(y)I <E)))). 
i.e., lim f*(x) exists for all s e: T*. This proves the\ following 
S*.3 x->s 
theorem. 
THEOREvl 2.6. Let f be a real function defined on a subset S .J ~ of 
R. If T is a set of adherent points of s, ~ lim f(x) exists for 
S ::>x->s 
all s e: T implies lim f*(x) exists for all s e: T*. 
S*3 x->s 
3. continuity. 
Let f be a real function defined on r. subset S of R. Recall that 
f is said to be continuous at s e: S if and only if lim f(x) = f(s). 
S3x->s 
Hence, by Theorem 2. 1 we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset 
S Q£. R. Then f is continuous at s e: S if and only if f*(s+h) =, f(s) 
for all h e: M1 such that s + h e: S*, or equivalently, f~~(a) =,t*(b) for 
~ a,b e: S* such that st(a) = st(b) = s. 
'(3a. 
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset 
S of R. ~ f is continuous on S if and only if st(f*(a)) = f(st(a)) 
for all a ~ S* such that a is finite 
REM.ARK. Observe that the condition of the p!e~eding theorem was shewn .-
already to hold for the elementary functions we treated as examples in section 
7 of Chapter 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f and g be two real functions defined on a non-
empty subset SS R and assume that f and g are continuous at s e s. 
Then f + g, f - g and f • g _are continuous at s. The quotient f/g }..s 
continuous at s e S provided that g(s) ~ O. 
PROOF. Observe that (r ;tg)* = f* ± g*, (rg)* = ffg* and under the 
hypothesis of the theorem we have also (f/g)*(s+h) = (f*/g*) (s+h) for 
all h e: M1• 
For the composition of two real functions we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset 
S o~ R and let g be a real function defined on a subset T of R. If 
f(S)C T fil!Q_ f is continuous at s e S and g is continuous at f(s) e T, 
~ g o f = g(f) is continuous ct s. 
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PROOF• Let h € M1 such that s + h € S*. Then f*(s+h) =, f(s). 
Since g is continuous at f(s) we h9:ve g*(fX·(s+h)) =, g(f(s)). The 
required result follows then from the fact that (g o f )* = g* o f*. 
We shall give now a non-standard proof of the following important theorem 
which characterizes continmity. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset 
S Qf R. Then f is continuous on S if and only if f- 1(T) is open in 
S for every subset TS f(s) which is open in f(S). 
PROOF. Assume first that f is continuous on S and that T <::" f(S) 
is open in f(S). In order to prove that r-1(T) is open in S we have 
to show that for every s € r-1 (T), s + h € S* for all h € M1 such that 
s + h € (f-1(T))*. To this end, let s € r-1(T) and h € M1 such that 
s + h € S*. Then, since f is continuous at s we have, by Theorem 3.1, 
that f*(s+h) =, f(s). But T being open, the latter statement implies-
1 
that f*(s + h) € T*, i.e., s + h € (r-1(T))*. To prove the converse, 
observe that by Theor~m 7.7 of Chapter 1 we have (r-1(T))* =(f-1)*(T*). 
Hence, under the ~ypothesis of the theorem, f*(s+h) € T, for all h € M1 
such that s + h € S*. !his holds for all subsets T of f(S) open in 
f(S) ffild f(s) f.: r;:, i.e., f*(s+h) =, f(s) for all h € .M 1 such that 
s + h € S*, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
The following theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREr~ 3.6. Let f be a real function defined on a subset S I ¢ of 
R. If f is continuous on s, then f* is continuous on S* in the 
topology inducad by the interval topology of R* 2!! S*. 
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We shall conclude this section with an application of the methods 
developed in this section. 
THEO.REM 3.7. Let f be a real function defined on a subset SI-¢ of 
R. If for every x e s, lim f(s) exists, then the function g defined 
S 3s->x 
as follows: g(x) = f(x) .!! x is an isolated point of S and 
g(x) = lim f(s) if x is a non-trivial adherent point of s, is 
S 3 s->x 
continuous on S. 
PROOF. Let x be a nOl\-trivial adherent point of S. Then we have to 
show that g*(x+h) =1 g(x) for all h e M1 such that x + h e: S*. It 
follows from Theorem 2.6 that there exists "4Il infinitesimal k such that 
x + h + k e: S* and f*(x + h + k) = g* (x+h). From the hypothesis uf the 
theorem it follows that f*(x+h+k) = g(x). Hence, g*(x+h) =, g(x), i.e., 
g is continuous at x. 
4. Properties of Real Continuous Functions. 
Let r be a real fUnction defined on a non-empty subset S of R. 
Recall that f is said to have an absolute maximum on the set S if there 
exists a point s e S such that f(x) ~ f(s) for all x e S. If s e: S 
and if there exists a neighborhood V of s such that f(x) ~ f(s) for all 
x e: s nv, then f is sa.Q:a to have a relative maximum at the point s. 
Absolute minimum and relative minimum are similarly defined, using f(x) 
~ f( s). 
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In non-standard analysis these notions can be fCt'mulated as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset 
C of R. 
-(i) f has an absolute maximum on S if and only if there exists a point 
s € S such that f*(x) ~ f(s) for all x € S* 
(ii) f has a relative maximum at s € S if and only if f*(s+h) ~ f(s) for 
fil h E M1 such that s + h e S*. 
For absolute minimum and relative minimum similar statements hold, using 
f(x) ~ f(s). 
PROOF. We have only to show that the condition under (ii) is sufficient. 
To this end, assume that f has not a relative maximum at s € S. Then 
there exists a sequence [ sn:n e NJ such that 
lim s = s and r(sn) > f(s) for all n E N. n~>oo n Hence, 
for all n e N, 
f*(s*) > f(s) for (.I) 
all ro e N* - N. Since s~ -i,: S and s~ = 1 s for all m e N* - N 1 we obtain 
a contradict"ion•. 
The following theorem is Weierstrass's famous theorem about the existence 
of an ~bsolute maximum and an absolute minimum for a continuous function on 
a compact set. 
THEOREM 4.2. (Weierstrass) ~ f be a real function defined on a 
non-empty subset S 2f. R. If f is continuous on S ~ S is bounded 
and closed, 1hfil!. f is bounded and in fact, has an absolute maximum and an 
absolute minimum on S. 
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fRroF.-. We shall first show that f is bounded. For this purpose we 
.. ;~ •. '.• "\ 
have to show that (f(S))*~- M0 (Chapter 1, Theorem 7.5). Let a€ (f(S))*. 
Since [ f(S))* = f*(S*) (Chapter 1, Theorem 7.7), there exists an element 
b € S* such that a = f*(b). Hence, S being bounded and closed, there 
exists an element s € S and an ulement h E M1 such that b = s + h. Since 
f is continuous, we have a= f*(b),;,, f*(s+h) =, f(s), i.e., a .is finite or 
equivalently f is bounded. 
In order to prove that f attains its absolute maximum and its absolute 
minimum we have to show that f(S) is c:osed. To this end let ;, E: f(S), 
i.e., there exists an element b € S* such that f*(b) =, £. Hence, 
f(st(b)) = £, i.e., P, € f(S) which finishes the proof of the theorem. 
5. The Intermediate Value Theorem for Continuous Functions. 
The next two theorems deal with properties of real contin~:.Ous functions 
defined on bounded and closed intervals in R. The first is Bolzano 1s famous 
theorem and the second is the intermediate value theorem whi :h follows 
immediately from Bolzano 1s theorem. 
The following proof of Bolzano 1s theorem is believed to be new. 
THEOREM 5.1. (Bolzano) Let f be a real continuous function defined on 
a bounded and closed interval s ~ x ~ t (s < t) of R. If f(s) f(t) < O, 
then there exists at least one point x, s < x < t, such that f(x) = O. 
PROOF. Assume that f(x) I 11 for all x such that s < x < t. Since 
r(s) r(t) < o implies that f(s) Io and r(t) Io we have, in ract, under 
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this assumption that f(x) :/ O for all x such that s :::; x :::; t. Under 
this hypothesis we shall prove that the following statement holds: 
For every n € N such that n 2: 1 there exist points s , t ~ n n 
the following properties: s < s < t < t, t - s = t-s and f(t )/f(s ) 
-n n- n n n - n n 
< o. 
Indeed, consider the function g(x) = f(x+(t-s)(n)/ f(x), 
1 n-1 k 
s S x :S s + n~ (t-s). Then f'"T g(s+~ (t-s)) = f(t)/f(s) < O, i.e., for 
k=O 
k 
some k, 0 S k:::; n - 1, we have g(s+; (t-s)) < 0 :·or equivalently, 
f(s+k+1 (t-s))/f(s+~ (t-s)) < O. This completes the proof of (*). 
n n 
In order to prove Bolzano 1s theorem, we deduce iinmediately from (*) 
that if m E N* - N, there exist a number a E R* and a number b E R* 
such that (i) b-a = i=.@. , (ii) s :::; a < b :::; t and (iii) f*(b)/f*(a) < O. 
ill 
From (i) and (ii) it follows that there exist infinitesimals h, k and a 
number x , s :::; x :::; t such that a = x + h and b = x + k. Since f 
is continuous, we have that f*(b) =, f(x) and f*(a) =, f(x). By 
hypothesis we have that f(x) :/ O. Hence st(f*(b)/f*(n)) = f(x)/f(x)= 1 5 o, 
which is a contradiction and finishes the proof of the theorem. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Bolzano 1s 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Intermediate value theorem) Let f be a real continuous 
function defined on an interval I of R. If s and t are two elements 
of I such that s < t and if o is a real number which lies between 
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f(s) and f(t), then there exists a number u with the following properties: 
s < u < t ~ f(u) = c. 
PROOF. Apply Bolzano•s theorem to the function f(x) - c defined on 
the bounded and closed interval s < x < t. 
- - .· 
6. Uniform Continuity. 
Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty set S <; R. Recall 
that f is said to be uniformly continuous on S if the following state~pnt 
holds: (\J~)(S € R+ =>(::lo)( o €~and (\lx)('r/y)(x€S, y€S 
and lx-yl < o => /r(x)-f(y)j < S))). Hence, if a€ S* and b € S* 
such that a=, b, then jf*(a) - f*(b)I < £ for all [ > o, i.e., 
f*(a) =1 ~f*(b). This suggest the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. 1 (Uniform continuity). Let f be a real function defined 
on a non-empty subset S of R. Then f is uniformly continuous on S 
if and only if f*(a) =, f*(b) for all a, b € S* such that a =, b. 
PROOF. We have only to show that the condition is sufficient. If f 
is B21_ uniformly continuous, then there exist sequences s , t (n € N) 
n n 
in S and a positive number such that t - s tends to zero as n 
n n 
tends to infinit~ and for all n € N, lr(tn )- f(sn)I > S0 • Hence, for 
all (.J) € N* - N we have lr*(t*) - f*(s*)I > £ > o and s·* = t* • 
(!) (.J) 0 (.1)1 (1) 
Since s* e S* and t* € S* we have obtained a contradiction. 
(.J) (.I) 
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We shall now give a simple non-standard proof of Heine's theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2 (Heine) Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty 
subset S of R. If S is bounded and closed, then f is continuous on 
S implies that f is uniformly continuous on S. 
PROOF. Assume that a, b € S* and a =, b. Since S is bounded 
and closed we have s = st(a) = st(b) € S. The continuity of f implies 
that f*(a) =1 f(s} and r~~(b) =, f(s), i.e., f*(a) =, f*(b). Hence, by 
Theorem 6. 1 , f is unif orm..l.y continuous on S. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
REMARK. The reader is advised to compare the conditions given in 
Theorem 3.1 with the condition given in Theorem 6.1. 
7. Additive Functions. 
A real function f defined on R is said to be ~dditive if it 
satisfies the follmving functional equation 
f(x+y) = f(x) + f(y) 
for all x , y € R. 
The function f(x) = ax, where a € R, is an example of an additive 
function. It was shown by Cauchy that if f is continuous and additive, 
then f(x) = xf(1). The problem whether there exist non-continuous additive 
functions was open for a long time. It was solved in the affirmative by 
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Hamel in 1905 (see G. Hamel, Eine Basis aller Zahlen und die unstetige Losungen 
der Funktional gleichung f(x+y) = f(x) + f(y), Math • .Ann. 60, 459-462 (1905)). 
In this paper Hamel gave the following solution. Consider R as a linear 
space over the field Q of the rational numbers. Then, by using the axiom of 
choice, he proved the existence of a basis, which is now called a Hamel basis, 
for this linear space R, i.e., he proved thct there exists a non-empty set of 
real numbers H with the following two properties: (i) H is free, L:e., if 
x1, ••• , xn are elements of H and r 1, .•• , rn are rationals, then 
n •.. 
r 1 xi= 0 implies ri = O for all i = 1, 2, ••• , n. (ii) For every i=l 
real number x I 0 there exist elements x1, ••• , xn in H and non-zero 
rationals 
. . . ' r n 
such that x = 
n 
.L. r. x. 
J.= 1 1 '.L 
From (i) it follows immediately that the expansion of x I 0 in terms 
of elements of H is unique. 
With a Hamel basis H for R we can now easily construct a non-contin~:ous 
additive function. For this purpose let a € H be fixed. 0 
n 
Then we set 
f(x) = 0 if x = O and if in the expansion x = '° r
1
• x1, the number a0 i~1 
does not occur. 
n 
If in the expansion \ ri xi of x I O, i~1 a does occur 0 
with rational coefficient r, then we set f(x) = r. It is easy to see that 
f is additive. But f(x) = xf(1) since f I 0 and f(x) = 0 for all x € H 
and x I a • 
0 
Since the appearance of Hamel's paper numerous articles on additive 
functions have appeared. They deal mainly with the problem to find conditions 
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in order that an additive function satisfying these conditions is continuous. 
So it was shown that if an additive function is Lebesgue measurable, then it 
is of the form ax, where a € R. The best result in this direction is dueio 
Ostrowski. He obtained the following result: If an additive function f is 
bounded above on a Lebesgue measurable set of positive measure, then f(x) = xf(1) 
for all x € R• It is easy to see that a real-valued Lebesgue measurable 
function has the above property. 
Ostrowski's condition reduces to the condition that f is bounded on 
some interval. In fact, it seems that most of the conditions given in order 
that an additive function is of the type ax, where a € R, reduce to the 
latter condition. That is why we shall give now a non-standard proof of the 
following theorem, due to G. Darboux. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let f be an additive function defined on R. If f is 
bounded on some interval in R, then f(x) = xf(1) for all x € R. 
PROOF. If f is additive on R, then its non-standard extension r -:<-
is additive on R*. Furthermore, since the additivity of f implies that 
f (rx) = rf(x) for all x €R and all r € Q, we have that f*(rx) = rf*(x) 
for all x € R* and r € Q:!-. Now assume that f is bounded on some interval 
I in R. Let x be an interior point of I. 
0 
Then there exists a constant 
A such that jf-:+(x
0
+h)j ~A for all h € M1, i.e., lf*(h)j ~ A+ lr(x0 )I 
for all h € M1 • s;:.nce nh € M1 for all h € M1 and n € N we conclude that 
I f 7!-(h) I ~ (A + I f(xo) I )/n for all n € N and h 
€ M1' i.e., f*(h) € M1 for 
all h " Thus, by Theorem 3.1, f is continuous at x and the result 
€ M1 • 0 
follows from Cauchy's theorem. Without resorting to Cauchy's theorem we can 
complete t he proof as follDWs: Let x € R. Then there exist a non-standard 
rational r € Q* and an infinitesimal h such t hat x = r + h. Hence 
f(x) = f*(r+h) = f*(r) + f*(h) = rf(1) + f*(h), i.e., f(x) = st(rf(1)) = xf(1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
REv1ARK. For further reading, the reader is referred to the following 
interesting paper: H. Kestelman,- On the functional equation f(x+y) = f(x)+f(y), 
Fund. Math., 34, 145-147 (1946). 
8 . Differentiation of Functions of a Real Variable. 
Let f be a real fUnction defined on a non-empty subset S of R. Recall 
that, if s € S is a non-trivial adherent point of s, then f 
be differentiable at the point lim 
S:7x->s 
f(x)-f(s) 
x-s 
is said to 
exists. Since 
s is a non-trivial adherent point of S this limit is uniquely determined. 
As is customary in mathematics this limit is denoted by f'(s) and is called 
the derivative of f at s. 
The following theorem follows irranediately from Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset 
S Q.f. R. If s € S is a non-trivial adherent point of S, then f is 
differentiable at s if there exists a standard number, which is denoted by 
f 1 (s), such that f*(s+~) - f(s) =, f'(s) for all h € M1 satisfying h I 0 
and s + h € S*. 
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If f is differentiable at s e: s, then for all h e: M1 such that 
h .,j 0 and s +he: S* we have f'~(s + h) - f(s) =, f'(s)h. Since 
f 1 (s)h e: M1 we obtain that f*(s+h) =, f(s) for all h e: M1, h I 0 and 
s +he: S*, i.e., f is continuous at s (Theorem 3.1). 
Thus we have shown 
THEOREM 8.2. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset S 
of R. If s e S is a non-trivial adherent point of S and f is differentiable 
~ s, then f is continuous at s. 
REMARK. Let f be differentiable at x e: s. If ax denotes an 
infinitesimal such that ax -/= O and x + ax e: S*, then, by the preceding theorem, 
dy = f*(x+dx) - f(x) is infinitesimal. The quotient ~ is finite however 
and f'(x) = st(~). Thus we see that we are now able to give a precise 
ax 
meaning to Leibniz's original definit:::on of differentiability. 
From the algebra of limits the following theorem can easily be deduced. 
THEOREM 8.3. If f and g are real functions defined on a non-empty 
set S~ R, ~ f + g, f - g and ;t; • g are differentiable ut those non-
trivial adherent points of S where f and g are differentiable. This holds 
also for f/g provided g I 0 at those points. The derivatives are given by 
the following formulas: (f ± g)' = f' ± g'; (fg)' = f'g + fg'; (f/g)' 
= (f'g - fg')/g2 (g Io). 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.1. 
THEOREM 8. 4. Let f be a real function defined on a non-empty subset s 
of R. If s e S is a non-trivial adherent point of s, then f is differen- · 
tiable at s if and only if there exists a standard number, which we denote 
kl f' ( s), with the following property: for everY. h € M1 , h J 0, and s + h € S*, 
there exists an infinitesimal, which we denote by &f(s,h) or shortly E(s,h) 
if no confusion can arise, such that f*(s+h)-f(s) = hf 1 (s) + h c; (s,h). 
PROOF. If f*(s+h) - f(s) = h f'(s) + h ~ (s,h) holds for all h € M1, 
h J 0 and s + h £ S*, where E- € M1, then f*(s+~)-f(s) = f'(s) + c..(s,h) 
=, f(s). Conversely, if f is differentiable at s, then the condition of the 
theorem holds with c (s,h) = f*(s+h)-f(s) - f'(s). 
h 
9. The Chain Rule. 
We shall give a simple proof now of Leibniz's rule for differentiating a 
composite function. 
THEOREM 9.1 (Chain rule) Let f be a real fUnction defined on a non-empty 
subset S of R. Assume that s € S is a non-trivial adherent point of S 
and that f is differentiable at s. Let g be a real function defined on 
f(S). If f(s) is a non-trivial adherent point of f(S) and g is 
differentiable at f(s), then the composite function g(f) = g o f is 
differ~ntiable at s £ S and (g(f(s)))' = g 1 (f(s)) f'(s). 
PROOF. Let h € M1, h J 0 and s + h € S*. Then ~(s+h) = f(s) + k, 
and k e M1 since f is continuous at s (Theorem 8.2). Hence, 
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g*(f.~(s+h)) - g(f(s)) = g*(f(s)+k) - g(f(s)) ""k g 1 (f(s)) + k cg(f(s),k) 
= (f*(s+h) - f(s)) g 1 (f(s)) + (f*(s+h) - f(s)) cg(f(s),k) ~ g 1 (f(s))f 1 (s)h + 
h(g'(f(s))Sr(s,h) + f'(s) £g(f(s),k) + k C:: f(s,h) Eg(f(s),k)) = g'(f(s))f'(s)h+ 
h~. It is easy to see now that ~ € M1• This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
10. Mean-Value Theorems. 
In this section we shall discuss the following classical mean-value 
theorem of the differential calculus. 
THEOREM 10.1 (Mean-value theorem). Let f be a real fUnction defined 
on a bounded and closed interval I = I(s,t) of R, where s and t are 
- -
its endpoints and s < t. Let f be continuous on I and differentiable 
for all :; such that s < x < t. Then there exists a standard number u 
such that s < u < t ~ f(t) - f(s) = (t-s) f 1 (u). 
This theorem is proved by means of Rolle's theorem. Rolle 1a theorem is 
that special case of the mean-value theorem which corresponds to the 
condition f(t) = f(s). 
case by considering the 
The general case is then deduced from this 
function g(x) = f(x) - f(t~ - f(s} x. 
- s 
special 
Rolle 1s theorem is usually proved by applying the theorem of Wt:Jerstrass 
which states that a continuous function defined on a bounded and closed set 
attains its absolute maximum as well as its absolute minimum (Theorem 4.2). 
Now, if f is continuous on the interval I = I(s,t) and f(s) = f(t), then 
f attains either its absolute maximum or its absolute minimum in the 
interior of I. Then, by using the fact that at an extreme point, the 
derivative of a differentiable function vanishes, the required result follows. 
We propose ti give another proof of Rolle 1s theorem which will not use 
the theorem of Weierstrass. We believe that this proof is new and more 
elementary. To this end _, we first prove the following theorem which is due 
to P. Levy (1934). 
THEOREM 10.2. (P. LeyY). Let f be a real continuous function defined 
on a bounded and closed interval I= I(s,t), s < t. If f(s) = f(t), then 
for every n ~ 31 there exists an interval I = I(s ,t ), such that n n n 
s < s < t < t, t - s = ~ and f(t ) = f(s ). 
n n n n n - n n 
PROOF. Consider 
s < x < s + !!:l(t-s). 
the continuous function g(x) = f(x + t~s) - f(x), 
n-1 
Then L g(s+Jf(t-s) = f(t)-f(s) = 0. Hence either 
- - n k=O n 
g(s+~(s-t)) = 0 for all k = O, 1, 2, ••• , n-1, and then the proof is 
n 
finished since n ~ 3, or g takes on positive and negative values, say 
g(s+ ~s-t)) > 0 and g(s+ 9. (t-s)) < o, where O :Sp< q :S n-1. Then, by 
n n 
the intermediate value theorem, g(x) = 0 for some x, s + ~ (t-s) 
n 
< x < s + 9. (t-s), which proves the theorem. 
n 
REMARK. For every 0 < c < l and c I l (n = 1, 21 ••• ) there exists n 
a continuous fUnction f (x) on the unit interval 0 :S x ::; such that 
f(O) = f(1) but f(x+c)-f(x) IO for all O :S x :S 1-c. 
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2 JTX 2 n: Indeed, consider the function f(x) = 8!ri ~ - xs1n - • 
c c 
Levy's theorem is a consequence of the following more gc.::leral statement: 
Let f be a real continuous function defined on the bounded and closed 
interval I = I(s,t) such that f(s) = f(t). The set C of all numbers c, 
such that 0 < c < t-s and r(x+c) - f(x) IO for all x such that 
s ~ x ~ t-c has the following property: If c1, c2 € c, then c1 + c2, 
mod(t-s), belongs to C. 
We shall turn now to the proof of Rolle 1 s t ·heorem. From a repeated 
application of Levy's theorem it follows that there exist sequences 
[ s :nEN J, 5t :nEN] of real numbers such that s < s < s 1 < t ·1,<tJ; < t, n L nt n n+ n+ n 
-s 
tn+1 - sn+l = nn n and f(tn) = f(sn). Hence, there exists elements a 
and b in I* such that s <a< st(a) = st(b) < b < t and f*(a) = f*(b). 
Then, there exist infinitesimals h, k > 0 such that a = u - h and 
b = u+k, where u = st(a) = st(b). Since s < u < t, f is differentiable 
at u and hence, 0 = f*(b) - f *(a) = f*(u+k)-f*{u-h) = f*(u+k)-f(u) 
+ f(u) - f*(u-h) = kf 1 (u)+k E(u,k) + hf'(u) + hS(u,-h). Hence, f'(u) 
= -(kL..(u,k) + h €(u,h))/(h+k). Since h > O and k > 0 we have 
0 < h/(h+k) < 1 and 0 < k/(h+k) < 1, i.e., f 1 (u) is equal to an 
infinitesimal. Thus f'(u) = O since f 1 (u) is a standard number. This 
completes the proof of Rolle 1 s theorem. 
It is well-known that the mean-value theorem does not generalize to 
complex-valued or vector-valued functions. The main reason for this is that 
in those cases there is no direct substitute for the intermediate value 
theorem. It seems therefore to be important to replace the mean-value 
theorem by another theorem, preferably of equal power, which will generalize 
to functions which are not necessarily real-valued. The following theorem 
is such a theorem. We shall give it for real functions however, but we 
shall arrange the proof in such a way that it will apply immediately to the 
more general cases discussed above. Furthermore, the reader can check 
immediately that the following theorem is at least as important as the mean-
value theorem. 
TIL::Olllil'..i 10.3. Let f be a real continuous function defined on a 
bounded and closed interval I= I(s,t), s < t. If f is differentiable 
for all x such that s < x < t, then there exists a number :u € R with 
the following properties: s < u < t and lf(~~~f(s)I ~lr 1 (u)I. 
PROOF. We shall first prove the following statement which is analogous 
to Levy's theorem. 
(*) For every n ~ 31 there exists an interva~ In = I(sn,tn) such 
that s < s < t < t, t - s = t-s and lf(t)-f(s)I <_ lf(tn)-f(sn)I· 
-- n n n n n - t-s t -s 
n n 
Consider the function g(x) = f(x+i::§.) - f(x), 
n 
s ~ x ~ s + E.::l (t-s), 
n 
where n ~ 3. Th f(t) - f(s) 1 nL-l en = -t-s n k=O 
g( s+ !£( t-s)) 
n( t-~ ) • Hence, we have 
lf(t)-f(s)I < ~1 n~1 n t S n L 
- k=O I g(s+~ (t-s))I· t-s From this inequality we may conclude 
k 
that either we have (i) lf(t)-f(s)I = n lg(s+n (t-s))I for all 
t-s t-s 
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k = o, 1, 2, .•• , n-1 or we have (ii) for some k, 0 s ks n-1, 
lf(t)-f(s)I lg(s+~ (t-s))I t , < n t • Since n ~ 3, there is nothing to prove -s -s 
in case (i). In case (ii), observe that the continuity of g implies that 
there exists a number u € R such that u > s + k- l ( t-s) and 
n 
n l f(u+t~s) - f(u)I > lf(t)-f(s)I • - - -· - This proves (*). To complete the proof, t - s t-s 
observe that, as in the case of the proof of Rolle's theorem, there exist a 
number u € R and infinitesimals h, k > 0 such that s < u < t, and 
lf(t)-f(s)I < lf*(u+k)-f*(u-h)I = t-s h-k 
+ k I £ ( u. ~lt +h I t ( u. -h) I = If I ( u) I + f. . Since J!. € M1 , the required 
result follows by taking standard parts. 
For generalizations of Theorem 10.3 we refer the reader to section 5 
of the following text: / !L-~Di~udonne, Foundations of Modern Analysis, 
New York (1960), Chapter VIII. 
11. Uniform Convergence; Egui~ontinuity. 
Let ~f n: n€N J be a sequence of real functions defined on a non-empty 
subset S of R. The sequence [ fn :n € N .§ is said to be convergent at 
x € S if lim fn(x) exists. If this limit exists for all x € S, then 
n->oo 
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the sequence is said to be convergent on S and the function f(x)=lim f (x) 
n n->oo 
is called the limit of the sequence. 
From Theorem 1.1 of Chapter 2 the following theorem follows immediately. 
THEOREM 11 .1. Let {fn:n€NJ be a sequence of l!eal functions defined 
on a non-empty point set S of R. Then the seguence ~ fn:n€N J converges 
Qn. S if and only if there exists a real function f(x) Qn_ S such that 
f~(x) =, f(x) for all x e S and all ro € N* - N. 
From Cauchy's criterion (Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 2) the following theorem 
follows immediately. 
THEOREM 11 .2. Let f fn:n€N] be a sequence of real functions defined 
on a non-empty point set S of R. Then the sequence )f :n€N ( converges ( n _,, 
2!l S if and only if f~(x) =, f~, (x) for all m, m' e N* - N and a1.l 
x e S. In this case the limit function f(x) of the sequence is given by 
the formula f(x) = st(f*(x)), x e S and ro e N* - N. 
m 
With these two theorems the elementary rules of the theory of limits 
of sequences of functions can now easily be obtained. We shall leave this 
to the reader to verify. 
For the discussion of uniform convergence in non-standard analysis, the 
following definition, which is analogous to Definition 6.1 of Chapter 2, 
is fundarnental. 
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DEFINITION 11.1 (Non-standard extension of a sequence of real 
functions) Let J.rn: n€N J be a sequence of real functions defined on a 
non-empty subset S Q£ R. Then the sequence 
on S* defined as follows: F e f*(a) 
n 
if and 
~ f* · n e N*? of functions 
'- n· ...J 
only if (=!M)(=!A)(Aca, Men 
and i k:F(k) = fM(k) (A(k)) J € M) is called the non-standard extension of 
the sequence. 
It is obvious from the definition that (=IMH=IA)(.Aea,.Mm and {h:F(k) 
= f (A(k)) €{1;/,.) => ('fM)(\IA)(AEa, Mrn =>~h:F(k) = f l\i(k)(A(k))? E,..t{). )f.~k) j/ .J 
Furthermore the non-standard extension of a sequence of functions defined 
on a non-empty subset S of R is a non-standard sequence of non-standard 
functions defined on S*. 
Let ~ fn:neN ~ be a sequence of functions defined on a non-empty 
point-set S of R. Recall that the sequence t fn :neN ~ is said to converge 
uniformly on S to a function f(x) if for every E. e R 
+ 
there exists 
an index n (E) (which depends on t,, f but n.Qi on x) such that 
0 
for all n > n and 
- 0 all x € s. Hence, f* (a) = f*f a) (.) 1 ·' 
for all ill e N*-N and §J1. a e S* is the statement to which the previous 
statement reduces in non-standard analysis. The converse, however, is also 
true. Indeed, the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 11 .3. Let l fn:neN 5 be a sequence of real functions defined 
on a non-empty point set S of R. Then the sequence £ fn :neN J conve~ges 
uniformly to the real function f(x) on S if and only if f~(a) =, f*(a) 
for all ill e N*-N and all aeS*. 
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PROOF. We have only to show that the condition of the theorem is 
sufficient. To this end, we assume that not(lim f (x) = f(x) uniformly 
n 
on S) holds. Then there exist a mapping A of N into S and an 
injection n of N into N and a positive number c € R such that c...o + 
I fn(n)(A(n)) - f(A(n))I > S0 for all n € N. Hence, by Definition 11.1, 
we have f~(a) 11 f*(a), where n €ill and A €a. This contradicts the 
hypothesis and finishes the proof of the theorem. 
REM.ARK. From Theorems 11.1 and 11.3 it follows immediately that if 
a sequence ·of functions converges uniformly on some subset of R, then it 
converges on that subset. Furthermore, ~y Theorem 7. 2 of Chapter 1 , on 
finite sets the two notions of convergence and uniform convergence of 
sequences of functions coincide. 
The well-knovm theorem that uniform Cauchy sequences of functions 
converge uniformly takes the following form in non-standard analysis. 
( ' THEOREM 11.4. Let {fn:n€Nj be a sequence of real functions defined 
on a non-empty subset S of R. Then the sequence [rn:n€N j converges 
uniforwly on S if and only if f* (a) =1 f*,(a) (.I) ill for all m,ro' € N*-N and 
all a € S*. 
PROOF. That the condition is necessary follows immediately from the 
preceding theorem. In order to prove that the condition is sufficient, 
observe that Theorem 11. 2 implies that the sequence ffn :n€N J converges 
on S to f(x) = st(f*(x)) where ro € N*-N. We shall pr-ove that the 
Cl) 
?P s 
convergence is uniform. To this end, observe that lim fn(x) = f(x¥1implies 
n->w 
that to every a € S* there corresponds an index m e N*-N such that 
f~( a) =, f*( a). Indeed, if A(n) € a and lim 
n->oo 
[ = 0, where l € R , 
n n + 
then there exists an injection n of N into N such that 
I flt(n) (A(n))-f(A(n)) I < &n. Finally, since f * (a) = f-* (a) for all ().) (l) I 
ill ,m I 
€ N"l·' - N and a € S·*, we obtain that f * (a) =, f*(a) for all (l)€N*-N (l) 
and all a € S*. Then the required result follows from Theorem 11.1. 
A concept closely .related to that of uniform convergence is that of 
equicontinuit_y. Recall that a sequence of continuous real functions 
·-· 
[ fn :n€N i defined on a non-empty subset S of R is equicontinuous at 
x € S it for every £. € R there e:x:i st s a neighborhood V of x such 
+ 
that lfn(x)-fn(y)! < [ for all n € N and all y € vn s. Hence, 
f~(x) =, f~ (x+h) for all cn e: N*-N and all h € M1 such that x+h€S1~, 
is the statement to which equicontinuity reduces in non-standard analysis. 
The converse holds also. In fact, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 11 .5. l&1 f fn:ne:N} be a sequence of continuous real fUnctions 
defined on a non-empty paint set S of R. Then the sequence lfn:ne:N] 
is equicontinuous at x € S if and only if f~(x+h) =, f~(x) for all 
m e: N*-N and all h e: M1 such that x + h € S*. 
PROOF. We have only to show that the condition is sufficient. To 
this end,assume that the sequence tfn:ne:NJ of real continuous functions is 
not equicontinuous at x € S. Then there exist an injection n of N into 
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N and a mapping A of 
that lim A(n) = x and 
n-~ 
N into S and a positive number £ e R such 
0 + 
/rn(n)(A(n))-fn(x)} > £ 0 • Hence, by Definition 11.1 
we have f*(a) ~1 f*(x), where a =1 x and a e S* and ro e N*-N. This w w . 
contradicts the assumption and finishes the proof of the theorem. 
We have the following sufficient condition for equicontinuity. 
THEOREM 11.6. Let lfn:n€N J be a sequence of continuous real functions 
defined on a non-empty subset S of R. If the sequence converges 
uniformly on s, then it is eguicontinuous at every point of S and its 
limit is continuous on S. 
PROOF. If <r :nEN? converges uniformly on s, then given t: > 0 1 n .J 
there exists an idex n such that m > n implies 
0 - 0 
Ir (x)-f (x)I < l 
n0 m 
all x e: S, r* (x+h)=1 f (x) n n 
0 
Since f is continuous at x we have that 
no 
for all h € M1 such that x e h E S*. Hence, jf·lf (x+h)-f (x) I<£ for n0 m 
all m 2: n
0
• Thus If* (x+h) - f~ (x) I ~£ for all h e M1 such that no 
x+h€S and all we N* - N. It is evident, however, that 
Ir~ (x+h)-f~ (x+h)I ~ f. Hence, 
0 
r~-:- (x) = f~E- (x+h) for all h € M1 w 1 (.l) 
such that x + h € S* and all ro e N* - N. This proves that the sequence 
is equicontinuous. In order to prove the second part of the theorem let 
f(x) = lim f (x). Then f*(x+h) =, f* (x+h) =1 f* (x) = f(x) for all n->oo n ro w 1 
h e M1 such that x + h e S*. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
There is a partial converse in the preceding theorem. 
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THEOREM 11 • 7. ~ l fn: neN j be a sequence of continuous real fUnctions 
defined en a non-empty bounded and closed subset S of R which converges 
Q!l S. Then the sequence converges uniformly on S if and only if the 
sequence [rn:neN_) is eguicontinuous. 
PROOF. We have only to show that the condition is sufficient since its 
necessity follows from the preceding theorem. To this end, let a e S*. 
Then, since S is bounded and closed, there exist an infinitesimal h and 
an element x e S such that x + h = a. If m ,m' e N*-N, then f*(a) (l) 
= f~(x+h) =, f~(x) =, f~ 1 (x) = f~ 1 (a). Hence, by Theorem 11.4, the sequence 
converges uniformly on S. 
An immediate consequence of the preceding theorem is the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 11.8. (Bendixson) Let fr :neN? be a sequence of real functions 
- n _, 
defined on a bounded and closed subset S of R which converges on S. 
If there exists a constant M > 0 such that jfn(x)-fn(y) I ~ Mjx-yla. 
for all x, y e S and all n e N, where O <a.~ 1, then the sequence 
converges uniformly on s. 
PROOF. Observe that lfn(x)-fn(y) I ~ H lx-yja. for all n e N and 
all x, y e S* implies that / f~(a) - f~(b) I ~ Mla-bja. for all 
a, b e S* and all n e W'". Since S is bounded and closed, for every 
a e S* there exist x e: S and h e M1 such that x + h = a. Hence, if 
a e S* and me N* - N we obtain that jf*(x+h)-f*(x)j ~M lhla., i.e., 
(l) (l) 
f~(x+h) =, f~ (x) for all h e M1 such that x + h e: s-* and all 
ro e: w~ - N. Thus the sequence is equicontinuous and the preceding theorem 
applies. 
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REMARK. Bendixson 1 s theorem applies to the case that S is a bounded 
and closed interval and jf 1 (x)I 5 M for all n € N and all x € S. n 
We shall now prove Dini 1 s famous theorem in non-standard analysis. 
THEOREM 11.9 (U. Dini). Let S f : nEN ~ be a sequence of continuous ~ n -
real functions defined on a non-empty bounded and closed set S of R. If 
the sequence is a monotone sequence which converges on S to a continuous 
function, then the sequence converges uniformly on S. 
PROOF. There is no loss in generality if we assume that the sequence 
of continuous real functions {f :n€N] decreases to zero on S. Then, if 
n 
a € S* and ro e N* - N we have O 5 f~(a) 5 f~(a) for all n € N. Since 
S is bounded and closed we have x = st(a) € s. Hence, if we now take 
standard parts and use the fact that the functions f (neN) are continuous 
n 
on S we obtain that O 5 st(f~(a)) 5 st(f~(a)) = fn(x) for all n e N, 
i.e., f~(a) =1 0 for all ru € N*-N and all a€ S*. This proves the 
theorem. 
The following concept was introduced by w. H. Young. A sequence 
[ fn:n€N j of real functions defined on a non-empty subset S of R is 
said to . be unif~mly convergent at_ x e: S if for every [_ e R + there exist 
a neighborhood V of x and an index n (s) 
0 
such that 
for all n,m 2: n0 and all y € V n S. Hence, f* (x+h) =, f* 1 (x+h) for (l) (l) 
all m,ru' €N*-N and all h € M1 such that x + L € s-~. This suggests the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1 1 • ·1 O • 
~efined o_n a non~·E!!!}P~ .V'_ s~bse~ S •Jf R. Then _the sequence converges 
uniformly at x € S ii' and only if f~(x+h) =1 f~ 1 (x+h) for all ro,ro' €N*-N 
and all h € M1 such that x + h € S*. 
PROOF. We have only to show that the condition is sufficient. If the 
sequence does not converge uniformly at x € S. Then there exist a mapping 
Hof N into R and injections n, n 1 of N into N and a number £, € R 
0 + 
such that x + H(n) € s, lim (x+H(n)) = o and lrn(n) (x+H(n))-fn 1 (x+H(n))I 
n-:::W 
~ £0 , i.e., f~ (x+h) 11 f~ (x+h), where H € h and n € ro, n 1 € OJ'. This 
is a contradiction and the theorem is proved. 
From this theorem the following well-known thecrem follows immediately. 
THEOREM 11.12 (W. H. Young). A sequence of real functions [rn:n€NJ 
def fned on a non-empty bounded and closed subset S of R converges uniformly 
Q!! S if and only if it converges uniformly at every point of s. 
PROOF. We have only to Show that the rondition is sufficient its 
necessity 5.s obvious. To this end, let a i:: B*, ro, ro' € N* - N. Observing 
tha·t st(a) € S since S is bounded and closed we obtain that f*(a) 
(JJ 
= f·X-{x+h) = f* (x+h) = f*, (a) where x = st(a) and x + h = a. This 
w 1 m' m 
con·ple.tt:s the prcof cf the theorem. 
Finally w0 ohall briefly discuss the following situation. Let f(x,t) 
be a reP.J. function defined for all x e: S <::= R and all t e T. If s is an 
adherent point of S, then we say that lim f(x,t) = f(s,t) = f(t) 
exists uniformly in t e T if for every 
S 3x->s 
[, € R there exists a number 
+ 
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o(S) € R+ such that jf(y,t)-f(t)j <[for all y € S, y /. x and jy-xj < 5 
and all t € T. Hence, f*(s+h,t) =, f*(t) for all t € T* and all h € M1 
such that h /. 0 and s + h € S*. Tne converse holds also. The following 
result is also easy to verify. 
THEOREM 11.13. Let f(x,t) be a real function defined for all 
x € sc_;. R and all t € T ~ R. Then lim f(x, t) exists uniformly in t, 
S?x->s 
~ s is an adherent point of S if and only if f*(s+h,t) =, f(s+k,t) 
for all t € T* and all h, k € M1 such that h I O, k /. 0 and s + h € S* 
!ID9. s + k € S*. 
We conclude this section with the following application. 
THEOREM 11 .14. Let f(x) be a differentiable real function defined 
~bounded and closed interval R. Then its derivative f'(x) 
f(x)-f(y) = f'(x) uniformly in x. 
x-y continuous on I if and only if lim 
PROOF. If lim 
I 3y->x 
I .3y->x 
f(x)-f(y) = f'(x) 
x-y is uniform in x, then for all 
h,kevr1 such that x + h + ke;I* and x+k€I-''° we have f*(x+h+k)-f*(x+k) 
=1 h(f' )* (x+k). Sinc.e f*(x+h+k)-f*(x+h )-f(x) we obtain that (f' )*(x+k) 
=1 f'(x). This shows that f' is continuous at x e; I. Conversely, assume 
that f' is continuous on I. From the mean-value theorem it follows that 
if x € I, h,k € M. such that x + h + k € r-r.- and x + k € I*, then 
I 
f*(x+h+k) - f*(x+k) = h(f')* (x+k+Qh) for some 0 < Q < 1. Hence, the 
continuity of f' implies that f*(x+h+k)-f*(x+k) =1 h(f')*(x+k). This 
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completes the proof of the theorem. 
12. The Riemann Integral. 
We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of the notion of 
Riemann-integrability in non-standard analysis. 
There a.re kn0\~1 several but equivalent,forms for the notion of Riemann 
integrability. For instance, if f is a bounded and real function defined 
on a bounded and closed interval I= ~x:s ~ x ~ tj in R, then f is 
Riemann integral over I if and only if there exists a constant A which 
has the following property: For every [ € R there exists an index 
n0 (£) < N such that lt~s ~ f(tk) - Al <:, for all n <:: N and all 
tk such that s + k~ 1 (t-s) < tk ~ s + ~ (t-s), k = 1, 2, ••• , n. Hence, 
P·(t*) = k A for all w € N* - N and all t~ such that 
k-1 ( ) k ( s + - t-s < t ·ll- < s + - t-s), k = 1, 2, • • • , m. 
(l) k - ()) The converse is also 
true. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 12.1 A bounded real function f defined on a closed interval 
I = t x: s ~ x :S t 3 is Riemann integrable over that interval if and only if 
there exists a constant A having the following propert~ 
w-1 
!.=§. \'"' f* ( t ) = A for all m € N*-N and all 
(l) ~ k 1 
k 
+ - (t-s), k = 1, 2, ••• , w. (1) 
k-1( ) s + - t-s < t 1 < s (j) - {-
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PROOF. The proof follows readily from the preceding remark. 
EX.Al"\iPLE. If f is Riemann integrable over the interval s ~ x ~ t, 
F(x) = \x f(u)du = st(l ~ f*(s+k(x-s))) (x-s). Js ill k=O ill 
CHAPTER 4 
FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
1 • A Non-Standard Model for R • p 
10'2. 
As is customary in mathematics we shall denote the p-dimensional 
(p;: 1) real Euclidean space by RP. We shall denote the elements of R p 
by x,y, ••• ; and the k-th coordinate of an element x = (x1, ..• , xp) ERP 
shall be denoted by 
x, y € R by (x,y) p 
~· We shall denote the inner product of two elements 
= i_ ~Yk· The norm of an element v'(x,x) = I~--,~~ 
k=1 ~ 
shall be denoted as usual by 11x11 · 
The construction of a non-standard model for R (p;: 1) in the form of p 
an ultrapower is identical to the construction in the case p = 1. We 
consider the set RN of ~ mappings of N into R • Then we introduce p p 
an equivalence relation with respect to the ultrafilter (,/__ in the same way 
as in the case p = 1. The set of all equivalence classes will be denoted 
by R*. p The linear space structure of R p is then carried over to R* with p 
the same procedure as in the case p ~ 1. From this construction we see 
innnediately that to every element a E R* there corresponds uniquely a p 
p-tuple (a1, ••• ,ap) of elements of R*. 
isomorphic to the linear space R* X 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 • 1 • The linear space R* p 
Hence, the linear space R* p is 
X R* (p-times). We formulate this 
is isomorphic to the linear space 
R* X • • • x R* (p-times), and hence, is a p-dimensional linear space over R*. 
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. l\.n clement o E R~~ i::ill be called ztandard if ~ E R for all 
k=1, 2 1 ••• , p. In the other case, it will be called non-standard. 
The following definition is similar to Definition 5.1 of Chapter 1. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (Infinitesimals, finite and infinite elements) An 
element a € R* p is called an infinitesimal if is infinitesimal for all 
k=1, 2' .•• , p. A number a E R* is called infinite if for at least one p 
index k (1 :S k :Sp) the k-th coordinate is infinitely large. In the 
other case, a is called finite. 
The set of all finite elements of R* will be denoted by MP and the p 0 
set of all infinitesimal will be denoted by Mr. It is easy to see that Mp 
0 
and Mr are linear spaces over M0 • FUrthermore, Mr is a linear subspace 
of MP and Theorem 5.2 of Chap. 1 implies that MP/MP is isomorphic with 
0 0 1 
R . We have therefore the following theorem. p 
THEOREM 1 • 2 • I:f Mp and Mp are considered as linear spaces over R, 
0 1 
then Mp is a linear subspace of MP and MP/MP is isomorphic to R • 1 0 - 0 1 p 
The linear space homomorphism of MP onto R with kernel R will be 
0 p p 
denoted by "st" and called the standard pa.rt homomorphism since it is the 
natural extension of the homomorphism 
this case we shall also write a= b 1 
"st" of 
if a -
M onto R to Mp. In 
0 0 
b E Mr and we shall say that 
a and b are infinitely close. Thus, every finite element of R* is p 
infinitely close to its standard ;pa.rt. 
Since st :denotes the linear homomorphism of Mp onto 
0 
R p with 
kernel Mr the following properties of this homomorphism are evident. 
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(i) If p st(a) = (st(a1, ••• ,st(ap)). a € M , then 0 -
(ii) If p st(a+b) = st(a) + st(b). a,b € M , then 
0 --
(iii) If a € Mp and ).. € M ' then st( A a) = st(A.) st(a). 0 0 
(iv) If a € Mp 
o' 
then st( a) = 0 if and only if a € M~. 
( v) If X E R ' then st(x) = x. p 
It is evident from the definition of the inner product of two elements 
of R that this bilinear functional extends to R* in a natural way as 
p p p 
follows: If a,b € R*, then ~ a, bk is called the (non-standard) inner 
p k=1 K 
product of the elements a ~ b and will be denoted by (a,b). The 
norm J~a,a) of an element a € R* shall again be denoted by I !al j. p 
We may add the following property to the list of properties of st. 
(vi) If a,b €MP, then st(a,b) = (st(a), st(b)). In particular if 
- 0 --
a € Mp, then st( 11 a 11 ) = 11 st( a) 11 • 
0 -
The statement a= 1b is equivalent to Ila-bl I is infinitesimal. 
Finally, we would like to remark that R* carries a natural topolo~y p 
defined as the product topology of the interval topology of R* (Section 6 
of Chap. 1). In this topology R* is disconnected. p Indeed, Mf is both 
open and closed. Further properties of this topology can be easily deduced 
from the properties of the interval topology of R*. 
2. Non-Standard Extensions. 
Definition 7.1 of Chap. 1 extends as follows. 
DEFINITION 2 • 1 (Non-standard extension of a subset of R ) p Let S 
be a subset of R • The set of all a € R* for which there exists an 
p ----- p 
element A € a such that ln : A(n) € S 1 € l.l i _s called the non-standard 
extension of S and is denoted -~X- S*. 
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As in the case of Definition 7.1 of Chapter 1 we have the following 
equivalent form of the preceding definition: a e S*."<=> (tiA)(Aea 
=> { n:A(n) e S] e U). In coordinates this definition reads: 
a e S·* <=> (VA)(A €a =>~n:(A1 (n), ••• ,Ap(n)) e S l € U). 
With this definition it is easy to see that Theorems 7.1 - 7.4 carry 
over. One may add, however, the following property: 
.If. S = s1 X ••• X SP, where s1, ••• ,Sp are subsets of R, then 
S* = Sf x ... X S~. 
Theorem 7.5 of Chapter 1 takes on the following form. 
THEOREM 2. 1. A subset S of R is bounded if and only if S* C NP • 
- p - - 0 
PROOF. If S is bounded , then there is nothing to prove. Conversely, 
if S* C MP, then the set of all norm values of the elements is a subset of 
- 0 
M • Hence, by Theorem 7.5 of Chapter 1 we obtain that this set is bounded. 
0 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We shall now discuss the non-standard extension of a binary relation with 
domain in R and range in R , or equivalently1 the non-standard extension of p q 
a subset of R X R • p q 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Non-standard extension of binary relations) Let ~ be 
a binary relation with domain in R and range in R • Then the relation p q 
(=IAH::I B) (A e a and B e b and { n: (A(n), B(n)) € cl'§ e ?J..) between the 
elements a, b of R~ and Rq respectively is called the non-standard 
extension of ~ and will be denoted by ~*. 
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Hence, if f is a. mapping of R into R p q defined on some subset s of 
R , then its non-standard extension f * is a mapping of R* into R* p p q 
defined on S* and (f(S))* = f*(S*). 
'i'he definition of th,e non-standard extension of ci double sequence 
(Definition 6.1 of Cha.~)ter 2) is now easily seen to be o. particular case of 
Definition 2.2. 
3. Convergence of Sequences in RP. 
Let [ :::::n: n E N J be a sec~v.ence of elements of RP~ i.e. , a mapping of 
R into RP uith domnin H ~ R. Recall that t xn:n € N) is so.id to be 
convergent to an elenent x e RP if and only if for every c. E R+ there 
exists o.n ind0x n0 (c) € N such that n > n (c) 
- 0 
implies 
Hence 11~~~~ - -·I I ,.,:. 11 for ell c.J t We - H. Thus ~.~e hnve the follo~.rinF·: 
· ' ·w ·· - 1 -
theorem o.no.lo.:;ou.s to Theorem 1.1 of Chapter 2. 
THEO:.-SH 3. 1. A seguence f x
11 
:n t: Nj of elements of RP is conver;.£ent 
to an element x 6. RP if .::..nd only if ::~ =1 x for o.11 c..J E N°c - N. 
Cauchy's criterion tu~~es on the following form. 
of elements of RP is convergent 
if and only if x.;:- =1 x
0~, for all c..J, w I E w:- - N. 
G.J (;.) 
'1'hese t'!o theorems can be used -~o prove the basic properties of convergent 
1.07. 
4. The Topology of RP. 
In section 1 of Chapter J Fe have .:;i ven the non-st;..~ndard forms of the 
basic topolo_;icnl notions v.nd properties of R. This can be done in exactly 
the same way for R.
0
• Therefore 1re shall merely collect n list of those state-
... 
ments in the follouing theorem. The proof is left to the r eader. 
Let s 
-
be a subset of RP. 
(i) s E R , then p - s ~ S ~ the closure of S .ill RP, if and. only if 
there exists an element a £ S"~ such that s = st (a) 
(ii) An element s G. R is o non-trivial adherent point of S p if nnd 
only if there exists an element h e l'·~ p such that h f:. a . and s + h € s-:;. 
(iii) An eleru.ent s ERP is a trivial adherent point of 8 9 i.eo, au 
isolated point of 3, if and onl,y if s + h fi s-::- for all h ~· 1~ such that 
h f:. o. 
(iv) An elenent s E Rn is an interior point of s 
... 
if and only if 
s +h e g.;:- for all h 
"'°· 
l\'~. 
(v) An element s E.. RP is an exterior DOint o:l s 
-
if and onlv if 
s +his-:<- for ~ll h E 111. 
The follouing proof of the Bolzano-Heierstrass theorem is based on 
Theorem 2.1 und (ii) of Theorem 4.1 
TH::O:Bi~ 4.1 (Bolznno-~ ~eierstrass). If S is a bounded infinite subset 
,g£ Rp' ~ S Pv.s at least one non-triviol adherent point. 
PnooF. Since S is infinite ue have s-i:- f- S (Theorem 7.4 of Chapter 1 ). 
By Theorem 2.1 9 S is bounded implies Let a E. s-::- - s. Then 
, E .. p a. J:i 
0 
nnd hence , by (ii) of Theorem 4.1, st(a) is a non-trivial adherent 
point of s. 
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5 • Li.mi ts q,t_ Fune ti ons . 
I.et f be a ;.i.::~ pping of u non-empt y subset S of RP 
s E RP is an adherent point of S, then 1-.re say that f (x) 
into R • If q 
conver12e~ to 
Q.. S Rq if x tends to s j,hrou;::;h S 
(3 S )(SER.!.. uncl. (V x) (;~ ~ S <:md 0 < 
if o.nd only if (V c.) (t.€ R+ => 
I 
I lx-sl I <J => I lr(x)-i 11 < c))). 
In that case we ·write lim f(x) = i • Hence 9 ue 11D.ve the follouing tharem 
S3x->s 
cJ.nnlogous to T:1eorem 2.1 of Cho.pter 3. 
THEOREl.l 5 .1. and let I.et s 
-
~e i1 non-er:pty subset of RP 
mapping qt-: S If s ER 
- p is an adherent point of S 9 ~ 
lim f(x) = f_ if and only if f"~·(s+h) =1 J!. for all h E l1~ such thut 3 3x->s 
h f:. o qnd s+h E s.;:-. 
Co.uchy Is criterion takes on the follm;ing form. 
TI-COR:Zi: 5 .2 (Cauchy's crite1"ion) I.et S be a non-emoty subset of R p 
and let f be a roa.ppine; of S ~ Rq. If s e RP is an adherent point 
.2f S, ~ lira f(x) exists if and only if f""(s+h) =1 r~~(s+k) for all s 3J::->s 
h, k i:- l"~ such that h f:. o~ k f:. o, s + h E- s -: :- ~ s + k E 57~. 
6. Continuity 
li.nulo;;;;ous to 'l.'heorem 3.1 of Cho.pter 3 we have 
TfBOPC~ i 6.1. .kt, S be a non-empty subset of R p and let 
rJJappinFZ of S into R • ~ f is continuous at s E S if g,nd only if 
- q 
f~<-{s+h) =1 f'"(s) for all h E I -~ such that s+h E: s~~ ::. or eouiv::ilently 
:ri:-{a) =1 f-:~(b) for all a, be s-::- such that st (a) = st (b) = s. 
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It is nou co.sy to see that ..:11 the results oot_;ine<l in section 3 of 
Charlter 3 generali:<ie to functions of sev:.ro.l vo.r::.o.oles. 
1!e conclude this section Hi th the follouin;:; generalization of the theorem 
of Ueierstruss (Theorem 4.2 of Chapter 3). 
T}COP2h 6.2 (lieierstrass). ~ S be a non-empty subset of RP ~ 
k1 f be a m...'1pping ...Q.f S ~ Rq. If f is continuous on S £llii S 
is botulcled and closed, iU£ll f(S) is bounded and closed. 
PROOF. Let a €. (f(S) )"''• Since (f(S) )-::- = r-::·(s-:;-), there e::dsts an element 
b € .s-:c such that a ::: r.;: (b). Hence, S be ins bounded and closed 9 there 
exists an element s E: .s - 1 ' h - -.• IJ ancl an e emem:; E: l 1 such that b = s+h. T~1us, 
f beins continuous, r-::·(b) =1f(s), i.e., o. is finite,or equivalently, f(3) 
is bounded. In order to prove that f(S) is closed, let s E f('J). Then 
there exists an element h~ ~~ such that s+he(f(S)){!- = f-li-(S'c). Hence, 
there exists an element a. E S"'c such that f*(o.) = s+h. He conclude that 
f(st(a)) =Sp i.e., s E f(S) ,. or equivalently, f(S) is closed. 
7. Uniform C ontinu.i tv. 
Let s be a non-e:umty subset of R 
- p anc!. let f be a mapping of S 
into Rq. Reco.11 that f is said to be unifo:cmly continuous on S if the 
follouing stateLlent holds: ( V c,) (c,r:: R+ => (j J )($" € R+ und 
(\lx)(\f y)(x,yE: .S and I lx""'YI I < ~- => I lr(x) -f(y)l I < c.))). Thus the 
follo\:ing theorem holds. 
TH:ORE: ~ 7 .1 • ~ S be a non-empty subset of RP ancl let f ~ 
mapping of 3 ir!iQ Rq. I.hfill f is uniforr.ily continuous on S if and only 
g r-::-(a) =1 f-::-(b) for all a, b E s0:· such that a. =1 b. 
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The proof of this theorem is left to the racJ.c.ler since it is similar to 
the i)roof of Theorem 6.1 of Chapter .3. 
A mappin.:.; f of SS RP into Rq is con-sinuous on S accordin~ to 
T:1eorera 6.1 if and only if f?'l-(o.) =1 f*(b) for ,;_ll o. 9 b € s~(- such that 
st(a) = st(b) E s. If ue compare this condition 1:ith the condition of Theorem 
7.1~ then the follouing theorem is cor~Jletely evident 
Tn..O K:ii 7.2 (~) 1£1 S be a non-empty subset of RP ancl let f ~-
a mapping of S into R • If f is continuous on S nnd if S q 
and closed, ~ f is uniforril_v continuous on s. 
is bounded 
PROOF. Indeed, in this case the concUtion of beinci continuous is the 
same us bein~ uniformly continuous. 
8. Differentiation of Functions of Several Variables. 
Let S be a non-empty subset of RP and let f be a mapping of S 
into Rq. Recall that~ if JC C. S is a non-trivial adherent point of S , 
then f is culled differentiable at x: E S if there exists a linear trans-
formation A (x) 
for all h IG R p 
into R such thut q 
such that x+hE S and lim 
f(:ic+h)-f(x) = J.(x)h + I !hi I c(x,h) 
c.(x,h) = o as I lhl I -> o,x+he s. 
In this case 9 the linear transformation A(x) is called the derivative of f 
a.t :i::. .As is customary in mather,iatics we mall use the notation f 1 (x) for 
1~ (x). 
Since x ~ S is a non-trivial a.dherant point of S it is easy to see 
that the linear transformation ft (:id is unic~uely deteri:dned whenever it exists. 
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In non-standc.rd analysis this definition beco:·.1es • 
TiffiOIG~ i 8.1. ~ S be a non-e::tiJty subset of RP and let f ~ 
m:i.npinr; of S into R • 
- q l£ x E S is u non-trivial adherent point of S , 
~ f is uifferentiable at xE s if And OnlY if there exists a linear 
transformation of RP into 
-
Rq' uhich ue denote by ft (x), such that for all 
h E l~ , x+h E s-;{- ue have 
(·* ) f-::-(::+h) - rc~d = f' Cx)h + 11 hi I c.(xllh), 
uhere 
-
The proof of this theorem is left to the reac!.er. 
or::serve that the right-ha.nd side of (*) is infinitesimal. Hence, the 
following theorem holds. 
TIBOR.Ell 8.2 .At those po-ints 'here a ftmction is differentiable it is 
nlso continuous!. 
If we denote by e 1 , ••• ,ep the unit vectors ek = (0, ••• ,1, ••• 0), 
le= 1,2, ••• ,p, then we see immediately that if he l~ o.nc1 (-:-~) holds at x 
ue have f'!-(J~+h ek) - f(:d = h ft (x) ek + !hi c.(x,he1<:)• Hence, if f is 
differentiable at x, then f is partial1y differentiable at ~: uith 
derivatives fl (x)e1•• If ue denote the ftmction. f in coordinates 9 i.e., ~ ~f. 
f = (f 1 , ••• ,ru ... ) , then f1 (x)ek is the .rnutrix (c;_.1 (:::)), i = 1 ,2, ... ,q. The 
"k 
linear transforL~tion f' (x) is given in coordinates by the LJatrix 
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()f. 
l-:-.x 
1
) i = 1 ,2, ••• '<l; k = 1 ,2, ••• ,P. T:.iis ma.tr:i.x is often referred to as 
0 k 
the functional rnatr~.. If p = q , the c1eterL:d.nnnt of the functional matrix 
of f is called the Jncobian of r. 
He shall now prove the chain rule. 
TICOHEi i 8.3. ~ f be a Ir.upping of S ~-RP into Rq and let g be 
a rn.appinp.: of T S: R<l ~ R,e_ such that f(S)ST. g x E -3 and :::: is 
a non-trivial adherent point of S and if f (x) is a non-trivial adherent 
point of '.i.', !:lliill f differentiable at x ~ g differentiable at f (x) 
implies that the composite function g o f = g(f) ~s differentiable at x 
~ g(f)'(x) =~t(f(x))f'(x). 
PROOF. Let 0 '/ h E l·~ such thelt x+h E S':-. '3et r-::-(x4h) - f(x) = k. 
Then k e l·ff"· Since g·~:-(r0"(::+h)) = g(f)-::·(:::+h), ue have (g(f))~:-(x+h) - g(f(x)) 
= g-::-(f0'(x+h)) - ;;;(f(x)) = g·:c(f(x)+k) - ~(f(x)) = g 1 (f(x))k + I lkl I cg (f(x),k). 
Observe thnt l~ = f 1 (::)h + llhll cf (x,h). Hence, g(f)·:~(x+h) -g(f(x)) 
= g 1 (f(x)) f 1 (x)h + I !hi I GI (f(x)) cf+ I lie! I c~ (f(x),!c) = g 1 (f(x))ft (x)h 
+ I lhl I (g' (f(}~)) cf (::,h) + f 1 (:d <rnh-r cg (f(x),k) +cf (A,h) c:.6 (r(x),k)). 
h It is eas~,r to see that ft (x) (llhTT) is finit8; hence the exp1~ession 
between the brackets is infinitesinl.'.ll. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
9. The Hean-Value Theorem 
he shall nou give a formulation of the mean-value theorem for functioni:: 
of several variables. Observe the si.rtllarity betueen the follouing theorem 
and Theorem 10 • .3 of Chapter 3. 
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Mi}T- . ,..,..,,,.- - 9 1 c- . 1 ' ' ) L t f b . f t J. il:.11.,,w:.1. · • • .>. ~ean-vo. __ ue -c.aeorem ~ e a manninr; o a non-emp y 
open subset S of RP into R • 1£ ~= ~ y o.re ·C,~10 elements of S fill£h 
- - Cl 
that the line segr.1ent x + t (y-Jc), 0 ~ t ~ 1 , ~ S, tl1en the following 
conditions: 
(i) f(~:+t(y-Jd) is con-i;inuous for all 0 ~ t ~ 1, 
(ii) f is differentiable at every point x + t (y - x) uhenever 
O < t < 1, imply that there exists a number e such that O c. 9 <:.:. 1 ~ 
PROCF. Set g(t) = f(x+t(y-.x:)), O ~ t ~ 1. Then g is a continuous 
mapping of 0 ~ t ~ 1 into R • Further1.1ore, g is differentiable for o.11 q 
0 < t < 1 o.nd g'(t) = f'(x+t(y-x:))(y-x). He shall prove first the follouing 
state1:ieni: • 
(L) For ever:.£: 3 < n E- N there exist muniJers s , tn such that 
- - n --
0 < s < t < 1 , t - s = 1 and 11 g ( 1 ) - e ( O) 11 _< n 11 :; ( tn) - g ( sn) II • 
n n n n n ---
In order to prove (L), set h(t) = ;;(t~) - :;(t), 0 ~ t ~ 1 - *· Then 
11g(1 ) - g ( 0) 11 = II L ::: h (~) 11~ 2: n 11 h(~) 11. Hence , we hove either 
(i) I lg(1)-c(o)ll = n l!h(~)ll for all O ~ k ~ n-1 or (ii) fl:r some 
0 ~ k ~ n-1 ue ho.ve I lg(1) - g(O)I ! < n I jh(~) 11. Since n ~ 3, there is 
nothin2; to prove if (i) holds. In cci.se (ii), observe that the continuity of 
g implies that I !h(~)l I = I 1€S(k~1 ) - g(~)l I = lim l ls(u+~) - g(u)l I ns 
k u tends to n and O < u < 1. Hence, for some u, O < u < 1 we have 
nllG(u~)-g(u)ll > 11.:;(1) -g(O)!j. This completes tl10 proof of (L). 
To complete the proof, ue apply (L) successively. Then we obtain that 
there exist a number e, O < e < 1, and infin:!.tesimnls h, l;: such that 
h~ k > 0 and 
11 g < 1 ) - do) 11 < 11 a'~ c e-1-1: J-w:~ c e-h) 11 = 
~ h+k 
= I lg• (9)(h+k) +keg (~,k) + hcg (9,h) 11 < 
h+k -
I lg-:~(e+k)-de)+g(e)-g:~-ce-h) 11 = 
h+k 
11 G' ( e) II + R , uhere ,f <2. l ~ • 
If ue then take standard parts ue obtain 11 f(y) - f(x} 11 ~ 11 : 1 (e)11= 
llr•(x+e(y-::))(y""'X)ll.:::. llr 1 (x-t e(y-x) )II lly-x!I. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE THEORY OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
1. Quasi-Standard Functions. 
In the preceding chapters we have only studied the properties of 
standard functions in non-standard analysis. For a discussion in non-
standard analysis of the theory of distributions, where one does not 
operate with standard functions, it is necessary to employ more general 
functions. In the following definition we shall single out a class of 
functions, which will yield a natural realization of generalized functions 
or distributions. 
DEFINITION 1.1 (Quasi-standard function) Let S be a standard set . 
A mapping f .2f. s* !!£tc R* is called a quasi-standard function if there 
exist a family of standard functions gt(x) = g(x,t) defined on S for all 
values of the parameter t€ T~ and an element a€ T* such that f(x) = 
g*(x,a) for all x € S*. 
It is evident that the non-standard extension of a standard function 
f is a quasi-standard function. Indeed, let g(x,t) be the family of 
standard functions which consists of the standard function f only. The 
converse need not be true as will be shown in the examples below. 
EXAMPLES 1. If w e N""-N, then xw is a quasi-standard function de-
fined for all x € R*. Indeed, consider the family of standard functions 
g(x,n) = xn, x e R and n € N. Then xw = g*(x,w), x € R* and w € N""-N. 
w It is obvious that x is not the non-standard extension of a standard 
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2. let g = g(x,y) be a standcrd function of two real variables d6:'ined 
in the Cartesian product S x T of two standard sets S and T. Then 
* * the function f(x) = g (x,a), where a € T is a quasi-standard function 
* defined on S . 
n k 
3. (Quasi-standard polynominal) If p
0 
(x) = L k=O akx is a sequence 
* * w of polynomials, then for every weN -N, p (x) = L ak*xk is a quasi-standard 
w k=O • 
* function defined on R , which we shall call a quasi-standard po1ynomial of 
degree w. 
More gene1•ally, if p (x) (neN) is an arbitrary family of polynomials, 
n 
* * * then for every w E N -N, the quasi-standard function p (x) (xeR ) shall 
w 
also be called a quasi-standard polynomial. Observe, that in this case 
* the degree of p may be different from w. 
w 
4. (Quasi-standard rational functions). Let {r , neN} be a sequence 
n 
of rational functions defined in some standard set S of R. Then for all 
* * wEN -N, r = r is called a quasi-standard rational function. For instance, 
w 
r(x) = 1/(1 + x2 )vJ, where weN* - N is a quasi-standard rational function 
* defined for all xeR • 
5. Consider the family of standard functions (e-nx:neNa defined 
for all X€R. * -wx Then for every wEN -N, e is a quasi-standard function 
defined for all x ER*. It is easy to see that e-w x is infinitesimal for 
-wx 
all standard x > O, and that e is infinitely large for all standard x < O. 
In the theory of quasi-standard functions it is important to know the 
relation which may exist between two families of standard functions which 
generate the same quasi-standard function. 'I'he follO'Wing theorem deals 
with this question. 
THEOREM 1.1 Let S be a standard set. Then a quasi-standard function, 
* f defined on S is obtained from two families (g1 (x,t) : x E S and t E T1 ). 
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(g2(x,t) : xES ~ tE T2 ) of standard functions, i.e., there exist elements 
* * * * * a1 ET1 and a2e:T2 such that f(x) = g1(x,a1) = ~(x,a2) for all xES , if and 
only if (\-/A1 )(\fA2) (A1Ea1 and A2Ea2 ) (n: g1(x,A1(n)) = ~(x,A2(n)) 
for all XES} El( ) . 
* PROOF. If xES , the condition of the theorem implies that for all 
Xex, A1Ea1 and A2Ea2 we have, (n: g1(X(n),A1(n)) = ~(X(n),A.2(n))}E l{. 
* * Hence, g1 (x,a1 ) = g (x,a2 ), which proves that the condition of the theorem 
is sufficient. In order to show that the condition of the theorem is neces-
sary we shall assume that it does not hold. Then there exist elements 
A1Ea1, A2Ea2 such that the set E of all nEN for which the functions 
g1(x,A1(n)) and ~(x,A2(n)) coincide on S does not belong to {,,( • We con-
clud~ since 'l( is an ultrafilter, that its complement F = N-E belongs to U 
Then for all n€F we have that 
Let X(n) be a mapping of N into S such that X(n)ES for all nEF 
n 
(apply the axiom of choice). Then for all n€F we have g1(X(n),A1 
~(X(n),A2(n)). Since FE U, we conclude finally that 
* where XEXES • This contradicts the assumption and 
I 
of the theorem. 
We shall now 
standard functions can be 
DEFINITION 1.2 
Let S be a standard 
s or operators which apply to 
quasi-standard functions. 
differential uasi-standard function). 
* let f be a quasi-standard function defined on S • 
lies to standard functions (e.g., continuous, 
if and only if there exists a family of standard functions 
* * (g(x,t) : xeS, tET£R} and an element aET such that (f(x) = g(x,a) 
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( • ( A ( ': ; ~ .. _; · ·f · ··· .,- 1" " .· n . g • ,, n, , ~'?'..!: .:;,:;_.:1.£'.! •. E .· . 
It is evident from the defi.niticn that. {n: g(.,A(n)) satisfies n}e I/. 
for all A E a. Furthermore, the preceding theorem implies that the same 
holds for every family of standard function which defines f. 
We shall supplement this definition with the following d.efinition. 
DEFINITION 1.3 (~unctionals of quasi-standard functions). Let S be a 
* standa1·d set and let f be a quasi-standard .. :function defined on S • If L is 
an operator or functional which applies to standard functions (e.g., the 
derivative, integral, etc. • • · ), ~ L is said to apply to f if and only 
if there exists a family of standard functions (g(x, t) : x e S and t € T £ R} 
* * * ~nd an element a e T such that f(x) = g(x,a) for all x e S and {n: g( ,A(n)) 
* E dc:ma ln of !...]~ ~>( . In that case,L(f) is defined to be F (a), where F(t) = 
L(g( ,t)) for all t € T for which it is defined. 
In order to justify the last part of the definition we have to show 
that L(f) is uniquely determined if L applies. For this purpose assume that 
f' is obtP..ined from two families (g1 {x,t):x € s, t€T1£R) and (~{x,t):xe:S, 
tE'I'aCR} . so that 
- , 
* * * f (x) = g1 (x,a1 ) = S2 (x,a2) for all x E S • Then, if 
* F1 (t) = L(g1 (·,t)) and F2(t) = L(&-2(·,t)), Theorem 1.1 implies that F1 (a1) = 
* F2 (a2 ), whici1 c-::impletes the proof. 
'* * ·l'-EKP..Ml:~IES L LE;t f'(x) = g (x,a), x e S and a € T , be a quasi-standard 
* fi.;.nct:i.011 def lned on the non-standard extension S of a standard set S. I:f 
x is a non-trivjal adherent point of S and if f is differentiable at x € s, 
* then f ' ' (;r) = h (e.), where h(t) = g' (x,t) for all t e T for which it exists. 
x 
It is easy to see that all elementary properties of the derivative extend 
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to differentiable quasi-standard functions. For instance, the mean-value 
theorem becomes: Let f be a differentiable quasi-standard function defined 
* on the non-standard extension I of a standard interval I(u,v)(u<v). Then 
* * * .!f pEI , qEI and p < q, there exists an element ,i EI such that p <Ji< q 
and f(q) - f(p) = (q-p)f' ( j ). 
- ,-
Another fact worth noticing is that a differentiabl~ quasi-standard 
function is continuous. 
2. * * * Let f(x) = g (x,a), xEI and aET , be a quasi-standard function 
* defined on the non-standard extension I of a standard interval I = I(u,v) 
(u < v). If f is integrable over I in some def:i.nite sense (e.g., Riemann 
* v integrable), then f1f(x)ds = h (a), where h(t) = j g(x,t)dx for all tET u 
for which it exists. Again the reader won't have any difficulty to find out 
what properties of the theory of integration extends to integrable quasi-
standard functions. It is worth noticing, however, that if the quasi-
standard function f is integrable over I and f as well as f 1 fdx are finite, 
then, in general} st(fifdx) ~ Jist(f)dx. Indeed, let g(x) be a continuous 
function which vanishes outside the bounded and closed interval l ~ x ~ 2 
+co 
and J g(x)dx = 1. Consider then the family of functions g(x,t) = tg(xt), 
-W 
for all tER. If a is an .1nf'initely large positive number, then f (x) = 
* * ag (xa) in a quasi-standard function defined for all xER which has the 
+co 
following properties: f(x) = O for all xER and J f(x)dx = 1. Hence, 
+oo +co -O'J 
in this case, st (f f(x)dx) = 1 but J st(f)dx = O. The formula st(f Ifdx) = 
-co -co 
Jist(f)dx holds, however, whenever there exists a family of standard f'unc-
tions which defines f and which are uniformly integrable, i.e., one can 
pass to the limit under the integral sign. 
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If f is a quasi-standard function f defined on the non-standard 
* extension I of a standard interval I, then we can define its integral 
* over any non-standard subinterval of I in the following way: Let F(p,q,t) = 
q * d * J g{x,t)dx, where p,q € I. Then, if c,d E I we define J f(x)dx = F (c,d,a). 
p c 
It is easy to see that this definition is independent from the family of 
standard functions which defines f. 
REMARK. Quasi-standard functions defined on the non-standard extension 
* S of S can be added, multiplied and divided by one another provided the 
divisor does not vanish. Observe, however, that the sum, product or quotient 
of two quasi-standard functions is in general not a qui1si-standard function 
in the sense of Definition 1.1. If 1 on the other ha.P-d, we allow the parameter 
set T in Definition 1.1. to be a .subset of R for some p, where p may be dif-p 
ferent for different quasi-standard functions, then it is easy to see that, 
* indeed, the set of all quasi-standard functions on S is a ring. 
As we remarked earlier, the properties of standard functions to the 
cal.culuq 
extent that they can be formulated in the lower predicate/extena ~o quasi-
standard functions. We shall illustrate this by one more example in proving 
a generalization of the Weierstrass approximation theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Weierstrass) Let f be a quasi-standard function defined 
* on the non-standard extension I of a bounded and closed standard interval I. 
If f is continuous, then for every infinitesimal h there exists a quasi-
* * standard polynomial p 2!! I such that jf(x) - p(x)j < h for all x EI. 
* PROOF. Let f(x) = g (x,a), where g(x,t), x E I and t ET is a family 
of standard functions which defines f. Since f is continuous, g(x,A(n)), 
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where AEa, is a continuous function on I for all nEE E 7~ • If h > 0 is an 
infinitesimal and HEh, then it follows from the approximation theorem of 
Weierstrass that for every nEE there exists a polynomial p(x,A(n))such 
that jg(x,A(n))- p(x,A(n))I < H(n) for all xEI. * Hence, jf(x) - p (x,a)I < h 
* for all xEI • This completes the proof of the theorem. 
2. Dirac Delta-Functions 
We pointed out before that quasi-standard functions yield a natural 
realization of generalized functions. In this section we shall discuss t:bi'· 
by means of the Dirac delta-function. Delta-functions can be introduced at 
various levels of generality. Intuitively speaking, a delta-function defj,ne1. 
on an interval I concentrated at x EI is a function with the properties that 
0 
S is infinitesimal for all standard xEI and x I x
0 
and f 1 o(x)d.x = 1. It is 
easy to give examples to show that there exist quasi-standard functions wh.ici1 
have the properties of a delta-function. Indeed, consider, for instance, 
- ·-~ ( )2 * 
the family of functions {J * e-n x-xo neN), then for every wEN -N, the 
--~ ( )2 
quasi-standard function J i e -w x-xo is a Dirac delta-function defined (I:;:: 
I = R and which is concentrated at x = x • 
0 
It is clear that for a given standard interval I and x EI there are 
0 
many delta-functions as opposed in the theory of distributions. We sha.11 
see, however, in the next section that we are able to develop the theory 
of distributions, given recently by Mikusinski and Sikorski, within the 
theory of quasi-standard functions. 
We shall introduce now a more general and more precise definition of a 
delta-function. This definition is similar to the one given by A. Erd~lyi 
1.n [6]. 
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DEFINITION 2.1 (Absolutely integrable delta-function) Let I be a 
standard interval and let x EI. A quasi-standard function 5 defined on the 
0 
* non-standard extension I of I is called an absolutely integrable delta-
function concentrated at x if it satisfies the following conditions: 0 ~--~~~~~~~~-~~----~-~~ 
* o is continuous on I . 
JI* I o(x) la.x i'S finite and JI* o(x)dx = 1. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) * There exists an infinitesimal interval J such that x EJCI , o(x)GO 
0 
on J, and J lo(x)jdx is infinitesimal. 
- - I*-J 
We shall show that there are many delta-functions in the sense of this 
definition. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let y(x) be a continuous standard function defined for all 
xER such that r(x) ~ 0 and f Ry(x)dx = 1. Then for every positive infinitely 
* * large number aER , a r (ax) is an absolutely integrable Dirac delta-function 
concentrated at x = 0. 
PROOF. It is only necessary to prove that 5 satisfies condition (iii) 
of Definition 2.1. To this end, let b :;./ij~ Then b EM1 and J 8(x)dx = 
x ~ b 
Lb r<x>a.x = X E · a l 5(x)dx = l O. J Hence, if o. Similarly, we have that x ~ -b 
we denote by J the inf'initesimal interval {x: xER* and Jx~ ~ b}, then OEJ, 
o ~ 0 on S and J o(x)dx = 10, i.e., 5 satisfies (iii) of Definition 2.1. 
R*-J 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Delta functions as defined in Definition 2.1 may vanish for all standard 
values of its argument. Indeed, let y(x) = £6(x-l)(x-2) whenever 1 ~ x ~ 2 
and let y(x) = 0 otherwise. Then for every positive infinitely large number 
* a, ay (ax) is a Dirac delta function in the sense of Definition 2.1. In this 
* case, however, we have that st(ay (ax)) = 0 for all xER. As a complement to 
Theorem 2.1 we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.2. ~ 1(x) be a continuous standard function defined for all 
xER such t~~ 1(x) > 0 for all xeR, y is even a~£ y(x) decreases to zero as x 
tends to infinity and JR y(x)dx = 1. Tb.en for every positive infinitely large 
number aER*, ar*(ax) is an absolutely integrable Dirac delta function con-
centrated at x = 0 with the property that 0 < ar*(ax) ~ 10 for all O f- xER and 
ar*(ax) in infinitely large at x = o. 
I 
PROOF. Observe that ar*(ax) > 0 for all XE...~. Furthermore, / being 
integrable and decreasing as x tends to infinity we have that xy(x) tends 
to zero as x tends to infinity. Hence, ar*(ax) = 10 for all xER and x f 0 
and is obviously infinitely large at x = O, since y(O) IO. Tb.is completes 
the proof of the theorem, since the other properties follow from the preced-
ing theorem. 
The most important property of the delta function is the reproducing 
property which asserts that under certain conditions on f, fr* f(x)o(x)dx = 
1f(c), whenever o is a delta function on I concentrated at c€I. For the 
type of delta function we have introduced we shall prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. ~ 5 be an absolutely integrable delta function defined 
on the non-standard extension I* of an interval I which is concentrated at a 
point c€I. Then for every bounded continuous real function f defined on I 
we have JI* f*(x)e(x)dx = 1f(c). 
PROOF. Since f is bounded, say jr(x)I ~ M for all xEiiwe have that 
* JI*-Jlo(x)jjr (x) - f(c)jdx ~ 2M JI*-J lo(x)jdx = 1o, where J is the infini-
tesimal interval with the property indicated in (iii) of Definition 2.1. 
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Now by the mean-value theorem of the integral calculus we have that J
3
o(x) 
* (f*(x) - f(c))dx = (f (c+h) - f(c)) f3 8(x)dx, where h is infinitesimal. 
Since JJl o(x)~Cb.:: is finite and f is continuous at c, we obtain J3o(x)(f(x) -
f(c)) = iO. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. Definition of Distributions of Finite Order. 
In this section we shall discuss very briefly a realization of general-
ized functions or distributions as quasi-standard functions. We shall base 
the discussion on the theory of distributions which was recently given in 
J, Mikusinski and R. Sikorski, The element ary theory of distributions (I), 
Rozprawy Matematyczne XII, Warsaw (1957). Following Mikusinski and Sikorski, 
we shall restrict ourselves to distributions of finite order and of one 
v.a.riable. 
In order to facilitate the discussion we shall briefly recall the 
elements of the theory of distributions of Mikusinski and Sikorski. 
Let I be an open but fixed interval With endpoints a,b(-oo ;§; a< b ~ + oo). 
The set of all real continuous :functions defined on I will be denoted by 
C(I). 
Distributions on I, as defined by Mikusinski and Sikorski, are general-
ized functions in a sense very much similar to Cantor's definition of a real 
number as a generalized rational number. Thus, they introduce the follow-
ing definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Fundamental sequence of continuous functions). A 
sequence (f : n€N) of real continuous functions defined on I is said to be 
n 
fundamental if there exist a sequence of real continuous functions (~'n : neN) 
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Q!l I and an integer k ~ 0 such that (i) w(~)(x) = fn(x) for all xeI, where 
'~~k) deno!~~--~.he kth derivative of wn and (ii) the sequence ('ljrn : nEN} ~­
verges almost uniformly on I, i.e., the sequer.~e (w : neN} converges uni-
n 
formly on every bounded and closed subinterval of I. 
EXAMPLES 1. If fEC(I), then the sequence (f n€N), where f = f for 
n n 
all nEN is fundamental. 
2. Every sequence of continuous real functions on I which converges 
almost uniformly on I is fundamental. Indeed, in this case we may take in 
(i) of Definition 3.1 for the sequence {w : nEl~) the sequence (f : nEl~} 
n n 
and k = O. 
3. If the sequence (f : neN} of elements of C(I) is uniformly bounded 
n 
on I, i.e., jf (x)j ~ M for all XE! and all nEN and for some constant M > o, 
n 
and if for some x EI the sequence converges almost uniformly on the open 
0 
intervals a < x < x , x < x < b, then the sequence is fundamental. Indeed, 
0 0 
from the hypotheses it follows immediately that we may take the sequence 
x {f f (t )dt : neN} as the sequence ( '1r : n€N} and k = 1. 
x n n 
0 
4. From the preceding example it follows now immediately that the se-
quences (l/l+e-nx) : neN) , w1n/2n e-nx.2/2 : nEN} are fundamental on R. 
5. A sequence of polynomials (p : neN} of degree < m is fundamental 
n 
on I if and only if it converges uniformly on I. The condition is in an 
obvious way sufficient (see Example 2). In order to prove that the condi-
tion is necessary observe that if a sequence of polynomials {p : n€N} of 
n 
degree < m is fundamental, then there exist a sequence of polynomials 
(~ : n€N} on I and an integer k ~ 0 such that all polynomials <\i(nEN) are of 
degree < r.r + ;~ and the sequence { ~ neN} converges almost uniformly on I. 
In order to be able to define certain operations, in particular differen-
tiation, for distribution it is necessary to regard not all fundamental 
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sequences to be different. The theory of distributions, in fact, may be 
considered as a study of an equivalence relation defined between the ele-
ments of the set of all fundamental sequences. This equivalence relation 
will be introduced in the following defintion. 
DEFINITION 3.2 (Equal fundamental sequences). Two fundamental se-
quences {f : n€N) and {g : n€N) are called equivalent or equal in the 
n ~- n - -
sense of the theory of distributions if there exist sequences (w : n€N}, 
n 
fxh: n€N) and an integer k ~ 0 such that (i) wn(k)(x) = fn(x), Xn(k) (x) = 
g (x) for all n€N and all XEI and the sequence {w - x : nEN) converges 
n n n 
almost uniformly to zero on I. 
It is of interest to compare this definition with Cantor's definition 
of equal Cauchy ~equences of rational numbers. 
It is easy to see that the relation "equal in the sense of the theory 
of d1stributions 11 is an equivalence relation. The classes of equivalent 
fundamental sequences are called distributions defined on I. The fundamental 
sequences given in Example 4 determine the same distribution which is called 
the Dirac delta distribution. Indeed, if {f : nEN) denotes these sequences, 
n 
x t 
then the sequence ( J (J f (u)du)dt : nEN) converges almost uniformly to 
~~n 
the same function F(x) = O for x < O and F(x) = 1 for x ~ 0. Consequently, 
the sequences in Example 4 are equivalent in the sense of the theory af 
distributions. 
We have seen in Example 1 that the constant sequence (f : n€N}, where 
fEC(I), is fundamental. Hence, it determines a distribution. It is impor-
tant to observe that different elements f,gEC(I) determine different dis-
tributions. Indeed, if they determine the same distribution, then there 
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exist sequences {wn : nEN) , (xn : nEN} and an integer k ~ O such that 
w (k) 
n 
= f(x), Y. (k)(x) = g(x) for all nEN and all X€I and (* - X : n€N) 
'~ n n 
converges to zero on I almost uniformly. Then the 
(*n - xn) are polynomials of degree < k since p~k) 
functions p = (wi - Xi) -
n 
= o. Furthermore, the 
sequence {:g'n : n€N} converges to Wi - xi: almost uniformly. Hence, wi - Xi 
is a polynomial of degree < k. Thus its kth derivative f-g is equal to 
zero, i.e., f and g are £21 different. This is a contradiction and finishes 
the proof. 
Not all distributions are defined by an element of C(I). The Dirac 
delta distribution cannot be identified with an element of C(I). There-
fore, distributions may be considered as a generalization of continuous 
functions. This is entirely similar to the generalization of rational 
numbers as real numbers in Cantor's theory. Indeed, in Cantor's theory a 
rational number r is identified with the class of fundamental sequences 
which are equivalent to the constant sequence (r}. 
After this preliminary discussion of Mikusinski and Sikorski's defini-
tion of the distribution concept we shall now show in what sense distribu-
tions can be represented by means of quasi-standard functions. To this end, 
we shall first introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.3 (~-quasi-standard functions). A quasi-standard function 
* f defined on the non-standard extension I of I is called a ~-guasi-standard 
function if there exist a sequence (gf(•,n) : nEN} of real functions on I 
* * and an element wfEN*-N such that f(x) = gf(x,wf) for all xEI • 
Then Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.3 justify the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 3.4 (Fundamental cr-quasi-standard function) A cr-quasi 
* standard function f defined on the non-standard extension I of I is called 
* fundamental if it is continuous on I and if there exist a cr-quasi-standard 
function ~ .2!!. I* and an integer k ~ 0 such that *(k)(x) = f(x) for all xEI 
* * * * ~ g (x,w) = ,g 1 (x,w') for all xEI ftM0 and all w,w' EN -N, where (g11,( • ,n) : ·~ '\jl 'I' 
neN) defines 'ljr. 
* * * * The condition g 1 (x,w) = 1 g 1.(x,w') for all xeI nM and all w,w' EN -N is 
'V 'r · o 
easily seen to be equivalent to the statement that the sequence (g*(.,n):nEN) 
converges almost uniformly on I. 
* We wish to consider the fundamental cr-quasi-standard functions on I 
as distributions. In order to be able to do this we may not consider every 
two different fundamental cr-quasi-standard functions to be different in the 
sense of the theory of distributions. Thus Definition 3.2 justifies the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.4 (Equivalent fundamental cr-quasi-standard functions). 
* Two fundamental cr-quasi-standard functions f 1, f 2 .2!!. I are called equivalent 
* if there exist cr-quasi-standard functions *' x .2!!. I and an integer k ~ 0 
(k) (k) * * 
such that w (x) = f1(x), X (x) =
1
f2(x) for all xeI ~ gw(x,w) = ig'ljr(x,w' )= 
g*(x,w") = 1 g*(x,w 111 ) for all xer* M and all w,w',w",w'"erl-N. x x 0 
The classes of equivalent fundamental cr-quasi-standard functions on I 
are called distributions. 
This definition is entirely in accordance with Mikusinski and Sikorski's 
definition of the distribution concept. 
Instead of working formally With the classes of equivalent fundamental 
cr-quasi-standard functions we shall use the fundamental cr-quasi-standa.rd 
functions and define all the operations on them ·modulo the equivalence 
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* relation. In this connection it is important to remark, that if f = gf(.,wf) 
* * is a fundamental cr-quasi-standard function, then for every t>JEN -N,gf(· ,w) is 
a fundamental u-quasi-standard function which is equivalent to f. Indeed, 
this follows immediately from the fact that if (f : nEN) is a fundamental 
n 
sequence, then every subsequence is fundamental and equivalent in the sense 
of the theory of distributions to (f : nEN}. Hence, there is no loss Of 
n 
generality if we assume that wf is independent from f. To be more precise, 
* if w0 €N -N but fixed, then the set of all fundamental rr-quasi-standard 
* functions f = gf(·,w
0
) is a set of representatives of the set of all funda-
mental cr-quasi-standard functions in the following sense, that every funda-
* mental cr-quasi-standard function is equivalent to an element f = gf(.,w
0
). 
Thus, we introduce the following notation. 
NOTATION. The set of all cr-fundamental quasi-standard functions f £f 
* * the forms gf(·,w
0
), where w
0
EN -N will be denoted by D
0
• 
Observe, that D
0 
is a ring . Furthermore, the reader should realize that 
different elements of D may still be equivalent in the sense of the tbe.ory 
0 
* * of distributions. If fEC(I), then its non-standard extension f on I is in 
D
0
• In order to distinguish those elements from the general elements of D0 , 
* * which are usually denoted by f, g, ··•,we shall denote them by f, g, ··· • 
4. Algebraic 0perations on Distributions. 
In this section we shall introduce the sum and the difference of two 
distributions and .the product of a distribution with a standard number. 'I'he 
definitions of these operations are generalizations of the same operations 
in C(I). 
To this end, we recall that in the preceding section we have seen that 
D
0 
is a ring over R. Consider now the set J of all elements f of D which 
0 0 
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are equivalent to zero in the sense of the theory of distributions. Then 
it is easy to see that if f&J , rfEJ for all reR. Furthermore, f,gEJ 
0 0 0 
implies that f + geJ • Hence, J is a linear subspace of D • In fact, the 
- 0 0 0 
quotient space D /J is isomorphic to· the set of all distributions on I of 
0 0 
finite order. Since D /J is also a linear space over R we have obtained 
0 0 
in a natural way the definitions of sum, difference, and multiplication with 
real numbers for distributions. 
The linear subspace J , however, is not an ideal in D , hence multi-
o --- 0 
plication for distributions cannot be defined poinhrise.. Of course two 
elements of D may be multiplied by one another but equivalent elements 
0 
may have non-equivalent products. It is possible, however, to multiply a 
distribution with an infinitely many times differentiable function. Indee~, 
it is not so very difficult to show that if * is a real function defined on 
I and if * is infinitely many times differentiable, then for every feJ0 , 
* ~' f EJ • Hence, if f eD , representing a distribution, and * is infinitely 
0 0 
* many times differentiable, then the element ~ f determines uniquely a dis-
tribution for all f eD • 
0 
5. Derivation of Distributions. 
In order to be able to define the derivative of a distribution we need 
the following simple results. 
(i) If f is a fundamental rr-quasi-standard function which is m-times 
continuously differentiable and eguivalent to zero in the sense of the theory 
of distributions then f(m) has the same properties. 
In the theory of distributions, f equivalent to zero means that there 
exists a u-quasi-standard ~ and an integer k ~ O such that f = w(k) on I and 
g,,(x,w) = 10 for all XEI~1M0 and all wEN*-N. Hence, f(m) = W(k+m) on I and 
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g~(x,w) = iO for all X€I~;M0 and all weN*-N, i.e., f(m) is equivalent to 
zero in the sense of the theory of distributions. Incidentally, we have 
also shown that f(m) is fundamental. 
(ii) For every fEC(I), there exists a 
~- * * such that f (x) = i g (x,w) for all xEinM p 0 
quasi-standard polynomial p 
* and all weN -N, where {8p(.,n) 
neN) def.ines p. 
Indeed, let a (neN) be a decreasing sequence of standard numbers and 
n 
b (neN) be an increasing sequence of real numbers such that a =lim a · 
n ·- n n-;o'.) 
b = lim b. • From the well-known approximation theorem of Weierstrass it 
· n 
n~ 
.and 
foll<JWs that there exists a sequence of polynomials (g ( 0 ,n) : neN) on I p 
* * Hence, f (x) = is (x,w) p such that lf(x) - g (x,n)I <!for all a ~ x ~ b. p n n n 
* for all XE!(; M
0 
and all nEN. 
(iii) For every distribution f there exists a fundamental er-quasi-
standard polynomial p such that f is determined by p. 
Let f be determined by the fundamental er-quasi-standard function 
* gf ( ·, wf). Then there exists an almost uniformly convergent sequence of 
continuous functions (w : neN) and an integer k ~ 0 such that ~ (k)(x) = 
n n 
gf(x,n) for all xEI and na~. Let o/ be the limit of the sequence {o/n : neN). 
Then o/ is continuous; and hence, by (ii), there exists a er-quasi-standard 
* * (x,w) for all XEI (1M and all WEN -N. 
0 
* * polynomial q such that ~ (x) = i g q 
Let p = q(k), then it is easy to see that p determines f. 
DEFINITION 5.1 (mth derivative of a distribution). Let f be a dis-
* tribution on I • 
by p (m), where p 
determines f. 
Then the mth derivative of f is the distribution determined 
* is a fundament al er-quasi-standard function on I which 
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(m) . This definition is justified since p is fundamental by (i) and the 
distribution determined by p(m) does not depend on the representation of 
f by p. 
If a distribution is determined by a m-times continuously differentiable 
fundamental G-quasi-standard function f, then f(m) determines the mth deriva-
tive of the distribution. 
For continuously differentiable functions the distributional derivative 
and the derivative in the ordinary sense coincide. 
THEOREM 5.1 .!!, f is a distribution on r*, then f(m) = 0 if and only if 
f is a fundamental G-q~asi-standard polynomial of degree < m. 
PROOF. Let f be determined by the m-times continuously differentiable 
fundamental sequence {f {. ,n) : neN}. Then (f (m) ( • ,n) : nEN} is equivalent 
to zero. Hence, there exist sequence {g 1(.,n) : nEN), (g (·,n) : nEN} and 
'\jf x 
an integer k ~ m such that f(m)(x,n) = g
1
(k)(x,n) g (k)(x,n) = 0 for all xEI 
'\jf . 
* * * x * and nEN and g 1 (x,w) = g (x,w') for all xeir. M and all w,w'EN -N. Then f -w x 0 
W(k-m) is a fundamental G-quasi-standard polynomial of degree < m. Since X 
is a fundamental o--quasi-standard polynomial of degree < k we obtain that 
(k-m) ~' is such a polynomial of degree < m. Hence, f is a fundamental o--quasi-
standard polynomial degree m; and the proof is finished. 
From Theorem 5.1 it follows immediately that f' = 0 implies that f is 
a constant. 
We conclude this section with the following fundamental result in the 
theory of distributions. 
THEOREM 5.2. Every distribution is the derivative of some order, of ~ 
continuous function. 
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* * PROOF. let the distribution f be represented by €Sr( ,wf) on I • Then 
there exists a 'It such that f = ~,(k) on I for some k ~ 0 and g;(x,w) = 1 g; 
* * * (x,w') for all xei t)M
0 
and all w,w'e:N-N. Let F(x) = st(g\jr(x,w)) for all 
xeI. Then f is determined by (F*) (k). 
We shall not continue any further the theory of distributions since 
that would be beyond the scope of these notes. We merely wanted to point 
out that the theory of distributions can be realized as the theory of an 
equivalence relation defined between the elements of the linear space D of 0 
certain fundamental cr-quasi-standard functions. 
The theory of distributions of infinite order can be treated in exactly 
the same way. This follows immediately from the definition of distributions 
of infinite order as given by Mikusinski and Sikorski in section 21 of their 
paper quoted in section 3 of this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ULTRAPOWERS Il~ ANALYSIS 
l. Introduction. 
* In Chapter 1 we have given a const ruction of a non-standard model R of 
the system of real numbers R or more precisely of the system of axioms of the 
* theory of totally-ordered fields. From the properties of R it follows im-
mediately that this system of axioms is incomplete in the sense of GBdel, i.e., 
there exists a property n such that the system of axioms remains consistent 
both after adding n to it and after adding the property not (n). Indeed, R 
* has the property of being archimedean and in R the negation of this property 
* holds. Thus the models R and R are two models of the axiom system of 
totally-ordered fields which are not isomorphic. 
In general there exist many mutually non-isomorphic models of the 
arithmetic of the real number system. As we indicated in Chapter l different 
non-standard models of R may be used to analyze more deeply certain parts of 
analysis. The object of this chapter is to illustrate this method by means 
of a number of examples. We shall begin in the next section with a presenta-
tion of the general theory of the construction of non-stand.a.rd models of R 
in the form of ultrapowers. 
Some of the contents of this chapter were presented in W. A. J. Luxemburg, 
Two applications of the method of construction by ultrapowers to analysis, 
Bull. Amer. Ma.th. Soc., 68 (1962). 
2. General Non-Standard Models of R in the Form of Ultrapowers. 
Let R again denote the set of real numbers. In order to construct a 
general ultrapower of R we consider the set RD of all mappings of an infinite 
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set D into R. If >~ is an ultrafilter on D, then we introduce in the same 
way as in Chapter l the following relation between the elements of Rn. For 
any elements A, B E RD we write A = U. B (read A, B are equal module (:() if 
and only if {u:A(u) = B(u) and uED)E ?;:(. In the same way as in Chapter 1 we 
can show that = ·~,1 is an equivalence relation on the set Rn. For each AcitD, 
~--
let a= (A' : A'ER:O and A::, .. A'), the equivalence class of A with respect 
~ ,(_ 
to the relation = ~ . 
, / The set of the classes of equivalent elements will be 
·-.... 
* * denoted by R (D, ~{ ) or shortly R if no confusion can arise. Then the 
algebraic operations of addition, and multiplication in R can be carried over 
* to R (D, 7.~ ) by means of Definition 4.4 of Chapter 1. In the same way as 
* in Definition 4.5 of Chapter 1, R can be ordered. With the introduction of 
* the algebraic operations and order in R we can show then as in Chapter 1 
* that R is a totally-ordered field which contains an isomorphic copy of R 
in the elements of the equivalence classes of the constant mappings of D 
into R. 
In the case that D = N and '[/ is a free ultrafilter on N we were able to 
' -
* * show that R is not 1s0morphic to R or more precisely that R is not archi-
medean. For a general infinite set D one cannot state immediately that 
R* (D, 7:.{ ) is a non-standard model of R even if U is a ~ ultrafilter. In 
the following theorem we list two conditions each equivalent to the state-
* ment that R (D, '(,~ ) is not isomorphic to R. 
THEOREM 2 .1. ~ D be an arbitrary infinite set and let '?.J.... be an ultra-
filter on D. Then the following conditions are mutually equivalent. 
(a) 
(b) 
* R (D, l-\ ) is a proper extension of R. 
There exists a mapping n of D into R which is unbounded on every 
element of t (. 
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(c) U. is a free ultrafilter and there exists a countable family 
(D : n€N} of dis,ioint non-empty subsets of D such that (J(D : n€N} = D 
n n 
and D fo t{ for all neN. 
-- n 
PROOF. (a) implies (b). * * If R = R (D, t.(') is a proper extension of 
* R, then R is non-archimedean (Theorem 3,4 of Chap. 1). Hence, there exists 
* an element aeR such that lal~n for all neN. We conclude that every Aea is 
unbounded on every element of U , · i.e. , (b) holds. 
(b) implies (c). If<:A is fixed, then there exists an element u
0
ED such 
that (u }et{. But in that case every element of RD is bounded on the ele-
o 
ment (u
0
} of~{. This contradicts (b) and proves the first part of (c). 
In order to prove the second part of (c), let n be a mapping of D into R 
which is unbounded on every set of '!.{ • Then the sets D = (u:ueD and k < 
n 
ln(u)I ~ k+l), where k is the first natural number~ n for which D I¢, 
n 
n€N, l.s a non-empty family of non-empty sets such that Dn¢ )~{for all neN 
and D = U(D :neN}. Hence, (c) holds. 
n 
(c) implies (a). If (c) holds, let n be the following mapping of D 
into R. For all n€N, uED implies that n(u) = n. Then if w is that element 
n 
* * of R which is determined by n we have that w ~ n for all neN, i.e., R is 
* non-archimedean or in other words R is a proper extension of R. This proves 
(a) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK. In connection with the preceding theorem the following ques-
tion arises: Given an infinite set D. Does there exist a free ultra.filter 
'l{ ~ D such that for every countable family (D : neN) of disjoint non-
n 
empty subsets of D,U(D :neN) = D implies that for some index n (and hence 
n 
for only one), D € ~:./? In the case that D = N we have shown that the 
n 
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answer is no. For general infinite sets this question is equivalent to 
Ulam's two-valued measure problem. By the latter we mean the following 
problem: Given an infinite set D. Does there exist a {O,l}-valued measure 
_2£ D which is countably additive and which vanishes on every one point set 
and which takes on the value 1 on D? or equivalently: Does there exist a 
mapping / "'- of the power set p(D) of D into the set (O,l} such that (i) for all 
uED, ./' ( (u)) = O; (ii)/~ (D) = 1 ~ (iii) for every countable family 
(Dn :nEN} of mutually disjoint subsets of D we have / -< (UDn) = L: /·~ (Dn). 
In order to prove that these two questions are equivalent assume first 
that ,(.,lis a countably additive measure on p(D) with properties (i) and (ii). 
Then we introduce the following collection :'.(of subsets of D. We have X€ (/,: 
if and only if / : (X) = 1. Then it is easy to see that l{ is a free ultra-
filter on D with the required property. The converse is proved similarly. 
It is evident that this i s a question about cardinals. We call a 
cardinal a measurable if there exists a set D· of cardinal a which admits a 
(0,1)-valued measure having the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) stated above. 
In the other case, we call a cardinal non-measurable. Our problem then is to 
find all non-measurable cardinals. We have shown incidentally that card(!J ) 
is non-measurable. It is not knmm whether every infinite cardinal is 
non-measurable. Recent research on this problem indicates, however, that 
measurable cardinals if they exist have to be tremendously large. For an 
up-to-date account of the measure problem we refer the reader to the paper: 
A. Tarski, Some problems and results r e levant to the foundations of set 
theory, Proc. Int. Congr. Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science, 
Stanford (1960). 
Finally, we would like to point out that, in contrast to the above 
problem, on every infinite set there exist free ultraf'ilters with the 
property given in (c) of Theorem 2.1. Indeed, if D is an infinite set and 
(D :n€N} is a partition of D in non-empty sets, then consider the filter F 
n 
on D which is generated by the complements of the finite unions of sets of 
the given family (D :n€N}. Then any ultrafilter l{ on D containing F has 
n 
the property that D ~ (./_for all n€N. 
n 
Assume now that Dis an infinite set and ~' is a free ultrafilter on D 
* such that R (D, t() is a proper extension of R. In this case we introduce 
as in section .5 of Chapter 1 the notions of infinitesimal, finite and in-
finitely large number. Again we shall denote the set of all infinitesimals 
* * and all finite elements of R = R {D, l/) by M1 = M1 (D, U) and M = M (D, U) 
. 0 0 
respectively. Then M is an integral domain and M1 is a maximal ideal in M • 
0 0 
Furthermore, the field M /Mi is isomorphic to R. Those results can be easily 
0 
verified by the reader. The homomorphism of M onto R with kernel Mi will 
0 
again be denoted by "st" and again called the "standard part" homomorphism. 
* We shall again call the elements of R which are not in R the non-standard 
* elements of R and we shall often refer to the elements of R as the standard 
* elements of R , in this case also. Furthermore, we shall write again 
a = 1b if a and b are infinitely close to each other. With this terminology 
we have again that if aEM0 , st(a) is the unique standard number infinitely 
close to a. 
* REMARK. Incidentally, whether R is a proper extension of R or not, 
the sets M and M1 can be introduced in the same way. 
0 
* If R and R are iso-
* morphic , however, then M = R and Mi = (o) and the "standard part homo-o 
morphism" is the identity. 
* Our next task will be to show that if R (D, ".,l ) ~ R, the theory de-
veloped in the preceding chapters holds in R*(D, Z() as well. More precisely: 
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we mean that the formulation and characterization of the basic notions and 
principles of analysis in non-standard language are independent from the 
* ultrapowers R (D, 7{ ) of R we use, as long as they are proper extensions of 
R. We shall see that this fact depends essentially on Theorem 2.1. We 
shall illustrate this first by means of an example. It is evident what we 
mean in the general case by the non-standard extension of a subset of R and 
the non-standard extension of a binary relation in R. Now we showed in 
* Chapter l, that a subset S of R is infinite if and only if S ~ S . We shall 
give now a proof of this statement for the general case. Assume first that 
Sis finite, say S = (s1 , ••• , s ). n * If aeS, then (u:uED and A(u)€S} ei(, 
where A€a. Since 'U is an ultrafilter, there exists an index i, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
such that (u:uED and A(u) = s1 } € <{. Hence, a is a standard element, i.e., 
aeS. Conversely, assume that S is infinite. Then there exists an injection 
~ of N into s. Now we define the folloWing mapping A of D into S. If uED , 
n 
then A(u) = ~(n) for all neN, where {D :nEN} is a partition of D into non-
n 
empty disjoint sets such that D ¢v. for all n€N. 
n 
* Aea, we have that aeS but afoS. 
* Then, if a€R is such that 
This example illustrates precisely how to use property (Q) of Theorem 
2 .1 in the case that R* (D, t< ) :/ R. 
In general, the fact that the formulation and characterization of the 
basic notions and principles of analysis in non-standard language are in-
* dependent from the ultrapowers R (D, a: ) of R we use, as long as they are 
proper extensions of R,follows easily from the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. ~ D be an infinite set and let t( be an ultrafilter on 
D such that the ultrapower R*(n,;:{) is a proper extension of R. Then there 
* exists a free ultrafilter 0..' on N such that R (N, (')_ ') is isomo;rphic to a 
* subfield of R (D, ~f). 
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* PROOF. From the hypothesis that R (D, 7~) is a proper extension of R it 
follows that there exists a partition (D : n€N} of D consisting of non-empty 
n 
subsets of D such that D f. ''l{_ for all nEN (Theorem 2 .1). Let E be a subset 
n 
of D. Then by E we denote the set U(D : D ti E f ¢}, i.e., E is the 
s n n s 
saturation of E with respect to the partition (D : n€..~} of D or the equiva-
n 
lence relation defined by the partition (D : nEN). Every saturated subset 
n 
E of D defines in a unique way a subset of N in the form of the set of all 
s 
indices n such that D CE • The sets so defined on N by the saturated ele-
n- s 
* ments of '!/.. form a free ultrafilter U ' on N. The fact that R (N, T/') is 
* isomorphic to a subfield of R (D, :.J) is then easily verified by considering 
the set of those elements of RD which are constant on the sets Dn(nEN). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In summary, the above theorem implies that the non-standard interpre-
tation of analysis given in the preceding chapters is the restriction of a 
* * simiJar interpretation in R (D, U) to R (N, U.' ). 
We conclude this section with a simple theorem which is frequently 
used in the remainder of this chapter. 
Let X be any set. A non-empty family (X : a€A} of subsets of X is 
a 
said to have the finite intersection property if for every finite subset F 
of A we have 0 {Xa : aEF} ~ </J. Hence, in particular, X f ¢ for all a€A. 
a 
THEOREM 2.3 ~ X be any set and let {X : aEA} be a non-empty familY. 
a 
of subsets of X with the finite intersection property. Tb.en the family 
(X
8 
: a€A} is included in some ultrafilter 71 ~ X. 
PROOF. Let ':Jbe a set of subsets of X which is defined as follows: 
Ye~jimplies there exists a finite subset F(Y) of A such that Y:) ,'"'. (X :a€F(Y)). 
- a 
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Then "J-is a filter on X. Indeed, since the family (X :aEA} has the finite 
a 
intersection property it follows that ¢ ~..J. Furthermore, YeJ-and Y'-' Y 
obviously implies that Y' €.I. 
u F' (Y)} implies that y r ·, y I e'.J; 
Finally, if Y, Y' E], then Y;: Y'J (I (X :aEF(Y) 
- a 
Hence, ~9satisfies the filter properties 
(Fi), (F2) and (Fs) (Definition 2.1, Chapter 1), i.e., }-is a filter on X. 
We conclude from Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 1 that there exists an ultrafilter 
U on X which includes -J-. This completes the proof. 
3. The Hahn-Banach Extension Theorem. 
As a first application of the use of general non-standard models of R 
in analysis we shall give a new proof of the very important Hahn-Banach 
extension theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Hahn-Banach). Let E be a real linear space and let p 
be a sublinear functional defined on E, i.e., a mapping p .2f. E ~ R ~ 
~ p(x+y) ~ p(x) + p(y) for all x,y€E ~ p(tx) = tp(x) for all x€E and all 
t ~ 0. 1f f is a real linear functional defined on a linear subspace G of E 
such that f(x) ~ p(x) for all XEG, then there exists a real linear functional 
F on E such that F(x) = f(x) for all XEG and F(x) ~ p(x) for all x€E. 
PROOF. We note first that if z€E but z~G, then there exists a real 
linear functional g, defined on the linear subspace G' of all elements 
x = v + AZ (vEG and A real), such that g(x) = f(x) on G and g(x) ~ p(x) on 
G'. Indeed, observe that the representation x = v + AZ for an element xeG' 
is unique. The problem is, therefore, to find a suitable value for a = g(z). 
Since the definition g(v + AZ) = f(v) + ta for every x = v + AZEG' extends 
f linearly to G\ the requirement concerning Ci is that g(v + AZ) = f(v) + 
AG ~ p(v + AZ) for every vEG and all real A # O. For A > 0 we set v = AW 
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and we write the inequality in the form f(w) + c ;1? p(w + z), which holds 
for all weG'. For A < 0 we set again v = AW, and now dividing by -A, the 
inequality becomes -f(w) - a~ p(-w-z) for all weG'. Hence, the require-
ment is that 
for all w1,w2eG. But f(w2)-f(w1) = f(w2-w1) ~ p(w2-w1) = p{(w2+z) + (-w1-z)) 
~ p(w2+z) + p(-w1-z), so - p(-w1-z) - f(w1 ) ~ p(w2+z) - f(w2) for all w1,w2eG. 
Thus P = sup (- p(-w1-z) - f(w1)) ~ inf ,...,,{p(w2+z) - f(w2) = Q. It W1 €G w2~u 
follows that c can be taken as any number satisfying P ~ c ~ Q. 
Having established this result we proceed as follows: Let {f : ueD} u 
be the family of all linear functionals which are 0.efined on some linear 
subspace of E which contains G and which have the following properties: 
f (x) = f (x) for all x€G and f (x) ~ p(x) for all x in the domain of f • 
u u u 
It is evident that D 1 ¢. For every xEE we denote by D the set of all 
x 
uED such that x e domain (f ) • From the result above it follows that D ~ ¢ u x 
for all xEE. Furthermore, the family (D : xEE) of non-empty subsets of D x 
has the finite intersection property, i.e., if x1 , • • ·, x are elemento of E_, n 
n 
then (~\ D 1 ¢. Indeed, apply the above result successively to the 
i=l xi 
elements xi, . . . , x • n Now, let l{be an ultrafilter on D which contains the 
"' family {Dx : xe.E) (Theorem 2.3). Then we define the following mapping f of 
* ~ * E into R (D, 7-'(). If xEE, then f(x) is that element of R (D, l.IJ which is de-
termined by an element A€.R.D such that A(u) = f (x) for all ueD • Then it is 
u x 
~ * * easy to see that f is a linear transformation of E into R (D, 0( ) (consider R 
as a linear space over R) and that f has the following two properties: (i) 
f (x) =: f(x~ .i'.or all xEG .ang. (ii) f(x) ~ p(x) for all xEE. From (ii) it 
~ ~ 
follows that - p(-x) ~ f(x) ~ p(x) for all xEE, i.e., f(x) is finite for all 
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xeE. Hence, F = st(f) is the required linear functional. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK It may be of interest to point out that the use of non-
standard arguments in the above proof of the Hahn-Banach extension theorem 
eliminates the use of Zorn's lemma. In fact, we derive the Hahn-Banach ex-
tension theorem directly from the apparently weaker hypothesis that every 
proper filter is contained in an ultrafilter, or equivalently, the prime 
ideal theorem for Boolean algebras. Whether the converse holds, i.e., 
whether the Hahn-Banach extension theorem implies the prime ideal theorem 
for Boolean algebras, seems to be an open problem. 
4. Tarski's Extension Theorem for Measures on Boolean Algebras. 
Let B be a Boolean algebra. A mapping m of B into R is called a measure 
on B if m has the following properties: 
(m1 ) m(o) = 0 ; and o ~ m(a) ~ + co for all ae:B. 
(lll2) If a,bEB and a ~ b, then m(a) ~ m(b) (m is monotone). 
(ms) If a,bEB and a1, b = o, then m(avb) = m(a) + m(b) (mis additive). 
It is evident that m(o) = 0 and (m2 ) imply that m(a) ~ 0 for all aeB. 
Furthermore, we call a measure m a finite measure if m(l) < + co. 
From (m3 ) it follows immediately that if a1 , ••• , a is a finite family n 
of elements of the Boolean algebra which are mutually disjoint (a.i /" aj = 0 if 
n 
i -/= j), then m(a1 va2v • • • van) = Li=lm(a1 ) • 
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In A. Tarski, Une contribution a la th~orie de la mesure, Fund. Ma.th., 
15, 42-50 (1930), we find the following interesting theorem, which we shall 
prove here by means of non-standard arguments. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Tarski). Every finite measure m defined on a suba1gebra 
0 
B0 of a Boolean algebra B can be extended to a measure m .2!! B such that the 
set of values of m is contained in the closure of the set of values of ~0 • 
PROOF. Let B be a proper subalgebra of a Boolean algebra B and Jet m 
0 0 
l>e a finite measure defined on B • We shall denote by S the set of a.a 
0 0 . 
values of m • Then, by hypothesis, S is a bounded subset of R. 
0 0 
We shall first show, analogously to the proof of the Hahn-Banach ex-
tension theorem, the following essential result. 
If a ef B is an element of B, then m can be extended to a finit.e .mee.s-· 
0 0 0 
ure m1 on the subalgebra B1 generated by B and the element a such that tti~ 0 0 
range of mi is contained in the closure of the range of m0 • 
·ro this end, recall that B1 is the set of all elements aEB which can be 
expressed in the form a= (a1 r..a )v(a2 /\a' ), where a1 ,a2 EB and a' is the 0 0 0 
complement of a in B (R. Sikorski, Boolean Algebras, Ergebnisse 25, sect]ow 
0 
4(3)). 
We then define 
m1 (a2 ,..,a') = sup(m(v) 0 
u ~ a1 /, a and uEB ) 0 0 
v ~ a2 " a' and vEB ) 0 0 
and claim that m1 (a) = m1 (a1 /\ a ) + m1 (a2 ,,,._a') for some representation of an 0 0 
element aeB1 is the required extension. We shall now briefly indicate the 
necessary steps for proving this statement. First of all, if b e:B , obscr:e 
0 
that for any uEB0 such that u ~ a0" b we have u' 1 , b ~ a' of'.b. 0 Hence, 
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mr(b) = m (b) for all beB • In order to show that mi is additive (the other 0 0 
two properties are evident) it is enough to show that for all a1,a2 EB , 0 
(a1J\ a )r..(a2,,a) = 0 implies that m1{(a1 /\a )v(a21\ a )} = m1(a 1 ... a1 ) + m1 0 0 0 0 0 
It is easy to see that m1 (a0 .l\a1 ) + m1 (a0 Aa2) ~ m1 { (a1 .".a0 ) V 
To prove the converse inequality, we observe that for any wEB 
0 
such that w?; (a /\a1 ) v (a Aa2 ) =a A(a1 va2 ) we have m(w)?;; m(w1'.a1 ;, a2) 0 0 0 
+ m(wAa2). From w.A.a1 Aa~ :?; a0 A a1 it follows that m(w,1\a1 /\a~) :?; m1(a0 ~); 
in the same way we have m(wAaa)?: m1 (a0 Aaa). Thus m1{(a0 1'.a1)v(a0 ,\a2)} 
!m1(a
0
"a1) + m1(a
0
1'\a2), which shows that m1 is a measure on Bi which ex-
tends m • That the range of m1 is contained in the closure of the range of 0 
m follows immediately from the definition of m1• 0 
In order to complete the proof of Tarski's theorem we proceed as follows: 
Let (m : uED} be the family of all measures defined on subalgebras of B which 
u 
extend m and which have their range in the closure S of S • It is obvious 
0 0 0 
that D ~ ¢. For every aeB, let D be the set of all uED such that aE domain 
a 
(m ) • Then D ~ ¢ for all a EB and, in fact, the family (D : a EB) of non-
u a a 
empty subsets of B has the finite intersection property (apply the above 
result a finite number of times). Let V. be an ultrafilter on D which con-
tains the family (D : aEB) (Theorem 2.3). Then we define the following 
a 
..... * ;;;,, * mapping m of B into R (D, i.o. If aEB, then m(a) is that element of R (D, ~) 
which is determined by an element MeDRsuch that M(u) = m (a) for all uED • 
u a 
~ * Then it is easy to verify that m is a R -valued measure on B with the prop-
erties: ii(a) = m (a) for all aEB and ii(a)€(S )* for all aEB, where (S )* is 
0 0 0 0 
the non-standard extension of : • Since S is bounded, we have that (S )* 
0 0 0 
eM0 (Theorem 7.5 of Chap. 1) and st((S )*) = S (Theorem 1.2 of Chap. 3). 0 0 
Hence, m = st(ti) is the required extension; and the proof is finished. 
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The above proof of Tarski' s t heorem shows, as was the case With the 
Hahn-Banach extension theorem, that it is an immediate consequence of the 
ultrafilter hypothesis, i.e., every proper filter is contained in an ultra-
filter. As we pointed out in the preceding section we do not know whether 
the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, conversely, implies the ultrafilter hypoth-
esis. In this case we can show verJ easily, however, t hat the converse, in-
deed, holds, i.e., we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Tarski's extension theorem for finite measures implies the 
ultrafilter theorem, i.e., that every (proper) filter is contained in an 
ultrafilter. 
PROOF. Let X be an arbitrary (infinite) set and let .:;t be a filter on 
X. For this occasion, we denote the Boolean algebra of all subsets of X by 
B. The subalgebra of all elements EEB such that either EE.:f'..or its comple-
ment E' = X-E Et;i.. (they cannot both belong to :g.. since ;·~is not degenerated) 
will be denoted by B . That B is a subalgebra of B is easy to verify. For 
0 0 
every EeB we set m(E) = 1 if Edand m(E) = 0 if Er/}.'. Then m is a measure 
0 0 
on B0 • Indeed, (mi) follows from the fact that XE}; (m2) follows immediately 
frcm the property (Fi) of .](Definition 2.1 of Chapter l); finally (m3 ) can 
be proved as follows: Assume that E1 ,E2 EB and E1 11E2 = ¢. Then either 0 
EiUE2E}or (EiOE2)' e.}. If Eilil'E2o/ -y, then by property (Fi) of},, E3J/ .'}and 
E2Pand hence m(EiUE2) = m(E:i:)+m(E2 ). If E1UE2EF, then E~€'}and E~e.rff is im-
possible. Indeed (Ei€J'E2) 1 = EinE2 implies, by property (F2 ) of}, that 
This proves that m is a 
0 
measure on B • We conclude from Tarski's extension theorem that there exists 
0 
a finite measure m on B which extends m and which has its values in the 
0 
closure of the range of m • Since m is (0,1}-valued it follows that m is 
0 0 
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(O, 1)-valued also. Now, let!/= (E :ECX and m(E) = 1). Then it follows im-
mediately that} ft( and 7/ is a filter on X. We shall prove that(.,( is an · 
ultrafilter on X. According to Theorem 2.4 of Chap. 1 we have to show that 
for every Ef.X either EE ;{or E' E Z{. I Observe that EUE = X; and hence, by 
property (m3 ) of m, we have that m(E) + m(E') = m(X) = 1, i.e., either tn(E) = 
1 or m(E') = 1, or equivalently,l{ is an ultrafilter. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
REMARKS l. We do not know how to derive the Hahn-Banach extension 
theorem directly from Tarski's extension theorem. 
2. In the same way as in the above proof of Tarski's extension we can 
use non-standard arguments to prove the following theorem of J. L. Kelley 
(see J. L. Kelley, Measures on Boolean Algebras, Pacific Journ. of Ma.th., 9, 
1165-1176 (1959)). 
THEOREM 4.3 (Kelley). ~ B be a Boolean algebra and let p be a non-
negative monotone real function on B such that p(a) + p(b) f p(avb) + p(aAb) 
for all a,bEB, and let m be a measure on a subalgebra B of B such that 
0 - 0 -
m (a) ~ p(a) for all aEB • Then there exists a measure m on B such that 
0 0 
m(a) = m (a) for all aEB and m(a) ~ p(a) for all aEB. 
0 o-
I do not know whether this result is equivalent to the ultrafilter 
theorem. 
5. Nikod;?m's Theorem about the Existence of Strictly Positive Non-Archi-
medean Measures on Boolean Algebras. 
Let B be a Boolean algebra. A measure m on B is called strictly positive 
or effective if m(a) = 0 if and only if a= O. Every Boolean algebra admits 
in a trivial way, by defining m(a) = + co for all aEB and a 1 o, a strictly 
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positive measure. If, on the other hand, we require the measure to be 
finite, then the problem of the existence of an effective measure is quite 
different. In fact, there exist Boolean algebras (even complete non-atomic 
Boolean algebras) which do not adlnit any finite effective measure. The 
following example of such an algebra is due to J. Dixmier. 
Let X be an infinite set of larger cardinal than the cardinal of N. Let 
B be again the Boo!.ean algebra of all subsets of X and let J be the set of 
all subsets E of X such that card(E) ~ card(N). Then J is an ideal in B. 
Let B1 = B/J. We shall prove that B' does not admit any effective finite 
measure. In order to see this, assume that B 1 does admit such a measure m. 
Let aEB' and a J o, then m(a) > o. Furthermore, if the subset A of X is in 
the class a, then c; = card (A) > card(N). From the fact that oo = c~ it fol-
lows that there exists a family (A : p€P} of mutually disjoint subsets of X p 
such that card(A ) > card(N) for all p€P and card(P) = a. Let a be the p p 
class of the element A (pEP). Then a Aa = 0 for all p I= q. Furthermore, p p q 
we have that m(a ) > 0 for all pEP. Since card(P) = ~ > card(N) there exists p 
a positive number o > 0 such that m(a ) > o for more than countably many p 
p€P. Hence, for every neN we have that m(a ) > o, i=l, 2, • • ·, n, 
pi 
implies no~ m(l). This contradicts 5 > 0 and the proof is completed. 
In the light of this result, the following theorem of O. Nikod;1m, which 
is contained in the papers: O. Nikod1ro. On extension of a given finitely 
additive field-valued non-negative measure, on a finitely additive Boolean 
tribe, to another tribe more ample, Rend. Sem. Mat. Univ. di Padova 26, 
232-327 (1956), 0. Nikod;?m, Sur le mesure non-archim~dienne effective sur 
une tribu de Boole arbitraire, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris 251, 2113-2115 (196o), 
is of interest. We shall prove it here in a much simpler way using non-
standard arguments. 
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THEOREM 5.1 (Nikod:9m). For ever-y Boolean algebra B there exists a 
totally-ordered field F, which is in general non-archimedean, such that B 
admits a strictly positive F-valued finite measure. 
PROOF. Our proof depends on the following fundamental result of M. H. 
Stone (see R. Sikorski, Boolean Algebras, Theorem 6.1). If B is a Boolean 
algebra, then for every aEB and a f 0 there exists a (0,1)-valued Boolean 
homomorphism h such that h(a) = 1. Incidentally, this result is equivalent 
to the ultrafilter hypothesis. If we observe that a Bool~an two-valued homo-
morphism is a two-valued measure, then Stone's results implies that for every 
aEB and a f 0 there exists a finite measure m such that m(a) 1 O. Further-
more, since the sum of a finite number of measure is again a measure we have, 
in fact, that for every finite subset a1 , , a of non-zero elements of B n 
there exists a finite measure m on B such that m(a.) I 0 for all i = 1, 2, 
l. 
•.• , n. Having established this result, we proceed then as follows: Let 
(m : u€D} be the family of all non-zero real measures on B. There is no 
u 
loss in generality if we assume that m (1) = 1 for all u€D. Indeed, if 
u 
m(l) I 1, then by considering the measure m' = m/m(l) we obtain a measure m' 
such that m'(l) = 1. For every aEB and a ~ o, we denote by D the set of all 
a 
uED such that m (a) # 0. From the result above, which we deduced from the 
u 
theorem of Stone about the existence of sufficiently many two-valued homo-
morphisms, it follows that the family (D : aEB and a f O} of non-empty sub-
a 
sets of D has the finite intersection property. Let l/. be an ultrafilter on 
D which contains the family (D : aEB and a I 0) (Theorem 2.3). 'Ihen F = R* 
a 
(D, 'l/. ) is a totally-ordered field which is in general non-archimedean . Th"":r 
we define the following mapping m of B into F. If 0 f aEB, then m(a) is that 
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element of F for which there exists an element ME i(a) such that M(u) = 
m (a) for all uED ; and we define ~(o) = O. 
u a 
"V 
Then, by construction, m has 
the following properties: (i) ;(a) = 0 if and only if a = o, i.e., ~is 
strictly positive and (ii) ; is an F-valued measure on B such that ;(l) = 1. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
. ~ 
REV~. 1. If B does not admit a strictly positive real finite meas-
/ 
ure, theµ the totally-ordered field F constructed in the proof of the pre-
i 
ceding .theorem is a proper extension ofR"and hence, ~(a) is infinitesimal 
for at least one element 0 I aEB. 
~. If in place of the family o all normalized measures on B we take 
the ~t of all non-zero two-valued asures and their averages we obtain, 
in ad!ition, that the field F for which Nikod;1rn's theorem 
bol.df may be a proper e field of rational numbers Q. 
6. .'he Hci.ne?-llerel Geveri 
In this sectien we shall give a non-standard pi o.,,f of the classical 
Heine-Borel co·reri:ng thP.orem. 
THEOREM 6.1. (HP.ine-Pnel) A suhset ~ of RP (p 2 1) is hounded and 
closed if and only if S iR compact, i.e., every Olli?n covering of S has a 
finite subcoveri~_g_. 
PROOF. 
convergent • 
* and st(s ) = 
If G c RP is corr.pact, then obviously every ultrafilter on S is 
Hence, if LL is an ultrafilter cm S and R* = RS/ U, then s* c uP p r mo 
S . This sr.ows that the condition is sL:f:'icio.n-'u (See Theorems 2.1 
and 4.1 ef nh8.pter 4) . 
In order tc prove that the condition is necessary we shall Rsswne that 
{oA : A E A} is an open covering of S. If this covering d8es not c~ntain a 
finite subcovering $f S, then for every finite suhset F c A we have that 
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AF = S - U(OA : A e F) is not empty. Furthermore, the non-empty family of 
non-empty sets {AF : F c A and Fis finite} has the finite intersection pro-
perty. Hence, by Theorem 2.3, there exists an ultrafilter ti. on S which con-
tains the family {Ay : F c A and F is finite}. Consider then the ultrapower 
* s R = R /u_. p p Let E denote the identity mapping of S onto S, i.e., E(x) = x for 
* be * * all x e S, and let e e RP/such that E e e. Then e € S and e I.. OA for all 
A E A. Since S is bounded and closed there exists an element s e S and an 
infinitesimal h € Mf such that e = s + h. For some A, s e OA. Hence, OA 
* being open we have that e = s +he OA. This contradicts the definition of l/_ 
and the proof is finished. 
REMARKS. 1. It is not without interest to observe that under the 
hypothesis that the covering {oA : A e A} has no finite subcovering it follows 
that for any ultrafilter 1.i of subsets of S which contains the elements of the 
family{~ : F c A and F is finite} the ultrapower a;= R~/lL of RP is a pro-
per extension of R • Indeed, since R and hence S have the Lindel8f property p p 
it follows that there exists a countably infinite subset 1'tJ c A such that the 
faruily {oA : A e tu} covers S, then OA I.. lf. for all A e tu implies that a; is 
a proper extension of R {See Theorem 2.1). p 
2. From the above method of proof we deduce immediately the following 
abstract covering t heor em. 
THEOREM 6. 2. 1et. X be an arbitrary set and let { O'A : "A e 11.} be a covering 
Qf x. Then this covering contains a finite subcovering of X if and only if 
every free ultrafilter on X contains an element of the covering. 
